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ABSTRACT 
Site 41 LK 31/32 is located in Live Oak County, southern Texas on a wide 
horseshoe bend of the Frio River, approximately 16 km west of the Frio•s 
confluence with the Nueces River. Construction of the Choke Canyon Reservoir 
by the Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) had necessitated an excavation program at 
the site prior to destruction. Investigations conducted by the Center for 
Archaeological Research, The University of Texas at San Antonio, were carried 
out in two stages, culminating in a major excavation during the summer of 
1978. An indication of the depth and significance of cultural deposits at the 
site occurred in 1977 when the Bureau of Reclamation dug a series of 9 m deep 
geological test pits. Prehistoric occupation zones beginning at a depth of 
2.5 meters and continuing to the surface were exposed. The coincidental 
location of necessary dam ingredients--specific clays and gravel and the site--
prompted testing and, later, intensive excavation by the Center for Archaeological 
Research. Artifacts and depositional information derived from the field work 
established 41 LK 31/32 as the location of intermittent occupation by hunting 
and gathering peoples for more than 5000 years stretching from the Early 
Archaic through the Late Archaic. 
KEYWORDS: archaeology, south Texas, Live Oak County, Archaic, Historic. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Sites 41 LK 31 and 41 LK 32 were first recorded by the Coastal Bend Archaeo-
logical Society (CBAS) in February 1972. Both sites were described as 
prehistoric lithic scatters* occupying a low terrace east and south of a bend 
in the Frio Rive~ (Fig. l,a). This locale was on the Schwartz estate, roughly 
12 km west of Three Rivers, Texas. 41 LK 31 had surface evidence that included 
dart point fragments, burned chert, lithic debitage, and freshwater mussel 
shells according to the CBAS records. Testing was recommended. Site 41 LK 32, 
roughly 400 m east of 41 LK 31, was likewise subjected to surface collection 
by the CBAS. Lithic debitage, mussel shell, and burned chert were noted and 
collected. This site was not felt to be of extensive occupational duration 
and consequently was not recommended for further work or testing. Plowing and 
grazing had disrupted the surface over parts of both 41 LK 31 and 41 LK 32, 
although roughly half of 41 LK 31 remained wooded (Fig. l,b). 
The Cultural Resources Institute (CRI) of Texas Tech University, under sub-
contract with the Center for Archaeological Re.search, The University of Texas 
at San Antonio (CAR-UTSA), conducted more extensive surveys as specified under 
Phase I survey requirements (Contract No. 7-07-50-V0897). By the time the CRI 
had surveyed the area, the Bureau of Reclamation had excavated several deep 
geological test pits in search of clay and gravel deposits. Among other 
geological test pits, one each had been placed on 41 LK 31 and 41 LK 32. The 
pit designated by the Bureau of Reclamation as TPC-364 revealed that an 
extensive cultural zone lay buried some 2 m below ground surface in the vicinity 
of 41 LK 31. Several additional cultural zones were noted, between 35 em and 
2m depth, with associated chipped stone, mussel shell, and burned rock. In 
particular, a thick, dark cultural zone at approximately 2 m deep was felt to 
be significant in light of the scarcity of s~ch buried occupations in the 
reservoir area. TPC-363, in the middle of 41 LK 32, showed the same buried 
cultural zones, particularly the thick, dark horizon also noted at 41 LK 31. 
Similar exposures of mussel shells, burned rocks, and lithic debitage to at 
least 2 m were also noted. Knowledge of the burned materials led to the 
modification of the site's evaluation as an extensive surface scatter to that 
as one with considerable depth and potential for contributing to the prehistory 
of south Texas. Additionally, the exposure of continuous subsurface cultural 
zones allowed the site numbers to be combined into 41 LK 31/32, more correctly 
describing the unified nature of the site. 
A previously overlooked historic ruin was discovered in a wooded area on the 
southwest edge of 41 LK 31/32 during the testing phase. Bottle glass, founda-
tion stones, and a collapsed chimney marked the small 19th century structure. 
No separate site number was awarded it, as it was felt the structure actually 
represented the final episode of the prehistoric-historic continuum, and as 
such, rightfully should be considered a part of 41 LK 31/32. 
The Bureau's designation of the area occupied by 41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202 (a 
historic site located 250 m south of 41 LK 31/32**) as a primary borrow area 
*A 11 Glossary 11 is included as Appendix III to this report. 
**41 LK 202 was initially recorded by CRI; see Thoms, Montgomery, and Portnoy 
1981 for background information. 
Figure 1.  Views of 41LK31/3Z. a, aerial photo; b, site contour map.
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for fill in the Choke Canyon Dam necessitated immediate attention to the 
sites. Both sites had been accorded sufficient merit to undertake extensive 
subsurface excavation to retrieve all information possible prior to destruction. 
Field work under Contract No. 7-07-50-V0897 began in late January 1978 by 
personnel from the CAR-UTSA (Appendix I). The duration of the field work was 
spent in testing 11 sites, six of which were· located on the Schwartz property 
and included 41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202. A series of 44 backhoe trenches 
across 41 LK 31/32 helped confirm the continuous and unified nature of the 
subsurface deposits, while two hand-excavated 3 x 4-m test units revealed the 
existence of at least four distinct prehistoric cultural horizons ranging from 
Early Archaic to Late Archaic. Radiocarbon assays from two features yielded 
absolute dates of 3380-3350 B.C. from the deepest cultural horizon, and 2360-
2340 B.C. (MASCA corrected) from a cultural horizon roughly 1 m below ground 
surface. Further work at the site resulted in placement of vertical controls 
and an east-west baseline running the length of the site, sketching wall 
profile segments in the geological test pits, photographing and describing 
five cultural features exposed in the walls of the geologic pit, and prepara-
tion of a plane table map complete with locations of geological test pits, 
backhoe trenches, controlled excavation units, and historic remains. In 
addition, plan mapping and exposure of the collapsed chimneys was undertaken 
on the historic component of 41 LK 31/32. 
Intensive excavation of 41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202 began in late June 1978, 
under Bureau of Reclamation Contract No. 8-07-5B-V0335. Four 2-m2 test units 
were hand dug and screened to sterile levels in three peripheral areas of 
41 LK 31/32. A broad area of ten 2-m2 hand tests was placed adjacent to the 
geological test pit on the western section of the site. Excavation in this 
western area was facilitated by the removal of 1 m of overburden, providing 
easier access to the Middle Archaic component. Removal of the cultural mate-
rial in the upper 1 m of soil was felt to be justifiable for two reasons: the 
scattered Late Archaic materials it contained were well represented elsewhere 
in the Choke Canyon area as well as in the remainder of 41 LK 31/32; and time 
saved by not having to dig through the overburden was invaluable in exploring 
the little known Early and Middle Archaic. Additionally, the initial field 
work had tested these upper levels in the immediate area of extensive excavat-
ions. 
A total of 20 cultural features was mapped during both phases of field 
work/excavations of the prehistoric component at 41 LK 31/32. These yielded 
charcoal as well as artifacts and significant cultural clues to the uses of 
the site. Detailed profiles were drawn to facilitate geomorphological and 
stratigraphic investigations. Phytolith and soil samples were taken and water 
screening was employed to maximize recovery of lithic debris in the unusually 
hard silty-sand. Part of this water screening employed a window screen to 
facilitate recovery of botanical samples (seeds, charcoal) and small bones. 
Soil columns from representative locations in the profiles were framed and 
plasticized, giving a permanent record of the profiles for future use. 
Final work on the historic component of 41 LK 31/32 consisted of full exposure 
and further detailed mapping of one chimney foundation and a series of bisect-
ing 1-m2 units designed to reveal any remaining floor or foundation. Artifact 
4 
recovery was also done via water screening, again to increase material 
recovery and decrease time expenditures. 
Historic site 41 LK 202 was extensively tested. Both chimney foundations were 
cleaned and mapped, six 2-m2 test units were excavated and hand screened, and 
detailed foundation mapping was executed. Artifacts recovered, as well as 
historic archival research, allowed for a detailed study of the historic 
occupation. 
Part I: Prehistoric Investigations 
by Robert F. Scott IV 
5 

ETHNOHISTORIC BACKGROUND 
We have little in the way of ethnohistoric records for the Indians of south 
Texas. If not for Cabeza de Vaca•s misfortune of being shipwrecked on the 
Texas coast in 1528, even our earliest glimpse of prehistoric south Texas 
would have been lost. Despite the continuing debate over the route of Cabeza 
de Vaca (Campbell and Campbell 1981) and the interpretation of what he encoun-
tered (ibid.; Fawcett 1977; Newcomb 1961), his account remains the earliest 
document of an aboriginal existence in south Texas. 
7 
Newcomb (1961) summarized what was known about the aboriginal populations of 
south Texas. Summaries of European chroniclers in the area have been pre-
sented in Hester (1977, 1980), Hester and Hill (1975), Fawcett (1977, 1979), 
Campbell (1975a), and Campbell and Campbell (1981). While not rejecting the 
generalizations on the south Texas hunters and gatherers presented in Newcomb 
(1961), the more recent studies have elaborated more on seasonal movements and 
subsistence activities. Additionally, Campbell (l975a), Campbell and Campbell 
(1981), and Hester (1980) have tried to break away from the concept of grouping 
all Indians encountered in the early contact literature as either Coahuilteco-
or Karankawan-related speakers. For example, Hester (1980:39) notes that at 
least seven languages (including Karankawa and Coahuilteco) were spoken in 
south Texas in early historic times. 
The extent to which early European accounts can be used to reconstruct prehis-
toric subsistence is a matter of argument. Fawcett (1977, 1979) had drawn 
heavily upon these chronicles in his reconstructions of annual subsistence 
cycles around the Palmetto Bend (Jackson County) area. Hester (1980) and 
Campbell (1975a) rely on the early accounts as well, although warning that 
inaccuracies and bias inherent in the records should serve to temper the 
reliability with which the prehistoric condition is actually presented. 
It is preferable here to discuss a few of the pitfalls in the use of ethno-
historic documents. Initially, the translations themselves are often a 
source of question, as the clarity and precision of the observed people or 
event is subject to a strong European bias. Additionally, it is necessary to 
question how much of a subsistence regime followed by Late Prehistoric hunters 
and gatherers would have been followed by their Archaic antecedents 1000 years 
or more before. With climatic data on south Texas still incomplete, but 
suggestive of one prone to fluctuations, such a question is valid when annual 
subsistence rounds and adaptive strategies in the Archaic are archaeologically 
tested. 
What is known about aboriginal peoples (or 11 Coahuiltecans 11 ) in south Texas, 
regardless of linguistic affiliation, can be summarized as follows. 
Organization 
Campbell (1975b:21) reports that aboriginal groups may have been substantially 
large, approaching 100 people. Members were related patrilineally and group 
size was probably dictated by resource density. These bands remained autono-
mous for most of the year, except when bands coalesced during the summer 
prickly pear season (Newcomb 1961 :46). Movement from camp to camp is reported 
8 
as occurring every few weeks or less for the Coahuiltecans (ibid.:39) and 
around every two to three days for the Mariames (Campbell and Campbell 1981:14). 
Summer was also a time of ceremonies and trade among the Coahuiltecans (Newcomb 
1961:54-55). 
Seasonal Movements 
This subject has created the most lively debate among the interpreters of the 
ethnohistoric record. Campbell and Campbell (1981~14) note that the Mariames 
inhabited the lower Guadalupe River region during fall, winter, and spring, 
then moved toward the dense prickly pear areas around the lower Nueces River 
for summer. The Avavares, exploiting an area more inland than the Mariames, 
apparently did not synchronize their subsistence cycle very closely with the 
seasons (ibid.:24), preferring to exploit an area nearer the prickly pear 
grounds year round. 
Spring, at least for the Mariames, was a time when fish could be collected 
from overbank flood pools. Campbell and Campbell (1981:17) also note that 
fish bones were saved for grinding and consumption. Snails were eaten in the 
summer (as well as prickly pears) and pecans in the fall (ibid.:l7-18). 
Winter, the season of greatest food scarcity, was dominated by root foods, a 
search which often sent the women five to eight miles from camp (Campbell and 
Campbell 1981:18). 
Diet 
In addition to prickly pears, snails, roots, and pecans, Newcomb (1961:41-43) 
states that a wide variety of plants and insects, bark, soil, and fecal matter 
were consumed, in addition to small mammals and fish. Big game--deer, antelope, 
and bison--were taken when available, but perhaps never contributed more than 
a small overall percentage of yearly protein .needs. 
Plant foods in general contribute 60% to 80% of the normal diet among hunters 
and gatherers (Lee and DeVore 1968:7). Prickly pear, pecans, and acorns were 
important, as well as maguey (Agave ame~cana). These plant foods could be 
processed or stored as necessary (Newcomb 1961 :41). Many more plants were 
undoubtedly consumed, but confirmation of particulars through the literature 
is difficult. 
Technology 
Special emphasis is placed on this portion of ethnohistoric research. 
Besides residues of certain food items (animal bones, mussel, and snail shells) 
that survive in sites, it is the technology used in subsistence activities 
that is most frequently represented in archaeological assemblages. Hester and 
Hill (1975:22) have defined a Late Prehistoric "tool kit 11 that included stone 
tools {bifaces, scrapers, hammerstones, and perforators), modified bone tools, 
and bone-tempered ceramic vessels. What Cabeza de Vaca•s recollections can 
actually add to this is minimal. Newcomb (1961 :44) notes the bow and arrow, 
rabbit sticks, and woven baskets in use. In addition to weapons (ibid.:41), 
pits, traps, and brush burning were used as hunting techniques. 
9 
Food preparation often leaves traces, most commonly the darkened," thermally 
fractured stones of a cooking hearth or pit. Campbell and Campbell (1981:19) 
referred to the Mariames preparing roots in an unspecified pit oven. A similar 
reference is found for the Cuchendados who inhabited an area in or near south-
western Jim Hogg County (ibid.:39). Green prickly pear pads were prepared in 
a pit oven. Other food processing activities by the Cuchendados include 
pounding mesquite beans in ground pits (Campbell and Campbell 1981). Hill, 
Holdsworth, and Hester (1972:10-11) present a modern example of yucca exploi-
tation that utilizes above-ground burning. 
Shelter receives little attention in south Texas ethnohistory. Newcomb 
(1961:43) mentions temporary shelters of bent saplings covered by reeds or 
hides among the Coahuilteco. Campbell and Campbell (1981:16) describe tempo-
rary shelters of bent saplings covered by reeds or hides. They also mention a 
shelter with four main poles, covered by mats, among the Mariames. 
Although the early sources may be inadequate for the purposes of the archae-
ologist, particularly covering foodstuffs and tools, they are nonetheless 
essential for interpreting archaeological sites. More detailed data for 
climatic reconstruction is needed in order to understand the context of the 
shift from the Archaic to the Late Prehistoric. The ethnohistorical infor-
mation available at present does permit genera·lizations that could be applied 
to the portable technology, seasonal exploitation of resources, and band 
organization of the Archaic. Particulars of adaption to the Archaic environ-
ment, however, must be gleaned from continued archaeological investigation. 
CONTEMPORARY ENVIRONMENT AND GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
41 LK 31/32 is located 145 km south of the Balcones Escarpment and 12 km west 
of the town of Three Rivers, Texas. It occupies a terrace in a wide bend in 
the Frio River. The Nueces River, the second largest drainage on the Rio 
Grande Plain, has its confluence with the Frio approximately 9 km southeast of 
the site. The U.S. Department of the Interior Environmental Statement (1975: 
B-9) describes streamflow in the Frio River as produced in large by 11 erratic 
and unpredictable storm rainfall. 11 Flow derived from springs in the area of 
the Balcones Fault is largely lost through percolation into the Edwards Aquifer 
(ibid.). Thus, flood runoff, with additions through tributaries such as the 
Atascosa River, accounts for the major portion of the streamflow. 
The Frio River rises approximately 230 km northwest of the study area in the 
dissected and eroded southern margin of the Edwards Plateau and south of the· 
Balcones Escarpment. In Live Oak County, the Frio River is underlain by 
geological deposits in the Jackson Group (Eocene) including the Frio Formation 
(Oligocene clays) and the Catahoula Formation (Miocene) (Sellards, Adkins, and 
Plummer 1975:677-727; Russell Bunker, personal communication). The Catahoula 
Formation is composed of 11 continental sands, clays, and pyroclastics int~r­
bedded with fluviatile sediments 11 (ibid. :720). Volcanic ash and tuffs make up 
the majority of the Catahoula, forming a friable sandstone which outcrops in 
many places along the Frio River. The Miocene Oakville Formation and its 
10 
gravel deposits of chert, petrified wood, and limestone are prominent in the 
southeast part of the county approximately 25 km from the Choke Canyon area 
(Weeks 1933:457-458). Additional lag gravels, derived from the Edwards Plateau, 
are interspaced along the Frio River and provide another source of raw lithic 
material. Existence of thin deposits of Uvalde gravel were additionally noted 
in the area by Russell Bunker (personal communication). 
Climate on the Rio Grande Plain can be described as semiarid (Johnson 1931), 
with peak rainfall occurring during late spring and early fall. Across south 
Texas rainfall averages vary from 25 inches at Corpus Christi in the east to 
20 inches in Starr County in the west (~b~d.:42). Rainfall is often spaced by 
droughts of varying duration, with one recorded from 1947 through 1956 (U.S. 
Department of the Interior 1975:B-7). Average annual temperature as given in 
Johnson (1931) is between 70°F and 72°F. Winters are generally mild and 
summers long and hot. 
Today thorn bush vegetation is predominant. Mesquite (P~~op~ julifilo~a), 
huisache (AQacla n~neo~ana), and live oak (Que~QU6 v~g~~ana), and other 
trees are found in riparian zones. Various cacti also abound, among them 
prickly pear (Opuntia ~ndh~m~) and tasajillo. 
Blair (1950) places south Texas in the Tamaulipan Biotic Province. No less 
than 61 species of mammals, 36 species of snakes, 19 lizards, 2 land turtles, 
3 toads/frogs, and 19 salamanders occur within the Tamaulipan Province (~b~d.: 
103). Several species of catfish (Tctal~U6 sp.), drum (Aplo~notU6 g~un~e~), 
and gar (Lep~MteU6) live in the river. Fre.shwater mussel species include 
Cy~onMM tamp~Qoe~~, Lamp~~ anodonto~deo, C~nQulina p~va, and Amblema 
p~Qq;ta, among others (Harold ~·1urray, personal communication). 
Four broad local environments were recognized in the area: riparian, flood-
plain, valley wall, and upland (Fig. 2). Deciduous trees dominate the riparian 
zones, including huisache (AQacla n~eo~ana), oak (Qu~QU6 sp.), and ash 
(F~xinum be~n~~ana). Floodplains were dominated historically by dense 
stands of mesquite and thorny shrubs broken by open prairie (Inglis 1964:42-
46). Mesquite, however, represents a recent intrusion into south Texas and 
was probably not widespread in prehistoric times as today (Hester 1980:34). 
The eroded valley walls and uplands are covered by dense xeric shrubs and 
cacti (notably prickly pear). The valley wall represents the eroded margins 
of Pleistocene terraces. Rich deposits of cherts and silicified woods are 
available in the Uvalde gravels associated with these low terraces. Access to 
all of the local environments is possible within a 6 km radius of 41 LK 31/32. 
PALEOCLIMATE 
One of the goals of the research at Choke Canyon and at 41 LK 31/32 was to 
enhance what little is known about the paleoclimate of south Texas. Increasing 
recognition of climate as having regional variability and being punctuated by 
episodes not characteristic of the long-term trend has necessitated a more 
careful view of prehistoric hunting and gathering adaptation (Gunn and Mahula 
1977). Techniques utilized during excavation of 41 LK 31/32, including samples 
extracted for pollen and phytolith research and detailed soil profiles, were 
aimed at broad coverage of available techniques indicative of past climatic 
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conditions. Unfortunately, pollen does not preserve well in open sites on the 
Rio Grande Plain, placing a heavier emphasis on interpretation of the phyto-
lith and sediments. 
In general, Texas climate has been growing progressively warmer and drier for 
the last 10,000 years (Bryant and Shafer 1977). Pollen samples from peat bogs 
(Bryant 1978) and dry caves (Bryant 1975; Bryant and Shafer 1977) give evidence 
for this, but apparently not in quantities detailed enough to spot short-term 
fluctuations. Until techniques of pollen extraction increase in sophistica-
tion, alternate methods of analysis, phytoliths for example, hold considerable 
promise. · 
Climatic episodes lasting several hundred to several thousand years potentially 
alter the floral and faunal environment. To what extent is unclear, but 
phytolith research offers tantalizing clues. At the Hudson-Meng site in 
Nebraska, use of the silicified (or opalized) plant cells helped identify 
changing conditions of short grass/tall grass prairie as well as horizontal 
identification of intersite features (Lewis 1978:211-216). In Texas, Robinson 
(ms.) has noted a fluctuating climate (wet/dry) with concomitant variation of 
short/tall grasses and various trees at 41 GO 21. Unfortunately, comparing 
the coastal 41 GO 21 with the inland 41 LK 31/32 was not possible at the time 
of this writing due to incomplete analysis of the 41 LK 31/32 samples. 
Indirect archaeological and geological evidence has also contributed to 
understanding regional climatic fluctuations. Antevs• (1955) suggestion of an 
Altithermal on the Great Plains from 5500 B.C.-2000 B.C. was an early attempt 
to identify sporadic climatic change within hemispherical trends. Dillehay 
(1974) used climatic influences on grasslands to account for shifts in ranges 
of bison between 10,000 B.C. and 1300-1550 A.D. Three major influxes of 
the herd animals were accounted for from archaeological evidence in Texas, 
highlighting the floral and faunal consequences of changes even on the level 
of several hundred years duration. 
Geomorphologically, work by Baker and Penteado-Orellana (1977), Looney and 
Baker (1977), and Bunker (personal communication) has highlighted climatic 
fluctuations evidenced in terrace building along the Colorado and Frio Rivers. 
Baker and Penteado-Orellana (1977) studied the terraces flanking the Colorado 
River, as well as sediments included in these terraces, for clues about grain 
size and stream discharge. Their data indicated changes in channel size, 
meander, and sediments transported during the last 100,000 years of the river•s 
existence. The Colorado River responded to the late Quaternary arid/humid 
fluctuations which the authors attribute to changes in the Gulf and Continen-
tal air masses over central Texas. Bunker•s (1982) work at sites along the 
Frio River suggests that the Rio Grande Plain was under the same influences at 
the same time. 
EXCAVATION METHODOLOGY 
Excavation procedures differed slightly from the limited testing phase to the 
extensive excavation program contingent upon the goals of each investigation. 
The necessity of sampling the site and determinating its extent and importance 
dictated the initial testing work, whereas the excavations reported here were 
specifically designed to extensively document the sites (Fig. 3). 
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The initial, limited testing (Hall, Black, and Graves 1982) began with the 
placement.of horizontal control via the establishment of an east-west baseline 
running the length of the site. Measurement was determined in meters from 
this line, eventually extending north and south in addition to being coordi-
nated with the USBR grid system. Location of any given point on ~he site was 
then given with ~ north and east metric coordinate. Two datum points were 
established for vertical control. Datum 1 was a nail driven into the base of 
a large mesquite tree roughly 60 m west of the geological test pit TPC-364, 
and 10 m north of the historic component of 41 LK 31/32. This point was 
designated an arbitrary 100 m elevation. Absolute elevation of the datum as 
determined by the USBR was 50.637 m above msl. Work on the eastern edge of 
the site necessitated the placement of a second datum point due to the con-
siderable distance between excavations. Datum 2 was driven into the trunk of 
a small huisache tree, 25 m west of geologic test pit TPC-363. Its elevation, 
relative to Datum 1, was 100.34 m arbitrary elevation or 50.977 m above msl. 
A series of 44 backhoe trenches was excavated at intervals across the site, 
eventually sectioning the entire width and breadth of the site (Fig. 3). 
Profiling within these trenches revealed buried features and stratigraphic 
evidence linking 41 LK 31 and 41 LK 32 as continuous in subsurface cultural 
evidence. The backhoe trenches were placed in accordance with east-west 
baseline stakes for the purposes of mapping and testing in the event of a sig-
nificant feature being exposed. Analysis of stratigraphic information from 
the backhoe trenches revealed that the heaviest cultural debris (chert flakes, 
mussel shells, snails) occurred in a crescent-shaped area, roughly following 
the curvature of the present bend in the Frio River. The backhoe trenches 
indicated the most extensive cultural debris occurred in the upper 100 em of 
deposit between the geologic test pits. The areas adjoining the USBR test 
pits TPC-364 and TPC-363 indicated deeper deposits of cultural debris, consis-
tent with that noted in the deep profiles of the geologic test pits. 
Surveyors from Texas Tech University had originally noted five features 
occurring in the walls of TPC-364 at 41 LK 31. All of these were described, 
photographed, and placed on a profile done for four sides of the deep, irregu-
lar pit. Eight zones were described from bottom to top of the test pit, with 
four of the five features occurring in Zone 2, a dark, distinct soil zone some 
2.5 m below .ground surface. Radiocarbon samples were collected from the 
features. 
Profiles, drawn as CAR personnel hung hazardously from ropes, were completed 
for both geologic test pits. The geologic test pit (TPC-363) at 41 LK 32 
revealed ·only 6 gross zonal separations in the pit wall profile, two less than 
the 41 LK 31 TPC-364 profile. Finer profiles were undertaken during hand 
excavation of the test units. 
Test units were placed over features visible in the geologic pit walls at 
41 LK 31 (Fig. 3). Unit Nl067 E875 (southwest corner stake coordinate) was 
placed over Feature 1, a basin-shaped charcoal lens visible in the test pit 
profile. Dimensions of the test unit were established at 3m2 to sufficiently 
encompass the feature and any surrounding cultural debris. To the west of 
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that unit, Features 2 and 3 were enclosed within the 3-m2 boundary of 
Unit Nl056 E863. Both units were established.on the north edge of the geo-
logic test pit and suffered from its irregular outline and orientation. Both 
Units Nl056 E863 and Nl062 E875 increased in size per level (as the south wall 
slope increased), and eventually involved a 3 x 4-m unit at a depth of 2.5 m. 
This problem was dealt with on a level by level basis, and recorded on sketch 
maps as i ncreas.es o~;:curred. 
Levels were measured in 25-cm increments as excavation began. However, after 
the completion of level 7 (175 em below ground surface), thickness was reduced 
to 10 em as it was felt the decreased size would enhance identification of 
living floors. A brief attempt to excavate in natural levels failed when it 
became apparent that vertical zone recognition was virtually impossible. 
This attempt, however, produced a distinct living surface at 225 em, approxi-
mately Zone 4 in the soil profile. When Zone 2, the prominent Archaic level, 
was reached, 3-m2 Unit Nl056 E863 was subdivided into nine 1-m2 units. Each 
1-m2 unit was then subdivided into four 50-cm2 units for excavation in 5-cm 
levels. It was felt this buried Archaic horizon, a rarity in south Texas 
archaeology, deserved such detailed scrutiny. After exposure of the cultural 
·remains, size in Unit Nl056 E863 was again increased from 50 cm2 to 1 m2 as 
signs of cultural activity decreased. 
Excavated soil was passed through l/4-inch hardware mesh screens. Unfortu-
nately, time limitations and soil conditions were such that less than 100% of 
the actually dug soil was screened. Dryness and soil compaction necessitated 
constant pulverizing by wooden stakes, a time-consuming and wearisome method. 
Screens were picked clean of cultural debris prior to full breakdown of soil 
clods. The vast majority of cultural debris was recovered, however, with any 
loss being insignificant to the purposes of the mitigation. All lithic 
debitage, burned and unburned rock, mussel shell, snail shell, and stream 
pebbles were retained for analysis. 
Prior to the extensive excavations, the top 1 m of overburden was removed from 
an area north of geologic test pit TPC-364 (Fig. 3). Justification for this 
was felt to be twofold: the initial testing had shown the upper 1 m of cul-
tural deposits to contain scattered Late Archaic cultural debris, well documented 
elsewhere in the Choke Canyon Reservoir investigation; time was also a critical 
factor as the site was situated over essential sands and clays vital for dam 
construction. The area of heaviest cultural debris, as determined by backhoe 
trenching, examination of geological test pit profiles, and test excavations 
was selected and scraped to a depth of 1 m by a mechanical road scraper. 
Members of the testing crew monitored the process to maximize data recovery. 
Eventually an area measuring roughly 30 m east-west by 15 m north-south was 
exposed, encompassing test Units Nl056 E863 and N1062 E875. 
Generally, our excavation procedures were based on methods deemed to be most 
appropriate after the initial testing. Three major shifts in methodology 
distinguished the two excavations: water screening replaced hand screening of 
soil; a constant unit size of 2 m2 was established, and a constant level of 
10-cm increments was used in the scraped area. Units outside of the scraped 
area, Nl083 Ell08, Nl094 E998, Nlll6 E998, and N950 E838, were excavated in 
constant 20-cm levels due to their less complex stratigraphy and lower yield 
of cultural debris. Additionally, 50 cm2 of soil from each was passed through 
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window screen in addition to the l/4-inch hardware mesh used. Phytolith 
samples were extracted by a sterile trowel in each 10-cm unit-level in four 
places, centrally chosen from the four 1-m2 subunits enclosed within each 2-m2 
division. Soil was removed by shovel or with trowels and brushes as features 
or artifacts were encountered. 
Soil profiles were closely detailed for each e~posed wall. Records of these 
profiles were not only drawn, but sampled permanently by plasticizing a soil 
monolith from a vertical profile section. Six of these monoliths were taken 
from profiles at 41 LK 31/32 and stored at the Center for Archaeological 
Research for future use. 
All material recovered from water screening was retained. After sun drying, 
the material was sorted and counted for entry onto a field computer form 
developed by Dr. Joel Gunn of The University of Texas at San Antonio. These 
forms, coupled with standard unit-level data sheets, helped provide level 
summaries prior to detailed laboratory recording and analysis. 
All features were·documented by drawings and photographs. Feature fill was 
also passed through window screens to insure full recovery of small bones, 
flakes, or seeds .. Levels were constantly checked by transit reading. 
Finally, all material recovered during excavation was returned to the Center 
for Archaeological Research at The University of Texas at San Antonio for 
complete analysis. 
STRATIGRAPHY AND SOILS 
Initial excavation of geologic test pits by the Bureau of Reclamation resulted 
in exposure of graphic soil profiles which, in turn, helped illuminate the 
importance of 41 LK 31/32. The geologic test pits, 10-15 min depth, indi-
cated that cultural features and debris extended nearly 2.5 m below ground 
surface. In particular, a dark, well-defined soil stratum (later designated 
Zone 2) appeared to have a preponderance of cultural features and lithic 
debitage. 
Extensive profiling of Bureau of Reclamation test pits TPC-364 and TPC-363 
during the testing phase, provided a "road map" of strata which would guide 
excavations and pose questions for both phases of investigation. Determina-
tion of the extent to which cultural activity and riverine flooding influenced 
the character and evolution of the complex stratigraphic sequence first recog-
nized in the walls of these geologic test pits became one.of the major goals 
of the archaeological investigation at 41 LK 31/32. Corollary to this objec-
tive would be the effort to make inferences concerning paleoclimatic conditions, 
either locally or regionally, which may have influenced rates of alluvial 
deposition as well as prehistoric human activity on the site. 
The excavations carried out during the testing phase in Units Nl056 E863 and 
Nl062 E875 were initially conducted in arbitrary levels. Below ground surface, 
a homogeneous deposit of brown to tan sandy-silt and clay extended to roughly 
1 min depth. The next 1-1.5 m exhibited a complex sequence of overbank 
sediments in often discontinuous lenses ranging from light tan to grayish 
brown in color. It was in this lower 1.5 m that procedures were briefly 
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modified in an- attempt to test the feasibility of excavating by natural levels. 
Unfortunately, this attempt yielded negligible results as the various strata 
encountered were rarely discernible from the vertical perspective of the 
excavator and were prone to discontinuity even in the restricted areas excavated. 
Zone 2 was an exception to this, as it could be readily distinguished by its 
darker brown hue, block structure, and relative abundance of cultural debris. 
Excavating in this manner did suggest that, again with the exception of Zone 2, 
darker strata present in the profile were not necessarily associated with 
cultural activity. This, combined with the difficulty of discerning individual 
strata during excavation, resulted in the use of arbitrary unit-levels through-
out the remainder of the testing phase and continued through the extensive 
excavation phase. 
The test excavations established a stratigraphic sequence that equates the 
upper meter of soil with the Late Archaic period of occupation and the deeper, 
complei strata with Early and Middle Archaic occupation. With time considera-
tions for excavation weighing heavily in the decision, the upper meter of soil 
was removed from an area approximately 30 x 15 m adjoining the north boundary 
of geologic test pit TPC-364. Loss of Late Archaic materials was felt to be 
compensated for through gain of additional time to excavate the rarer, well-
stratified earlier cultural remains. 
The extensive excavation phase initiated a more extensive investigation of 
soils and stratigraphy as an extension of earlier findings. Additions of the 
retrieval of soil samples by zone, the taking of soil monoliths, and the use 
of a consulting geomorphologist greatly aided in interpreting the depositional 
and occupational history of the site. 
Soil Samples 
After profiles were completed, a soil sample from each identifiable zone was 
taken; each sample was in excess of 10 cm2 and was extracted for submission to 
the Texas A&M Soil Testing Laboratory. Samples were taken from individual 
units except in the units of the scraped area adjoining TPC-364. Here they 
were taken from the E861 and N1061 line, and the E873 line after excavation 
ceased. 
Particular emphasis was placed on values obtained for phosphorus and organic 
matter in the chemical soil analysis. Sjoberg's (1976) discourse on phosphates 
being fixed in soil by human activity was hoped to be found in evidence. 
However, values of P202 were often found to be the reverse of the expected, 
falling lower in zones high in cultural debris and higher in zones low on the 
amount of cultural remains recovered. Organic matte~ behaved similarly with 
one notable exception, Nlll6 E998, exhibiting virtually no variation aside 
from upper levels. Note Table 1 for summaries of the data. 
Deviation from expected variations in P202 and organic matter among levels 
exhibiting cultural remains might be attributed to sampling narrow vertical 
areas rather than broad horizontal ones. Unfortunately, the data obtained are 
incomplete to confirm or refute high counts of organic matter in Unit Nlll6 
E998, level 7, and Unit Nl062 E875, level 2. 
TABLE 1. CHEMICAL SOIL ANALYSIS* 
Sample # Level/Zone 
Approximate depth 
Unit pHt CaL: P202L1 Fee OMn below datum (em) 
Nl083 Ell08 26 2 8.4 16,400 181 6.4 0:6 40 
Nl083 Ell08 27 7 8.9 14,600 16 9.6 0.3 140 
N1 083 Ell 08 28 9 9.0 110,000 69 8.4 0.3 180 
N1116 E998 29 2 8.3 108,000 51 6.6 0.5 40 
N1116 E998 30 5 8.5 20,600 150 7.2 0.4 100 
N1116 E998 31 7 8.5 83,600 114 8.4 0.7 140 
N1116 E998 32 10 8.7 93,200 120 5.2 0.1 200 
N950 E838 1 2 8.2 41,800 120 5.0 0.8 40 
N950 E838 2 4 8.5 94,400 5 7.6 0.4 80 
Nl062 E875 23 1 8.3 49,200 181 6.8 1.3 10 
N1062 E875 24 2 8.3 46,600 69 6.0 0.7 20 
N1062 E875 25 3 8.4 96,000 65 7.8 0.4 30 
N1061-2 E873 13 10 8.6 67,600 114 5.6 0.2 ± 140 
Nl061-2 E873 12 9 8.6 65,200 87 5.2 0.1 ± 155 
N1061-2 E873 11 8 8.6 67,600 132 5.0 0.2 ± 145 
N1061-2 E873 10 6 8.6 61,600 107 5.4 0.2 ± 160 
N1061-2 E873 9 5B 8.7 61 ,600 132 5.2 0.2 ± 180 
Nl061-2 E873 8 3 8.7 71 ,600 103 6.4 0.2 ± 200 
N1061-2 E873 7 2B 8.7 88,000 78 7.2 0.3 ± 220-240 
*From Soil Testing Laboratory, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, The Texas A&M University System. 
tAcidity or alkalinity < 7 = acid; > 7 = alkaline 
t:Ca1cium 
t.Phosphates 
e Iron 
nOrganic Matter 
OJ 
TABLE 1. (continued) 
Approximate depth 
Unit Sample # Level/Zone pHt Cal: P202t. Fee OMTI below datum (em) 
Nl057 E861 3 4 8.5 83,600 74 7.4 0.3 ± 140 
Nl057 E86l 4 9 8.6 63,600 94 6.0 0.1 ± 190 
Nl057 E861 5 14 8.6 72,400 78 6.6 0.2 ± 240 
Nl057 E861 6 18 8.5 96,000 103 8.0 0.2 ± 280 
Nl061 E866-7 22 11 8.6 69,200 120 4.8 0 .l ± 120 
N1 061 E866-7 21 10 8.6 65,200 120 5.0 0.1 ± 140 
N1 061 E866-7 20 8 8.6 66,400 125 5.6 0.2 ± 170 
N1 061 E866-7 19 6A 8.6 71 ,600 114 6.0 0.3 ± 180 
Nl061 E866-7 18 5 8.5 66,400 125 6.2 0.2 ± 190 
Nl061 E866-7 17 4 8.5 74,800 150 5.0 0.3 ± 200 
Nl06l E866-7 16 3 8.5 67,600 120 5.2 0.1 ± 210 
Nl06l E866-7 15 2A 8.5 86,000 69 6.8 0.3 ± 220-240 
Nl 061 E866-7 14 1 8.2 89,600 65 5.4 0.2 ± 260 
*From Soil Testing Laboratory, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, The Texas A&M University System. 
tAcidity or alkalinity < 7 = acid; > 7 = alkaline 
2:Calcium 
t.Phosphates 
eiron 
1rOrgani c Matter 
__, 
1.0 
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Soil Monoliths 
Five soil mono Ti ths were taken to preserve a permanent soi 1 record. These 
monoliths were vertical soil columns, 6-8 inches wide, that were plasticized 
and wood-framed on three sides. After removal, monoliths were stored at the 
Center for Archaeological Research and examined by Russell Bunker, the consult-
ing geomorphologist. Seven monoliths were taken from three areas of the site 
and, collectively, represent the range of variation in stratigraphy found 
across the site. 
Russell Bunker (personal communication) was able to utilize the monoliths in 
grain-size analysis and soil zone correlations. His report (Bunker 1982) notes 
that 41 LK 31/32 was built by a series of overbank flood sediments composed of 
sand, silt, and clay. Characteristic settling of these sediments during 
overbank flooding tended to produce alternating layers of light sand and 
darker silt and clay layers found at 41 LK 31/32. This confirms the findings 
of the testing phase, indicating that cultural activity is not directly linked 
to observable soil zones. 
Soil Zone 2 was only identifiable in two of the soil monoliths (Monolith 1 and 
Monolith SA-58) according to Bunker (1982). Zone 2 was well-developed soil, 
which had developed a blocky structure due to longer exposure. Dating of 
Zone 2 came from Features 1 and 3, dated at 4710 ± 80 B.P. (TX-2920) and 
4690 ± 80 B.P. (TX-2921), respectively. Cultural debris was also extensive in 
Zone 2. 
Profiles 
Profiles were drawn for at least one wall in each excavation unit. These 
drawings emphasized the difference in stratigraphy across the site. Generally, 
the stratigraphic differences ranged from shallow deposits (less than 1 m to 
sterile soil labeled Zone 1) on the western edge of the site, to deep complex 
deposits adjoining TPC-364, to deep (over 2 m) deposits of simpler structure 
adjoining TPC-363 on the far eastern portion of the site. Zones were not 
necessarily contiguous across the entire site. Zone 2, for example, could 
only be clearly distinguished in units excavated in the vicinity of TPC-364. 
Profiles are summarized below. 
UrU.X. N950 E838 
This unit was placed southwest of TPC-364 in an area that had yielded a large 
number of surface-collected dart points and stone tools (Fig. 3). Excavations 
ceased at a depth of 1 m (at culturally sterile basal sandy clay), revealing 
three soil zones containing cultural evidence. A layer of compact gray-brown 
silty clay extended to roughly a 40~cm depth where it graded into a brown silty 
clay, less compact in texture. By 60-cm depth the soil had become more 
consolidated and lighter in color with evidence of caliche formation and a 
blocky structure. This trend continued to 1 m at which point excavation 
ceased. 
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Artifacts and lithic debitage occurred from the surface through level 4 of the 
five-level excavation. Heavy concentrations of chipping debris occurred in 
levels 2 and 3, roughly above the point of soil consolidation and the begin-
ning of caliche formation. Soil zones and stratigraphic occurrence of artifacts 
could not be tightly defined in the vague profiles. Density of lithic debris 
fell sharply in level 4 and declined to almost nothing by level 5, at which 
point excavation ceased. 
U~ N1094 E998 and N1116 E998 
Placement for these two units (Fig. 3) was determined by the proximity of the 
area roughly half-way between TPC-364 and TPC-363 on an east-west grid line. 
Evidence of deep cultural deposits (in excess of 2 m below ground surface) 
occurred in both geological test pits, dictating placement of two central 
units to test for uniformity in stratification or cultural evidence between 
the two. 
Despite lying on the same grid line (East 998) and only 22 m apart, the two 
units were distinctly different and highlighted basic problems encountered at 
41 LK 31/32 with discontinuous soil zones (Fig. 4). Comparison of the profiles 
notes the relative lack of complexity throughout Unit Nl094 E998 and in the 
upper 1 m of Unit Nlll6 E998. However, the lower meter of the latter unit 
exhibits a confusing sequence of soil lenses and discontinuous thin strata. 
Descriptions of soil zones for Unit Nl094 E998 indicates that sandy silt, 
grading from gray to light tan, occurred from the surface through Zone 3 
(approximately 60 em below ground surface). Zone 3 was marked by filled in-
trusions (rodent runs?) and graded into a gray sandy-silt by Zone 4 (Fig. 4). 
Extending to a depth of 240 em, Zone 5 was divided by color gradation into 
subzones A, B, and C. Soil at this depth exhibited a compact, angular struc-
ture and was basically gray in color. 
By contrast, soil zones represented in the east wall profile of Unit Nlll6 
E998 showed a somewhat complex process of formation (Fig. 4). Zone 1 graded 
into Zone 2 as the surface soil of sandy clay and silt graded indistinctly 
into a blockier, clay~rich layer. Variations in blockiness and clay content 
marked boundaries between Zones 2 and 3 (approximately 90 em below surface) 
and Zones 3 and 4 (approximately 130 em in depth). Zone 5 marked an increase 
in sandiness which characterized the poorly defined stratification through 
Zones 11 and 12. Sandiness increased markedly by Zone 11 which extended to a 
final depth of 270 em. 
Artifact frequency was quite low throughout the excavation of Unit Nl094 E998. 
Fragments of snails and mussel shells were encountered (along with three chert 
flakes in level 1) until levels 7 and 8 when 22 and 10 chert flakes, respec-
tively, were recovered. These levels roughly correspond to the indistinct 
contact of soil Zones 5A and 58. Cultural evidence disappeared after level 8 
with no recovery in levels 9 or 10. 
Again by contrast, Unit Nlll6 E998 was quite different from Unit Nl094 E998 in 
subsurface recovery. Land snails were present thoughout, and traces of lithic 
debris appeared in level 3. Level 5 produced over one dozen chert flakes, 
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with another dozen flakes and a biface fragment in level 6. Feature 12 was 
uncovered in level 7 (corresponding to soil Zone 3), with a dart point and 
several chert tools associated with a scatter of burned siltstone rocks. 
Burned clay, a single chert tool (a retouched flake) and 200 land snails were 
recovered in level 8. Density of cultural debris declined in levels 9 through 
12 (the final level). 
What little cultural evidence existed in Unit Nl094 E998 was noted in two 
levels occurring between elevations 98.65 and 98.25 or 135 em to 175 em below 
surface. Soil in this wide area (Zones SA and 58) did not correlate in eleva-
tion with that of Zone 3 in Unit Nlll6 E998 (which contained Feature 12) but 
retained similar features of blockiness in structure. Continuity between the 
strata represented in the two units could not be established with any certainty. 
Unit N1083 E1108 
Establishment of this unit (Fig. 3), the easternmost test of 41 LK 31/32, was 
necessitated by the cultural debris exposed by the digging of TPC-363 by the 
Bureau of Reclamation. Initial testing of the site had not extended to this 
particular area (aside from backhoe trenches and extensive profiling of the 
geologic pit walls) but had determined that deep cultural deposits were 
present. The unit was established approximately 20 m west of TPC-363. 
Despite the depth of Unit Nl083 Ell08 (320 em), complex zonation resembling 
Unit Nlll6 E998 and units adjoining TPC-364 was not in evidence (Fig. 5). The 
profile was quite simple in structure, showing thick soil zones divided by 
ill-defined areas of contact. Zone 1 was composed of a loosely consolidated 
light brown sand with traces of clay. This graded upward to Zone 2, darkening 
to a yellowish brown silty sand. The lower portion of Zone 2A is denoted by 
calcareous mottling and a lack of cultural debris. Zone 28 was defined by the 
presence of snails, mussel shells, and chert apparent in the profile. Again, 
this grades indistinctly into Zone 3, a dark, grayish brown clay and sand 
layer. Zone 4 was distinguished by a darker gray hue and a decrease in clay 
texture. A change to a gray-brown sandy clay marked Zone 5 which graded into 
a brown sandy loam in Zone 6. Surface soil in Zone 7 was slightly richer in 
clay than the preceding zones. 
Cultural remains were substantial in several of the excavated levels. From 
80-200 em below ground surface (levels 4-10), between 1rr and 40 chert flakes 
were recovered per level. 8ifaces, cores, and burned sandstone were often 
associated. Heaviest concentrations of debitage occurred in levels 6, 8, and 
9. Level 6 occupied the lower portion of Zone 3, whereas levels 8 and 9 
occurred at the contact of Zones 3 and 28, respectively. Flake and tool 
density declined dramatically in level 10 (to 115 chert flakes and no tools) 
and to no cultural recovery in level 11. Feature 13 was found within level 9 
in Zone 28. 
Correlation with soil zones of other units across the site proved difficult. 
Diagnostic artifacts were entirely lacking from Un]t Nl083 Ell08, as were the 
complex, thin, compact zones which characterized Unit Nlll6 E998 and the units 
adjacent to geologic test pit TPC~364. Thick zones, slightly differentiated 
in structure, resembled Unit Nl094 E998 in profile but included high proportions 
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of sand in the lower zone, contrasting the clayey, developed structure of the 
lower zone in Unit Nl094 E998. Notation of blocky soil development was in 
level 5, corresponding to the contact of soil Zones 3 and 4. This is, interest-
ingly, the final level in which cultural debris was abundant. 
TPC-364 
The designation for the geologic test pit on the western portion of the site 
is used to encompass a series of 2-m2 excavation units which were established 
north of and adjoining its edge (Figs.· 3; 6,a). These units were the subject 
of extensive testing during both phases of investigation, and produced three 
radiocarbon dates. The testing units included in this series are: Nl056 E863 
(3m2), Nl055 E863 (1 m2), Nl055 E864 (1 m2), Nl062 E875 (3 x 2m). Intensive 
excavation units included are: Nl055 E86l (2m2), Nl057 E861 (2m2), Nl059 
E861 (2m2), Nl059 E863 (2m2), Nl059 E865 (2m2), Nl057 E865 (1 x 2m), Nl061 
E873 (2m2), Nl063 E873 (2m2), Nl065 E873 (2m2), Nl065 E875 (2m2). 
TPC-364 had yielded the first evidence of deep cultural evidence at 41 LK 31/32 
(Fig. 7,a,b). Features exposed in the walls of the geologic test pit led to 
the placement of test units which, in turn, led to the more extensive excava-
tions. Of the 20 cultural features identified during both phases, 18 occurred 
within the units listed above, as did the three radiocarbon dates. 
Extensive profiling undertaken of all excavated units revealed up to 16 soil 
zones present, beginning with a culturally sterile soil occurring approxi-
mately 250 em below ground surface (Fig. 6,e,f). Profiles could generally be 
divided into an upper meter of thick deposits of silt and sand and a lower 
meter of thin, discontinuous strata. Zone 2 was the first cultural level in 
the vertical sequence of deposits, resting atop a light tan sandy clay which 
was void of cultural evidence. The upper 100-120 em of deposits appear to 
represent a dramatic change in deposition from the lower 100-140 em. 
Deposition that resulted in the upper meter of sediment appears to have been 
the result of a few large overbank floods of substantial sediment load. 
Deposits were not exposed for enough time to permit pedological processes to 
11 imprint 11 a new surface before flooding reoccurred. By contrast, deposits 
occurring below the level of 150 em below datum, indicate a series of overbank 
floods settling as thin layers. Bunker (1982) attributes the stratification 
to sands, silts, and clays filtering from suspension during falling water 
levels. Zan~ 2, thicker and darker than the overlying meter of complex strata, 
exhibited a well-developed blocky structure, suggesting that it had been 
exposed to weathering long enough to undergo pedological development. 
Soil in the area of TPC-364 was generally friable in texture and light tan to 
brown in color. With the exception of Zone 2, blocky gray to brown soils 
characteristic of the three units on the eastern half of 41 LK 31/32 did not 
appear. Zone 2 apparently was not contiguous across the site, as units other 
than those associated with TPC-364 lacked evidence of a deep, well-developed, 
culturally rich stratum. 
Cultural evidence in the units adjoining TPC-364 (referred to as the scraped 
area due to the removal of the upper meter of soil prior to extensive excavation) 
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Figure 6. Gen~ Pho~o~--Phe~~o~Q. a, view west from TPC-363 (41 LK 32) 
to TPC-364 (41 LK 31). Crew people are working in unit; b, overview of 
Feature 19 in Unit Nl063 E873, level 8 (97.97-97.85 elevation). The semi-
circular collar is an artificial construct marking an area of fired earth left 
in ~~u around the rock concentration; c, overview of Feature 11 in Unit Nl057 
E861, level 6 (98.35-98.25 elevation); d, cross section (east to west) of · 
Feature 6. Note the thin, basin-shaped lense of carbon beneath the rock layer. 
This feature yielded a radiocarbon date of 2340-2360 B.C. (TX-2922, MASCA 
corrected). Scale is 30 em in length and points upward; e, west wall profile 
of Units Nl055 to Nl058 along the E861 line; f, north wall profile along Nl06l 
line from E861 (left) to E865 (right). 
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Figure 7. G~nekat Phozo~--P~~~zo~e. a, view east from TPC364 (41 LK 31) 
to iPC-363 (41 LK 32), marked by backdirt piles. The line of trees along the 
horizon follows the Frio River channel. The area in the left foreground was 
cleared of brush shortly before 41 LK 31/32 was tested in January 1978. To 
the right is pasture land; b, view north across TPC-364 to the test units 
excavated during initial assessment of the site. Unit Nl056 E863 is to the 
left (west). Unit Nl062 E875 is to the right. The backdirt pile behind the 
units came out of the geologic test pit. The channel of the Frio River is 
marked by the line of trees in the background. The earliest cultural remains 
found on the site occur in the dark soil layer seen roughly 1 m below the unit 
floors; c, view north of Features 2 and 3 (on floor) and Feature 6 (shown in 
cross section on pedestal) .. Note the zonation of soil deposits in the unit•s 
north wall; d, detail of mussel shell concentration in Feature 20, Unit Nl065 
E875, level 9 (97.85-97.75 elevation); e, overview of Feature 10 in Unit Nl062 
E875; f, west and north (partial) wall profiles of Unit Nl062 E875. A cross 
section of Feature 10 is visible on the floor of the unit. 
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was thinly spaced, occurring as features, concentrations of mussels or snails, 
and chert flake scatters. Chert tools--dart points, bifaces, cores, etc.,--
were rare and tended to occur in association with features. 
Zone 2 contained Features 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 17. Aside from the radiocarbon 
dates extracted from Features 2 and 10, Feature 17 produced a series of tools 
which included three concave-based thin bifaces (two broken in manufacture), 
one thick biface, two utilized flakes, and about 200 flakes and chips of 
lithic debitage. Feature 2 contained a fish otolith amid a compact lense of 
mussel shells and snails, but only a single flake. Feature 3, located 1 m 
west of Feature 2, contained four chert flakes and very few snails or mussel 
shells. In general, Zone 2 cultural debris was associated with features and 
not scattered throughout the zone (Figs. 7,c; 8). 
Soil Zones 3 and 4 (depth approximately 235-255 em below datum) were grouped 
into a single cultural stratum. Included with this were Features 9, 14, 15, 
and 20, and the only two typologically definable dart points recovered in the 
extensive excavations. A T4av~ point (Suhm and Jelks 1962:251-252) was 
recovered at elevation 97.70 but was not associated with any other cultural 
evidence. In Feature 14, a Lange point (tentatively identified from Suhm and 
Jelks 1962:203-204) was recovered in association with a circular soil stain, 
several siltstones, and several dozen mussel shells. Feature 9 appeared as a 
charcoal stain with no directly associated cultural debris. A charcoal sample 
extracted from the feature for purposes of wood identification proved inade-
quate (Phil Dering, personal communication). Features 15 and 20 were noncompact 
scatters of burned siltstone. Mussel shells were associated with Feature 20 
(Fig. ?,d), but neither contained evidence of lithic tools or flaking debris. 
Isolated artifacts, recovered in no definite association with features, 
included two cores, a biface fragment, a unifacia1 tool, and a ground stone 
fragment. 
Cultural evidence appeared to group again at an elevation of 195-225 em below 
datum. Features 8, 18, and 19 occupy this somewhat thick series of soils 
(identified as 5, 5A, and 58 or 4, 5, and 6 depending on location in the 
vertical profile), as well as numerous isolated artifacts. Feature 19, a 
small basin-shaped hearth, containing fire-fractured chert and siltstone cobbles 
was associated with a concentration of Rabdoz~ snails and a scatter of chert 
flakes. Feature 18, 2 m south of Feature 19, contained only scattered burned 
rocks. More complex in makeup was Feature 8 which covered almost 2 m2 when 
fully exposed. A large charcoal (?) stain was surrounded by several flint 
flakes and a core fragment. Burned earth was evident near the center of the 
scatter. Artifacts which occurred within the cultural zone included two gouges, 
a ground stone fragment, two cores, a biface fragment, one edge worn flake, 
and a concentration of approximately 150-200 chert flakes in level 7 of Unit 
N1065 E873 . 
. Features 6 and 11, morphologically identical in size, construction, and 
content, centered at 182 em and 175 em depth, respectively. Each was ambigu-
ously assigned to soil Zone 7. Cultural evidence at these elevations was 
virtually nonexistent, including only a single edge worn flake in the tool 
category. Flaking debris was likewise scant, and neither feature had associated 
tools or lithic debitage. 
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The final cultural zone identified occurred between 140-155 em depth. 
Corresponding soil zones at this depth were Zones 10 and 11 as defined in 
vertical profiles exposed during the extensive excavation phase. Features 7 
and 16 occurred within this cultural zone, as did isolated artifacts. Of the 
two~ Feature 7 was a small soil stain associated only with scattered burned 
rocks. Feature 16, however, exhibited an excellent sequence of chert cobble 
reduction and testing, retaining the original cores, a hammerstone, and over 
125 flakes and chips detached from them. A large concentration of mussel 
shells was also associated with Feature 16. Isolated artifacts recovered 
included two biface fragments, several core fragments, and an edge worn flake. 
In Unit Nl059 E861 (level 2) a concentration of 90 burned chert flakes was 
recovered. 
The test excavations had defined a fifth cultural horizon 50 em below the 
contemporary ground surface. It produced no features or diagnostic artifacts 
and was removed with the meter of overburden prior to extensive excavations. 
Profiles in the scraped area (adjoining TPC-364) generally were structured in 
the following manner: a culturally sterile basal stratum of clayey silt was 
overlain by a well-developed soil zone rich in cultural evidence. Radiocarbon 
dates from this zone (Zone 2) indicate that human occupation had occurred by 
4710 B.P. The next 1-1.2 m of deposits of horizontal deposits was marked by 
numerous thin strata and discontinuous soil zones, generally composed of very 
fine silty sands. The remaining meter of deposits deposited after 3970 B.P. 
(Feature 6, elevation 180 em below datum, TX-2922) were thicker, representing 
only three to four soil zones up to the modern surface. 
The basic pattern of sediments was studied by Bunker (1982) in relation to the 
terraces he defined. Basically, four terraces were recognized by Bunker, 
corresponding to those identified by Lynn, Fox, and O'Malley (1977) as "Modern 
Floodplain," "Floodplain," "Fossil Floodplain," and "Pleistocene Terrace." 
These are described by Bunker (1982) as being generalized and ranging in age 
from youngest to oldest, numbered 1 through 4 respectively. Other terraces 
were present but described as "isolated, discontinuous, and of ... small 
areal extent " and were not considered in the study. 
Summary 
Human occupation at site 41 LK 31/32 was first established during development 
of the phase 3 terrace building. Bunker (ibid.) characterized this as a 
period of river aggradation and floodplain construction as the Frio River 
became established as a fine-grained meander belt system. Phase 2 of the 
floodplain building began sometime after 2000 B.P. as noted in sediments from 
41 MC 29. Occupation of the Frio River floodplain may have preceded 4710 B.P., 
but as Bunker (1982) notes, this evidence would have been destroyed by scour 
of the yet-established phase 3 floodplain. Early stages of phase 3 were 
marked by a course bedload braided stream and migrating channel which would 
have tended to destroy cultural evidence. Zone 1 is considered indicative of 
early phase 3 stabilization, whereas Zone 2 with the radiocarbon date of 
4710 B.P. is considered to be evidence of phase 3 river stabilization. Phase 2 
soils are felt to be represented in the upper meter of soils at 41 LK 31/32 
indicating less frequent flooding with greater amounts of sediments being 
deposited in each flood. 
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Baker and Penteado-Orellana (1977) attempted to make statements about climatic 
influences affecting the Colorado and San Gabriel Rivers in central Texas. 
Bunker (1982) correlated terrace phases with those found by Baker and Penteado-
Orell~na, assuming that broad climatic controls influencing the Colorado and 
San Gabriel Rivers also influence the deposition sequences of the Frio River. 
Phase 3 of the Frio River is correlated with Phase 5 of deposition along the 
San Gabriel and Colorado Rivers, based on a change from a braided to a meander-
ing stream. Bunker (ibid.) states that: 
Sometime before 4710 years B.P. the phase 3 Frio River was 
aggrading its channel and constructing a floodplain by 
lateral point bar growth and vertical overbank sedimenta-
tation. The aggradation was probably in response to a mesic 
interval. Increased precipitation and the resultant im-
provement in vegetal cover on side slopes resulted in finer-
grained weathering products being supplied to the Frio River 
as sediment. The consequent change in sediment load from 
coarse sediment to fine sediment, together with more uniform 
base flow and reduced flood discharge, caused the Frio River 
to develop a floodplain occupied by a relatively stable, 
meandering channel. 
Phase 3 is tentatively dated by Bunker (1982) to have lasted from 4710-2000 
years ago. During this time the Frio 11 ••• straightened, narrowed, and 
downcut ... 11 in what could be a response by the river to more xeric climatic 
conditions. 
Finally, Bunker (ibid.) suggests that the 41 LK 31/32 profiles suggest climatic 
episodes that can be correlated with sites such as Arenosa Shelter on the 
Devil •s River and Loeve-Fox on the San Gabriel River. Sediments in these 
sites suggest that at least the same broad climatic episodes affected all 
three rivers from 3000-2000 years ago. Earlier relationships in sedimentation 
were not necessarily well correlated, as the phase 5 of the Colorado and San 
Gabriel Rivers is absent in the Frio River terrace (Bunker 1982). 
RADIOCARBON ANALYSIS 
Despite the collection of what, at the time, appeared to be significant 
amounts of charcoal, the extensive excavations produced no radiocarbon assays. 
This was a particular disappointment in view of the illuminating dates obtained 
as a result of the initial test excavations. It was hoped that this original 
suite of assays could be confirmed and expanded through additional dates. 
Unfortunately, the samples recovered through our work were not large enough to 
result in reliable assays. 
Before submission to the Radiocarbon Laboratory, The University of Texas at 
Austin, charcoal samples underwent basic processing to remove impurities and 
facilitate dating. Samples were hand picked of larger organic fragments then 
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subjected to flotation in regular tap water. When all of the charcoal had 
been separated from the other sediments, it was dried under strong light and 
then repackaged. 
Feature 11, in particular, yielded several foil pouches of charcoal. 
However, upon cleaning and drying the sample, less than the desired 4 gm was 
actually obtained. Considering the proximity of Feature 11 and Feature 6 
(dated earlier), this was not crucial. Feature 14, occurring stratigraphi-
cally between Zone 2 and Feature 11, was felt to be a crucial element in the 
occupation sequence. It was therefore a considerable disappointment when 
barely 2 gm of charcoal could be cleaned from the collected fill. Samples 
from Features 15 and 19 were additionally floated and picked but produced so 
little that a date could not be obtained. 
Isolated pieces of charcoal occurred occasionally in the western block of 
excavation units. Their lack of association with features or occupation 
negated their effectiveness in site interpretation. However, charcoal occur-
ring in this manner was submitted to the Texas A&M Paleobotany Laboratory for 
plant species identification. Table 2 presents a summary of the radiocarbon 
dates obtained.~ 
TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF RADIOCARBON DATES* 
Feature Elevationt 
1 97.54=97.50 
3 97.20 
6 98.33-98.10 
TX#v 
2920 
2921 
2922 
B.P.e 
4710 ± 80 
4690 ± 80 
3970 ± 160 
A.D./B.C. 
2760 B.C. 
2740 B.C. 
2020 B.C. 
MASCA Correctedrr 
3380 B.C. 
3350-70 B.C. 
2340-60 B.C. 
*All samples dated were collected during test excavations. Samples collected 
from Features ll and 20 in Phase II all proved to be inadequate for radio-
carbon assay. 
tAll depths relative to arbitrary datum of 100.0 meters. 
vTX: University of Texas at Austin Laboratory Number. 
eB. P.: before present (i.e. , before 1950). 
rrRalph, Michael, and Han 1973. 
FEATURES 
The cultural information derived from 41 LK 31/32 was contained primarily in 
20 features excavated during both stages of investigation (Fig. 9). The 
testing phase recorded 10 features (defined herein as discrete activity areas 
composed of cultural debris) as did the extensive excavations. In the absence 
of abundant stone tool remains, features and stratigraphic information were 
the main interpretive tools in determining site function. 
Features were mapped in detail when encountered in the field. Plan views and 
cross sections were drawn for each, and photographs were taken. After plotting 
artifacts and associated cultural debris, feature fill was passed through l/4-
inch hardware mesh and l/16-inch window screen with water. Charcoal samples 
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were collected from every feature exhibiting charcoal flecks or stains, but 
only three features were eventually radiocarbon dated (see Table 2). Feature 1 
was dated at 4710 ± 80 B.P., Feature 3 was dated at 4690 ± 80 B.P., and 
Feature 6 was dated at 3970 ± 160 B.P. All dates were deri.ved from the ear-
lier test excavations. 
Feature Descriptions 
Fea;tuJr.e 
Unit: Nl062 E875 
Depth: 97.54 to 97.50 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Zone 2 
Size and Thickness: 65 x 35 x 4 em 
Description: This feature was constructed of chert and sandstone cobbles 
partially destroyed during the Bureau's excavation of TPC-364. The remaining 
oval area was tightly compact with some flecks of charcoal overlying the 
rocks. Beneath the burned rocks, a shallow, slightly basin-shaped depression 
is visible. This consists of a thin layer of sand overlying a thin layer of 
charcoal. A radiocarbon date of 2760 B.C. was obtained. No artifacts or 
cultural debris were directly associated with the feature (Feature 10 was 
located 2m northwest of Feature 1). 
Fea;tuJr.e Z 
Units: Nl056 E865/Nl057 E865 
Depth: 97.46 to 97.25 em (center point) 
Stratigraphic Location: Zone 2 
Size and Thickness: 190 x 155 x 15 em 
Description: Feature 2 appeared as a conglomerate of Rabdoz~ shells, mussel 
shells, thermal chert spalls, and scattered sandstone. Several hundred mussel 
shells, mostly of uniform size and hinged-downward, were interspersed with the 
Rabdoz~. Additionally, corroded bone (T~onyx was identified) and two drum 
otoliths were recovered from the mixed fill. No evidence of a depression or 
pit preparation was discernible, although charcoal flecks and small chunks of 
burned earth occurred sporadically throughout the shell debris. 
One utilized flake was associated with the concentration, occurring within the 
clustered shells. Feature 3, a small sandstone hearth (?),was mapped 2m 
southwest of Feature 2. 
F ea;tuJr.e 3 
Units: Nl055 E863/Nl055 E864 
Depth: 97.20 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Zone 2 
Size and Thickness: 50 x 70 x 10 em 
Description: The construction of Feature 3 strongly suggests a hearth func-
tion. Six sandstone cobbles outlined a basin-shaped crescent of charcoal 
underlain by burned soil. Fragments of mussel shell, chert flakes (including 
a biface thinning flake and biface distal tip), and several types of land 
snail fragments occurred within the fill. Burned and unburned mussel shell 
fragments were also noted. A sufficient quantity of datable charcoal was 
collected and radiocarbon dated at 2740 B.C. 
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Unfortunately, an unknown portion of Feature 3 was removed by the Bureau's 
TPC-364 and by subsequent erosion. Enough remained, however, to stratigraphi-
cally link this feature with Feature 2. 
F e.aX.wr.e. 4 
Unit: Western side of TPC-364 
Depth: 97.24 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Zone 2 
Size and Thickness: 30 x 35 x 30 em 
Description: Primarily, Feature 4 was a small oval concentration of highly 
fragmented mussel shells lacking any further association other than four small 
chunks of possibly burned sandstone. No charcoal flecks, burned soil, or pit 
preparation was discernible. The location of the feature deep in the western 
profile of TPC-364 permitted only basic vertical exposure prior to its destruc-
tion by erosion. 
F e.aX.wr.e. 5 
Unit: Western Side of TPC-364 
Depth: 97.79 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Upper Portion of Zone 4 
Size and Thickness: 10 x 10 x 2 em 
Description: Although more complex in the number of components than Feature 4, 
Feature 5 was smaller and less compact in construction. A single sandstone 
fragment was recorded along with about one dozen land snails (RabdotU6) and 
four fragmented mussel shells. No charcoal was noted although a single frag-
ment of thermally spalled chert was recovered. 
Again, the precarious location of the concentration made vertical exposure 
difficult and destruction by erosion rapid. 
F e.aX.wr.e. 6 
Units: Nl05 E864/Nl058 E865 
Depth: 98.33-98.10 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Zone 5 
Size and Thickness: 110 x 87 x 23 em 
Description: Feature 6 was a large, tightly compacted circular concentration 
of thermally fractured chert cobbles. A slight basin was discernible in cross 
section, as the rocks rested on a thin layer of charcoal which, in turn, 
rested on a discontinuous layer of burned soil. Numerous chert spalls occurred 
in the feature fill. Enough charcoal was present that three samples for a 
radiocarbon assay were gathered resulting in a radiocarbon date of 2020 B.C. 
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(Fig. 6,d). In size, the feature was roughly 1m in diameter and more than 
20 em thick from the base of the burned soil to the top of the burned rock. 
Only four fragments of sandstone were noted among the chert. 
A mussel shell concentration was found southwest of the feature, and one 
burned mussel fragment was found in the feature fill. Feature 11 was mapped 
2 m west of Feature 6 in the same zone. Scarce lithic debris and no diag= 
nostic tools could be directly associated with Feature 6. Fragments of land 
snails, mussels, and thermal chert spalls were scattered around the outer edge 
of the hearth. 
Fe.a;tuJte. 7 
Units: N1062 E875 (2 m2 )/Nl063 E876 (1 m2 ) 
Depth: 98.75-98.60 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Contact of Zones 10 and 11 
Size and Thickness: 56 x 56 x 15 em 
Description: Despite unintentional damage inflicted during excavation, enough 
remained of Feature 7 to provide an accurate account of the cultural remains. 
Very little burned rock occurred with the feature, although traces of charcoal 
and burned soil were noted. The burned rocks were apparently not compact, 
instead being loosely arranged. No associations were recorded in or around 
the small circular burned area. 
F e.a;tuJte. 8 
Units: Nl062 E876 (2 m2 )/Nl063 E877 (1 m2 ) 
Depth: 97.91-97.87 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Zone 4 
Size and Thickness: 64 x 75 x 4 em 
Description: This feature was defined by the presence of a large, oval area 
of burned earth surrounded by an irregular scatter of several types of cultural 
debris. Hardened discolored earth with evidence of charcoal and ash mottling 
covered an area 25-30 em in diameter, whereas cultural debris and lighter 
staining spread more than l m in all directions. Lithic debitage, including 
flakes, one core fragment, and a large chunk, were recorded. Mussel and snail 
shells were abundant, particularly in the area southeast of the burned earth 
area. A dark brown stain of undetermined origin enclosed a semicircular area 
to the north of the burned earth. No stones of any sort appear to have been 
used in construction. 
F e.a;tuJte. 9 
Units: Nl062 E875 (2 m2 )/Nl062 E876 
Depth: 97.80-97.67 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Zone 3 
Size and Thickness: 75 x 60 x 13 em 
Description: Directly below Feature 8 and inconclusively associated with it 
lay Feature 9. The actual depth below Feature 8 ranged between a 7-cm overlap 
and a 10-cm separation. Again, excavation damage to both obscured potential 
relationships or differences which might have been present. 
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A complete absence of burned rocks characterized this feature. An irregular 
circular stain was marked with charcoal chunks and fragments of broken mussels. 
In cross section, charcoal staining had leached into the soil, although no 
indication of a basin outline was clearly evident. Staining actually reached 
deep enough to suggest an intrusion into Zone 2, although evidence for such a 
pit was also lacking. Two charcoal samples were extracted from the feature 
fi 11. 
F e.a.tWte. 1 0 
Units: Nl062 E875 (NW, NE Quads)/Nl064 E875 (SW, SE Quads) 
Depth: 97.61-97.39 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Zone 2 
Size and Thickness: 3 x 2.4 x 22 em 
Description: The feature covered a broad horizontal area of about 4 m2 in 
Zone 2. Burned chert nodules and sandstone were scattered across a large 
portion of discolored soil (Fig. 7,e,f). Ash, charcoal, and burned earth all 
contributed to the discoloration. Fragments of burned bone and snail were also 
recorded. A pile of compact burned rocks in a deeply stained northeast portion 
of the feature may be indicative of pit construction. Feature 1 is located 
less than 2 m southeast of Feature 10 and is possibly related to the same 
occupational episode. Soil matrix and charcoal samples were taken after a 
cross section was completed (Fig. 10). 
F e.a.tWte. 11 
Units: Nl057 E96l (NE Quad)/Nl059 E86l (SE Quad) 
Depth: 98.25-98.05 (from cross section) 
Stratigraphic Location: Zone 5 (as defined TTU 102) 
Size and Thickness: 115 x 101 x 20 em 
Description: Although quite similar to Feature 6, Feature 11 differed in its 
lack of any sandstone and in its basin shape (Fig. 6,c; 11). Closely packed 
chert cobbles were aligned side by side (as opposed to stacked) in a rough 
circular outline. All of the cobbles were thermally spalled and surrounded by 
charcoal, although most of the charcoal was in the form of a fine powder mixed 
with the fire-hardened soil beneath the feature. No artifacts were found 
within the two 1-m2 units where the feature occurred. More than 100 Rabdot~ 
snai 1 s were uncovered to the northwest of the feature within the same 10 em of 
Zone 5. Some petrified wood was included within the feature, although chert 
cobbles were the preferred thermal conductors. 
Feature 6 was associated with Feature 11. No tools or debitage were found in 
any association. 
F e.a.tWte. 1 Z 
Unit: Nlll6 E998 (NE Quad, 1 m2 ) 
Depth: 98.97-98.85 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Level 7 (99. 10-98.90 em); Zone 9 
Size and Thickness: 60 x 75 x 10 em 
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Description: Approximately two dozen various stones (sandstone, tuffaceous 
sandstone, chert, and petrified wood) were arranged in a loose scatter con-
taining a dart point (Ab~olo ?), core, biface fragment, and several flakes. 
Some burned rock was found in the southeast quadrant of the level in question-
able association with the feature. None of the rocks in the northeast quadrant 
appeared to have been burned. Charcoal flecks were present in the level. 
The dart point (?) was chipped from fine siliceous wood, whereas the core and 
distal biface fragment were of locally obtainable chert. 
F e.atwc.e. 1 3 
Unit: Nl083 El108 (SE, SW Quads) 
Depth: 98.14-98.06 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Level 9 (98.15-97.95 em); Zone 5 
Size and Thickness: 35 x 38 x 8 em 
Description: Although small, Feature 13 encompassed most of the cultural 
debris found in the site. Chert cobbles, sandstone, siltstone, and petrified 
wood were present in a loosely packed oval, with some indication of burned 
soil surrounding it. Snail shell, mussel shell (some burned), and a few chert 
flakes occurred within and around the feature. Large quantities of mussel 
shells and RabdoxU6 snails occurred thoughout level 9 as well. Charcoal 
flecks were present, although once again not in a collectible quantity. 
Fe.atWt..e. 14 
Units: Nl057 E861/Nl056 E861 (NW Quad)/Nl056 E862 (NE Quad) 
Depth: 97.67-97.55 em (?) 
Stratigraphic Location: Contact of Zones 3 and 4 
Size and Thickness: 95 x 140 x 12 em 
Description: Several different components comprise Feature 14. A central 
stain, apparently composed of ash, charcoal flecks, and clay, is surrounded by 
a semicircle of burned soil. Two siltstone rocks occupied the area of the 
stain. The stain was a narrow basin in cross section, slightly more than 12 em 
deep. Within a meter of the stain, a large concentration of mussel shell 
(Unio and Lamp~~) lay to the south. Debris extending into Nl056 E862 
contained numerous mussel shell fragments and RabdoXU6. Some burned chert 
cobbles (including thermal spalls) and a siltstone fragment displayed grooves 
suggestive of an abrasive action. A dart point (Lange.) was found 0.5 m south-
east of the central stain. Feature 15 resembles and is possibly an extension 
of Feature 14. A charcoal sample collected from the area of the stain was of 
insufficient size to yield a radiocarbon date. 
F e.atwc.e. 1 5 
Unit: Nl059 E861 (SE Quad) 
Depth: 97.69 em 
Stratigraphic Location: s·etween Zones 2B and 3 
Size and Thickness: 79 x 62 x 5 em 
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Description: Siltstones (burned?), approximately fist-sized, were scattered 
across a thin layer of mussel shells. Some patches of burned soil and flecks 
of charcoal were scattered among the mussel shells. Besides a single chert 
flake intermixed in the shells, there were no immediate associations. The 
mussel shell occurred in two rough concentrations to the southeast and north-
west of the siltstone scatter, although shells were strewn throughout as well. 
Again, no evidence of a basin shape or any preparatory work in forming the 
hearth was present. Burned earth was noted within the area of the siltstones, 
but extended only to a depth of 2 em at the maximum. 
F e.a;tWte. 1 6 
Units: Nl061 E873/Nl063 E873 
Depth: 98.35 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Zone 5 
Size and Thickness: 205 x 185 x 10 em 
Description: Two components were present in this large and interesting 
feature (Fig. 12). A large concentration (approximately 130 separate valves) 
of mussel shells was found approximately 50 em north of a pile of chipping 
debris. Included in this chipping debris were 5 cores and 117 flakes detached 
from the cobbles. Lying within the pile of debris was a quartzite hammerstone 
that had been fractured on one edge. Apparently none of the flakes had been 
removed (all could be refitted), and burial had been rapid and ~n ~itu. Both 
chert and mussels might be associated with a charcoal stain recorded approxi-
mately 1 m to the east as Feature 7 (Unit Nl062 E875). Although Feature 7 
appeared at a depth of 98.50 em, it continued to 98.35 em, at which level a 
scattering of mussels and burned rock was noted. Additionally, Unit Nl061 
E873 revealed several possible grinding stone fragments at a depth of 98.55 em 
and a bifacial tool, and cores at a depth of 98.25 em. Although stratigraphi-
cally separated by 30 em, these tools still present some interpretive 
possibilities for the cultural remains clustered around Feature 16. 
F e.a;tWte. 1 7 
Units: Nl057 E861 (SE, SW Quads)/Nl055 E861 
Depth: 97.35-97.25 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Zone 2 
Size and Thickness: 130 x 111 x 10 em 
Description: One of the most complex and productive features once again 
occurred in Zone 2, 3 m west of Feature 2. Again, no intentional shaping of 
the feature was discernible in cross section, although a scattering of burned 
soil and charcoal occurred throughout the snails, mussels, and lithic debi-
tage. Charcoal was collected but not dated. 
The feature was apparently the focal point of tool production and food prepara-
tion. Associated with the soil discoloration and charcoal flecks were 
approximately 200 chert flakes, many of which were thinning flakes. Tools 
found in association with the feature included two cores, a uniface, two 
flakes with modified edges, two thin concave base bifaces, and a thick biface. 
Fire-fractured chert, sandstone, and burned umbo and soil fragments were 
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loosely intermixed with the tools and flaking debris. Bone fragments were 
also noticed in the debris. 
F e.a:tuJr..e. 1 8 
Unit: Nl061 E873 
Depth: 98.00-97.95 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Contact of Zone 4 and Zone 5 
Size and Thickness: 100 x 65 x 12 em 
Description: Feature 18 was composed of a semicircular concentration of 
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burned chert and siltstone. The stones were not grouped, instead being some-
what scattered. The soii beneath the feature showed evidence of heat coloration 
and charcoal mottling, although no tools or debitage were found in direct 
association. Feature 19, 2 m north of Feature 18 in Unit Nl063 E873, is 
stratigraphically associated. 
F e.a:tuJr..e. 1 9 
Unit: Nl063 E873 
Depth: 97.85-97.65 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Contact of Zone 4 and Zone 5 
Size and Thickness: 35 x 45 x 15 em 
Description: This small concentration of burned chert and siltstone was one 
of the few features that exhibited a shallow basin-shaped profile (Fig. 6,b). 
Although loosely constructed, ~everal chert flakes and charcoal were associ-
ated, as well as mussel shells and a concentration of Rabdot~ snails extending 
northwest into Unit Nl065 E873. Feature 18 is at the same stratigraphic 
level. 
F e.a:tuJr..e. Z 0 
Unit: Nl065 E875 
Depth: 97.85-97.75 em 
Stratigraphic Location: Zone 2 
Size and Thickness: 197 x 122 x 5 em 
Description: The feature was a dispersed cluster of burned siltstone associ-
ated with a scatter of mussel shells. A biface fragment found 2 em above the 
burned rocks was the only associated artifact. Charcoal was present and 
collected for radiocarbon dating. Burned soil was distinct in the area of the 
rock scatter, but no basin was discernible in cross section. 
Mussel shells (approximately 80) associated with the rock scatter were unburned 
and not intermixed with the rocks. Several Rabdot~ snails and flakes were 
strewn within the rocks, but were not burned. 
Stratigraphically, the feature is related to Features 2, 3, and 10 also 
located in Zone 2. 
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Summary 
Features can be grouped into several categories based on form, function, and 
associations of cultural materials. 
F e.a:tw,.u Z , 3 , 8 , 7 Z , 1 3 , 1 4 , a.nd 1 7 
These features are characterized by ill-defined horizontal boundaries, little 
or no structure in cross section, and evidence of a variety of functions 
occurring in the immediate confines of the feature. Feature 17 might be con-
sidered the holotype of this category as it contained evidence of chert tool 
production (biface failures and thinning flakes), food preparation (Ra.bdo~U6 
snails, mussel shells, charcoal flecks, and bone fragments), and some unspeci-
fied processing evidenced by edge worn flakes. It is assumed that the presence 
of burned rocks (sandstone, siltstone, and chert) in these features constitutes 
a hearth function in addition to the other activities. 
Fe.a:t~u 6, 11, 16, a.nd 19 
These features characteristically exhibited a single (or limited) function and 
a well-structured vertical and horizontal form. 
Features 6 and 11 were remarkably similar in structure and size. Each was 
roughly 1 m in diameter and composed of tightly packed, fire-fractured chert 
cobbles. Neither was directly associated with tools or concentrations of 
mussel shells or snails. Finally, each exhibited a charcoal layer beneath the 
chert but there was no evidence of a prepared basin or pit. 
Three aspects of this type of feature suggest a highly specialized function: 
chert cobbles were conspicuously selected and arranged; no tools or associated 
cultural debris was found in or near either feature; and chert spalls, results 
of thermal fractures in the cobbles, were concentrated within the feature and 
absent beyond the boundary of the burned cobbles. All three suggest considerable 
time spent in preparing the feature. The lack of associated cultural evidence 
suggests processing of whatever was cooked took place elsewhere on the site 
or, perhaps, at the locality of procurement. 
Feature 16, possibly the most significant cultural feature uncovered, represents 
a cluster of chert cobbles and flakes located in Units Nl06l E873 and N1063 
E873. A cluster of five broken chert cobbles, one hammerstone, and approximately 
117 flakes were present. The central pile of flakes, chips, and chunks was 
surrounded by discarded cores and core fragments. Apparently, an aboriginal 
flintknapper was testing the cobbles for quality, and they were discarded 
after several blows to each. None of the cores were exhausted. Flakes 
were being detached from.cores without prepared platforms, and none of the 
flakes appear to have been taken after removal from the core. The hammerstone, 
a metamorphic stream cobble weighing slightly over a pound, was fractured (and 
presumably ruined) at an angle to the impact scars. 
This extraordinary glimpse of a lithic reduction sequence implies that in this 
period in the site•s history at least some raw material was being returned 
from procurement areas for processing. Furthermore, discrete function areas 
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were being utilized in contrast to Features 2 and 17, but similar to Features 6, 
11, and 19. 
Mussel shell associated with the feature by level was included with the 
feature plan and number, but could well have been associated with an unexca-
vated feature north of the excavated units. 
Feature 19 was the only feature to exhibit a prepared, basin-shaped profile. 
Construction is generalized, containing loosely arranged burned chert and 
sandstone, chert, charcoal, and mussel and snail shells. No tools were associ-
ated. 
F e.a;tuJl..cu 1 , 7 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 5 , 1 8 , a.nd 2 0 
Seven features recovered were scattered in appearance, having no definitive 
structure in horizontal or vertical dimensions. These features tended to be 
associated with charco~l and dispersed burned rocks. Occasionally, mussel 
shells and Ra.bdotU6 snails were among the scatter but never, for example, in 
the concentrations that characterized Features 2 and 17. These features were 
considered to have been hearths (associated burned rock and charcoal) that 
were disturbed. Human action, such as cleaning a hearth, might create the 
scatter and soil stain observed between Features 1 and 10, although animal 
disturbance and erosion could also be involved. 
Fe.a;tuJl..cu 4 a.nd 5 
These features were previously mapped in the profi 1 e of TPC-364. Their 
extent and full associations were not fully explored during mapping in the 
testing phase, primarily due to their location. Erosion subsequently 
destroyed the features. 
ARTIFACT ANALYSIS 
All excavated and surface-collected materials were returned to the Archaeology 
Laboratory at UTSA for analysis and storage. Lab personnel assisted in sort-
ing excavated materials into categories determined by the range of artifacts 
and material types recovered. Soil samples, phytoliths, mussel shells, bone, 
and charcoal were also separated for distribution to consultants and analytical 
1 aboratori es. 
Final sorting and counting of field-sorted material preceded analysis. In 
all, 91 categories of material types were considered and 14 additional cate-
gories for weights of stone and shell were used. The final listing of all 
counts was computerized to yield a quantitative readout of the 105 total cate-
gories by 1-m2 units and levels (see Appendix II). 
Lithic analysis was approached from two directions. Debitage such as flakes, 
chips, and chunks were sorted into primary flakes, secondary flakes, tertiary 
flakes, and chips. Each of the flakes was examined for traces of edge wear, 
battering, gloss or hafting. Lithic tools were grouped by categories devised 
by Hall, Black, and Graves (1982) and then examined for evidence of edge wear. 
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Lithic Tools 
This section on lithic tools involves artifacts grouped into six broad cate-
gories: bifaces (including dart points), unifaces (including gouges), cores, 
hammerstones, retouched flakes, and ground stone. These tools were all 
formed from siliceous stone readily available in the Uvalde gravels and Cata-
houla Formation exposed throughout the Frio River drainage. Chert gravels, 
petrified wood, and metamorphic gravel occurred in large deposits along the 
margins of the eroded uplands and in stream deposits. No tool excavated 
during either of the excavations at 41 LK 31/32 was of a raw material not 
presently obtainable within the Frio River drainage. 
Analysis of the tools began by sorting tools into categories based on visually 
determined forms. Utilization of this technique seeks to avoid "pigeon-
holing" of artifacts into popular categories--for example, Cie.aJt FoJc..k. gouges 
or Pe.dennai~ dart points--and attempts to establish functional categories 
instead. Similar approaches to lithic analysis can be found in Hester (1971) 
and Lynn, Fox, and O'Malley (1977). Published artifact names were applied 
where types were readily ascertained to coincide with the literature. 
Lithic categories used in this section were modified to correlate with cate-
gories established for the Choke Canyon project as a whole (Hall, Black, and 
Graves 1982). A comprehensive list of categories for the entire project was 
established by Grant D. Hall after viewing artifacts from all tested Choke 
Canyon sites. Hall 1 s categories contain all artifacts from 41 LK 31/32 and 
should be consulted to augment the categories listed herein. Categories 
listed below pertain only to those inclusive of 41 LK 31/32 artifacts and were 
derived from Hall •s definitions. 
CoJc..~ (46 specimens) 
Cores are defined herein, as a cobble or other piece of raw material from 
which a flake or flakes have been removed. Flake removal was for the purpose 
of tool production. Table 3 presents the provenience of cores in each group. 
Hall (ibid.) listed 10 groups of cores: 
Group 1. 
Group 2. 
Group 3. 
Group 4. 
Group 5. 
Group 6. 
Group 7. 
Group 8. 
Group 9. 
Group 10. 
Natural Platform 
Bidirectional, Natural, and Prepared Platforms 
Multidirectional, Natural, and Prepared Platforms, Single 
and Multiple Facets 
Unidirectional, Prepared Platforms, Single Facet 
Multidirectional, Natural and Prepared Platforms, Single 
Facet 
Core Nuclei 
Flat, Circular to Elliptical in Outline, Unifacially 
Cortex Covered 
Tested Cobbles 
Core Fragments 
Unmodified Cobbles 
Of these 10 groups, numbers 5 and 10 were not recovered at 41 LK 31/32. 
Cores (continued) 
G~oup 1. Natunai Platfio~ (8 specimens) 
Cores in this group are characterized by flaking which utilizes the outer 
cobble cortex as the striking platform (Fig. 13,g). Most of these cobbles 
were irregular in outline, multidirectionally flaked, and retained 80% to 95% 
of the cobble cortex. 
G~oup Z. Bidin~ctional, Nat~, and P~~P~~d Platfio~ (1 specimen) 
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Cores in this category were struck along a single edge or face using a cortex 
platform for the initial flakes, then using the flake scar as a platform to 
remove flakes at a 90:0 angle to the original point of flake removal. A single 
specimen was recovered from 41 LK 31/32 (Fig. 13,f). 
G~oup 3. Muttidin~ctional, N~, and P~~ ~~d Platfio~~~ Sin l~ and 
Muttipl~ Fac~ 13 specimens 
Many cores recovered at 41 LK 31/32 were of this category. As the category 
suggests, flakes were removed multidirectionally utilizing natural and cortex 
platforms (Fig. 13,h). Cortex remains on 90% of the core. Large flakes that 
had been removed were also included in this category and often retained no 
cortex. 
G~oup 4. Unidin~ctional, P~~p~~d Platfio~, Singl~ Facet (5 specimens) 
Flaking of these cores was characterized by unidirectional flakes perpen-
dicular to a prepared platform, usually a single facet platform. Cobbles and 
flakes were represented, often retaining 50% to 80% of the cortex. Cores 
often termed polyhedral are included in this bracket (Fig. 13,d). 
G~oup 6. Co~~ Nuel~ (12 specimens) 
Twelve examples of this category made it the second most numerous recovered at 
41 LK 31/32. Often termed exhausted cores, these specimens are small, irregu-
lar in shape, multidirectionally flaked, and often show excessive battering 
and step-fracturing on the edges (Fig. 13,a,c). 
G~oup 7. Flat, Ci~cul~ ;to Elliptical in OuilA..n~, Unifiaeiall Co~~x 
Cov~~ 1 specimen 
These are often elliptical or biconvex in outline with one face covered with 
cortex and the other with flake scars. The cores appear to be split cobbles 
or flakes as compared to other examples from the Choke Canyon area (Hall, 
Black, and Graves 1982). 
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TABLE 3. PROVENIENCE OF CORES RECOVERED IN EXCAVATIONS* 
UNIT GROUP LEVEL ELEVATION 
N1056 E863 1 2 99.25-99.00 
Nl056 E863 9 97.73-97.60 
Nl062 E875 (2 specimens) 1 3 99.25-99.00 
Nl059 E863 1 12 97.55-97.45 
N1063 E873 (4 specimens) 1 4 98.35-98.25 
N1059 E861 2 12 97.65-97.55 
Nl055 E863 3 97.20-97.15 
Nl062 E875 3 2 99.50-99.25 
Nl062 E875 3 3 99.25-99.00 
N1063 E875 3 Zone 2, Feature 10 
N1064 E875 3 Zone 2, Feature 10 
N1057 E861 3 16 97.35-97.25 
Nl059 E863 3 8 97.95-97.85 
Nl059 E865 3 9 97.85-97.75 
N1061 E873 3 6 98.25-98.15 
Nl061 E873 3 12 97.65-97.55 
Nl063 E873 3 4 98.35-98.25 
N1065 E875 3 2 98.55-98.45 
Nlll7 E999 3 7 99. 1 0-98. 90 
N1056 E863 4 1 99.60-99.25 
Nl061 E873 4 7 98.15-98.05 
Nl065 E875 4 10 97.75-97.65 
N1 083 Ell08 (2 specimens) 4 7 98.55-98.35 
*Provenience of subsurface recoveries not provided for Group 9. 
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TABLE 3. (continued) 
UNIT GROUP LEVEL ELEVATION 
Nl056 E863 (2 specimens) 6 4 98.75-98.50 
N1062 E875 6 3 99.25-99.00 
Nl059 E861 6 3 98.55-98.45 
Nl06l E873 6 6 98.25-98.15 
Nl083 Ell08 6 7 98.55-98.35 
Nl083 Ell08 6 8 98.35-98.15 
Nl083 Ell08 (3 specimens) 6 9 98.15-97.95 
N1083 Ell08 6 10 97.97-97.75 
Nl 083 Ell 08 6 11 97.75-97.55 
Nl 055 E861 7 Feature 17 
Nlll6 E998 8 7 99.10-98.90 
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Figure 13. Con~. a, Group 6, core nuclei; b, Group 9, core fragments; 
c, Group 6, core nuclei; d, Group 4, unidirectional, prepared platform, single 
facet; e, Group 8, tested cobbles; f, Group 2, bidirectional, natural, and 
prepared platform; g, Group l, natural platform; h, Group 3, multidirectional, 
natural, and prepared platforms, single and multiple facets. 
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Cores (continued) 
G~oup 8. T~zed Cobbl~ (1 specimen) 
Flakes (one to four) have been detached from these cobbless presumably to test 
material quality (Fig. 13,e). Cores in this category might also be labeled 
discards. 
G~oup 9. Co~e F~gme~ (5 specimens) 
Group 9 contains core fragments not classifiable into any of the above groups. 
Most are believed to be remnants of shattered cores and trimmings resulting 
from platform preparation and general shaping procedures (Fig. l3,b). 
ThieR B~fiae~ (20 specimens) 
Hall (~b~d.) defines thick bifaces as a subclass of bifaces in general, charac-
terized by: 1) 1.3 em or greater in thickness; 2) having 10 to 30 flake 
scars, each greater than 1 cm2 ; 3) lack a finished or readily apparent form and 
wear patterns indicative of a functional tool. Whereas Hall assumes these to 
be discards or manufacturing failures, their potential for use on nonabrasive 
tissue or foliage is a possibility. Cortex is often retained on portions of 
the thick bifaces, and both cobbles and flakes were used as the preform of the 
tool. Hall also notes that thick bifaces could have functioned as cores, as 
well as unfinished steps in the bifacial reduction sequence. Hall identified 
the following nine groups: 
Group 1. 
Group 2. 
Group 3. 
Group 4. 
Group 5. 
Group 6. 
Group 7. 
Group 8. 
Group 9. 
Large, Crudely Flaked Oval to Elliptical 
Elliptical 
Oval to Subcircular 
Circular to Subcircular 
Triangular 
Fragments with Pointed Ends 
Form l. Elongate 
Form 2. Triangular 
Fragments with Rounded Ends 
Form 1. Subcircular to Oval 
Form 2. Large, Broad, Thin Fragments 
Form 3. Elliptical 
Form 4. Remnant Cortex Striking Platforms 
Odd and Miscellaneous Forms-Whole and Fragmentary 
Lateral and Medial Fragments 
Group 4 is absent at 41 LK 31/32, as is Group 6 Form 1, Group 7 Form 3, and 
Group 8. Table 4 presents the provenience of the thick bifaces excavated. 
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TABLE 4. PROVENIENCE AND METRIC DATA OF THICK BIFACES 
UNIT LEVEL 'ELEVATION DIMENSIONS (em) WEIGHT (gm) 
Group 1. Large, Crudely Flaked Oval to Elliptical 
Nl064 E877 11 97.65-97.38 4.7* x 5.5* X 2.4 80.1* 
surface 8.1 x 5.8 x 2.4 88.8 
Group 2. Elliptical 
N1083 Ell08 8 98.35-98.15 
surface 
Group 3. Oval to Subcircular 
Nl062 E875 2 99.50-99.25 
surface 
surface 
Group 5. Triangular 
Nl055 E861 (Feature 17) 
8.4 X 3.6 X 1.8 
6.4 X 3.6 X 2.3 
6.7 X 4.3 X 1.9 
5.6 X 4.9 X 1.4* 
6.4 X 4.7* X 1.4 
8.1 X 5.0 X 2.0 
Group 6, Form 2. Fragments with Pointed Ends, Triangular 
Nl056 E863 1 99.60-99.25 
surface 
surface 
Group 7, Form 1. Fragments with Rounded Ends, Subcircular to Oval 
57.1 
51.6 
53.0 
36.7* 
37.7* 
87.0 
surface 4.5* x 5.4 x 1.8 43.6* 
Group 7, Form 2. Fragments with Rounded Ends; Large Broad, Thin Fragments 
Nl065 E873 8 97.95-97.85 4.6* X 7.1 x 2.2 62.0* 
Group 7, Form 4. Fragments with Rounded Ends, Remnant Cortex Striking Platform 
surface 5.0* x 4.1 x 1.3 32.5* 
Group 9. Lateral 
N1064 E877 
Nl083 Ell08 
Nl083 Ell08 
Nl083 Ell08 
Nlll6 E998 
surface 
and Medial 
11 
6 
6 
7 
7 
Fragments 
97.65-97.38 
98.75-98.55 
98.75-98.55 
98.55-98.35 
99.10-98.90 
*Measurement or weight of incomplete artifact 
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Figure 14. Thick Rifiac~. a, Group 7 Form 1, fragments with rounded end, 
subcircular to oval; b, Group 7 Form 2, fragments with rounded end, large, 
broad, thin fragments; c, Group 7 Form 4, fragments with rounded end, remnant 
cortex striking platforms; d,e,f, Group 6 Form 2, fragments with pointed ends, 
triangular; g,h,i, Group 3, oval to subcircular; j,k, Group 1, large crudely 
flaked oval to elliptical; l,m, Group 2, elliptical. 
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Thick Bifaces (continued) 
G~oup 1. La~ge, C~udely Flaked Oval to E~ptical (2 specimens) 
Flakes on these bifaces were detached from cortex or prepared platforms 5 
leaving an oval, elliptical5 or subrectangular form (Fig. l4 5j,k). Centrally 
located ridges resulting from repeated step-fracturing are common. The bifaces 
tended to be longer than wide and are biconvex in cross section. Cortex was 
often present on one side, occasionally on both. 
G~oup Z. Elliptical (2 specimens) 
Bifaces in this category resemble Group 1, varying in the following character-
istics: smaller and more elongated than Group 1; a more defined, less irregular 
edge form; and thinner in cross section5 though still biconvex (Fig. l4,l 5m). 
G~oup 3. Oval to Subcincul~ (3 specimens) 
Widths tend to equal or closely approximate length in this category. Cross 
sections are biconvex to plano-convex, and cortex is often retained on one face 
(Fig. 14,g-i). 
G~oup 5. T~ng~ (1 specimen) 
This grouping includes bifaces of triangular form with length approximately 
twice the width and a biconvex cross section (Fig. 16,p). A single example of 
this category came from 41 LK 31/32 excavations. 
G~oup 6. F~agment4 w~h Pointed End6 (3 specimens) 
Elongate (Form 1) and Triangular (Form 2) fragments comprise this class of 
tools. In general, these tools are indicative of manufacturing or use failure 
debris of Group 2 (elliptical) and Group 5 (triangular) Thick Bifaces. Form 1 
was not in evidence at 41 LK 31/32 while 3 specimens of Form 2 were recovered 
(Fig. 14,d-f). 
G~oup 7. F~agment4 w~h Rounded End6 {_3 specimens) 
This generalized category contains four forms. Form 1 (_Fig. 14,a} represents 
breakage from Group 2 and 3 bifaces, whereas Form 2 (Fig. 14,b) resembles fail-
ures in the Group 4 Form 3 Thin Biface category. Form 3 represents a possible 
variation on Group 2 breakage where bifaces broke longitudinally. Form 3 was 
not recovered at 41 LK 31/32. Form 4 (Fig. 14,c) bifaces retained a cortex 
striking platform on the rounded end. 
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Thick Bifaces (continued) 
G.1wu.p 9. La..t.eJtai. a.nd Me.dJ_aJ.. FJt.a.gme.n:to ( 6 specimens) 
These unclassifiable fragments result from use or manufacturing failure. 
ThJ..n Blt)a.c..e.-6 
Included within this category are the stone tools commonly referred to as dart 
points, arrow points, and knives. Many may be preforms or manufacturing 
failures. These tools represent pressure flaking as well as percussion 
techniques, a thin cross section (less than 1.3 em as established by Hall), 
and, usually, a complete absence of cortex. 
Only groups and forms represented at 41 LK 31/32 will be discussed, and Table 5 
provides the proveniences and measurements. Please consult Hall's (Hall, Black, 
and Graves 1982) extensive discussion for categories not included here. 
G~ou.p 1. Ste.mme.d (8 specimens) 
Fa~ 1. L~ge. wlih St!t.a.lgh:t Ste.m.6 ( 2 specimens) 
This group represents stemmed bifaces and dart points characterized by near-
parallel stem form. 
Specimen 1. Straight to convex edges with a concave base 
characterize this surface-collected dart point (Fig. 15,a). 
In form it corresponds to the Pe.d~nal..e..-6 point as defined 
by Suhm and Jelks (1962:235-238). Reworking of one edge 
after the formation of a light patina was evident (corre-
sponds to Hall's Specimen 3). 
Specimen 2. Triangular blade with convex edges and a 
well-developed point characterize this thin biface, along 
with a convex base and poorly developed shoulders (Fig. 15,b). 
Recovery of this presumed dart point was in zones brack-
eted between radiocarbon dates of 3380 B.C. and 2340 B.C. 
(this specimen equates with Hall's Specimen 9). I have 
linked this specimen to the Nolan type (Suhm and Jelks 
1962:225-226). 
Fa~ Z. L~ge. with Contna.c..ting Ste.m.6 (4 specimens) 
Specimens 1 and 2. Two specimens of dart points corre-
sponding to the Mo~.6 type were surface collected at 
41 LK 31/32 (Fig. 15,c,d). The bifaces were characterized 
by convex blade edges, a weakly developed distal point 
(on the complete example), slightly developed shoulders, 
TABLE 5. PROVENIENCE AND METRIC DATA FOR STEMMED THIN BIFACESt 
UNIT LEVEL ELEVATION TYPE LENGTH WIDTH 
Group 1 ' Form l. Large with Straight Stems 
surface Pe.de.Jtnaiu. 7.1 2.8 
N1058 E864 Zone 4 97.69 Nolan (?) 5.8 2.5 
Group 1 , Form 2. Large with Contracting Stems 
surface Moll.IU.-6.6 5.5 3.0 
surface Moll.IU.-6.6 4.8 2.9 
surface 5.0* 1.9 
surface 5.3 2.5 
Group 1, Form 3. large with Expanding Stems 
N1057 E86l 97.65-97.55 4.7 2.9 
Group 1 , Form 6. Unc1assifiab1e Fragments of Large Stemmed Bifaces 
N1059 E865 8 97.95-97.85 
tDimensions in centimeters; weight in grams. 
*Measurement or weight of incomplete artifact. 
3.4* 2.8 
STEM 
THICKNESS LENGTH 
0.6 2.0 
0.7 1.5 
1.0 1.8 
0.9 1.7 
0.7 0.8* 
1.0 2.0 
0.6 1.4 
7.9 
0'1 
0 
STEM NECK 
WIDTH WIDTH WEIGHT 
2.1 2.1 11.0 
2.1 2.0 11.4 
2.6 2.6 17.8 
2.2 2.2 
1.4 1.4 7 .5* 
1.8* 1.8* 
2.3 2.0 8.8 
Thin Bifaces (continued) 
and strongly convex bases. Fox (1979:62) recovered 
MaN~~ material in Goliad County radiocarbon dated at 
1250 B.C. to 500 B.C. (equals Hall's Specimens 4 and 8). 
Specimen 3. A slender, leaf-shaped point, missing the 
base and distal tip represented an untyped, presumed dart 
point (Fig. 15,e). Made of fine-grained, cream-colored 
chert, it was characterized by moderately convex edges--
unevenly flaked--and a prominent, broken tip (equals 
Hall's Specimen 11). 
Specimen 4. This fragmented specimen was flaked from a 
coarse-grained gray chert which showed signs of thermal 
fracturing (Fig. 15,f). Surface collected, it exhibited 
a straight stem and flat base with moderate shoulders. 
The distal tip and one shoulder were missing, .and the 
dart point could not be readily assigned to a defined 
type (equates with Hall's Specimen 18). 
Fonm 3. L~ge with Expanding S~emo (1 specimen) 
Bifaces of this category are again presumed to represent dart points. 
Specimen 1. This dart point was excavated as part of 
Feature 14 at 41 LK 31/32. Lateral edges were straight 
with slightly developed shoulders and a flat base 
(Fig. 15,g). Some beveling was evident on one edge. The 
top was blunt and showed signs of dulling or reworking. 
Blade shape was generally triangular. I have tentatively 
linked the specimen to the Lange type (Suhm and Jelks 
1962:203-204). Stratigraphic position was between the 
radiocarbon dates of 2340 B.C. and 3380 B.C., though per-
haps much closer to the latter date in terms of excavation 
levels (equates with Hall's Specimen 26). 
Fonm 6. Uncla4~in~ble Fnagme~ o6 L~ge S~emmed Bi6ae~ (1 specimen) 
Fragments in this class showed evidence of having been a stemmed biface prior 
to breakage. 
Specimen 1. This untyped presumed dart point showed 
evidence of an impact fracture which had removed the 
tip, and an irregular flute across one face (Fig. 15,h). 
The remnant showed evidence of moderate shoulders and a 
shallow base (equals Hall's Specimen 3). 
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Figure 15. Thin Bifiac~. a,b, Group 1 Form 1, stemmed, large with straight 
stems; c,d,e,f, Group 1 Form 2, stemmed, large with contracting stems; 
g, Group 1 Form 3, stemmed, large with expanding stems; h, Group 1 Form 6, 
stemmed, unclassifiable fragments of large stemmed bifaces; i,j,k,l, Group 2 
Form 1, unstemmed with straight bases, complete triangular; m,n,o,p, Group 2 
Form 2, unstemmed proximal fragments with straight bases; q,r,s,t,u, Group 3 
Form 2, unstemmed proximal fragments with concave bases; v,w,x, Group 4 Form 1, 
unstemmed with convex and semicircular bases, complete triangular; y, Group 4 
Form 3, unstemmed oval to elliptical; z,aa,bb, Group 5, unstemmed leaf shaped. 
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TABLE 6. PROVENIENCE AND METRIC DATA FOR UNSTEMMED THIN BIFACES 
RECOVERED IN EXCAVATIONS 
UNIT 
Group 2, Form 1. 
N950 E838 
Group 2, Form 2. 
Nl057 E861 
Nl059 E861 
Group 3~ Form 2. 
Nl055 E861 
Nl055 E861 
LEVEL ELEVATION DIMENSIONS (em) 
Unstemmed with Straight Bases, Complete Triangular 
2 100.10-99.90 5.4 X 2.5 X 0.8 
Unstemmed with Straight Bases, Proximal Fragments 
3 98.65-98.55 
12 97.65-97.55 5.8 X 2.6 X 1.1 
Unstemmed with Concave Bases, Proximal Fragments 
5 97.35-97.25 * X 4.2 X 0.7 
5 97.35-97.25 * X 4.4 X 0.8 
WEIGHT (gm) 
9.8 
15.7 
8.7* 
19.55* 
Group 4, Form 1. 
Nl059 E863 
Unstemmed with Convex to Semicircular Bases, Complete Triangular 
Group 4, Form 3. 
N1059 E865 
10 97.75-97.65 
Unstemmed with Convex to Semicircular Bases, Oval to Elliptical 
9 97.85-97.75 *X 1.7 X * * 
Group 5. Unstemmed Leaf-Shaped 
N1117 E999 7 99.10-98.90 
Group 9. Fragments with Pointed Ends 
Nl056 E863· 97.25-97.20 
Nl055 E861 6 97.25-97.15 
Nl055 E861 6 97.25-97.15 
Nl059 E865 8 97.95-97.85 
*Measurement or weight of incomplete artifact 
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TABLE 6. (continued) 
UNIT LEVEL ELEVATION DIMENSIONS* (em) WEIGHT* (gm) 
Nl065 E875 9 97.85-97.75 
Nl083 El108 6 98.75 98.55 
Nlll6 E998 6 99.30-99~ 10 
Group 10. Lateral and Medial Fragments 
N1055 E863 97.30 
N950 E838 3 99.90-99.70 
Nl055 E861 5 
Nl059 E863 14 97.35-97.25 
Nl063 E873 1 98.67-98.55 
Nl083 Ell08 6 98.75-98.55 
Nl083 Ell08 8 98.35-98.15 
Nlll6 E998 7 99.10-98.90 
Nl116 E998 7 99.10-98.90 
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Thin Bifaces (continued) 
G~oup Z. Unotemmed with Stnaight B~~ (8 specimens, Table 6) 
Fa~ 1. Complete Tniang~ (4 specimens) 
Bifaces within this group correspond to the To~ug~ dart point type as 
described by Suhm and Jelks (1962:249). Point form is generally triangular 
with straight edges and a flat base (Fig. 15,i-l). Longitudinal thinning 
flakes were evident on three of the four examples. Only a single point in this 
category was excavated, from level 2 of Unit N950 E838. All others were sur-
face collected (corresponds to Hall 1 s Specimens 1-46). 
Fa~ Z. Unotemmed P~oumal FMgmen:t6 with Stnaight B~~ (4 specimens) 
Specimens 1, 2, and 3 are triangular in form, although incomplete due to manu-
facturing or use failure (Fig. 15,m-p). Specimen 1 (equals Hall•s Specimen 11) 
is missing the distal third of the biface with straight edges. In overall form 
it resembles the Group 2 Form 1 triangular (or To~ug~), but the lack of basal 
thinning makes the possibility of a nondescript blank or preform feasible. 
The two other bi faces in this category tend to be rectangular rather than tri an-
gular, with parallel convex to subconvex edges and flat bases. Specimen 2 
(equals Hall •s Specimen 10) suggests the proximal portion of a finished tool of 
dart point size, thin and pressure flaked. Specimen 3 (corresponds to Hall •s 
Specimen 45) is not pressure flaked and is complete except for a small portion 
of the distal tip. Battered platforms and hinge fracturing on one edge suggest 
this biface was a discarded preform. · 
Specimen 1 was recovered 35-45 em below the surface in Unit Nl057 E861; Speci-
men 3 was recovered from a depth of 235-245 em in Unit Nl059 E861. Specimens 2 
and 4 were surface collected. In terms of radiocarbon dates, Specimen l, 
resembling a To~ug~ dart point, occurred almost 50 em above the date of 
2340 B.C. while the preform occurred roughly 20 em above the stratigraphic 
level from which the 3380 B.C. date was extracted. 
G~oup 3. Unotemmed with Conc.ave B~~ (5 specimens) 
Fa~ Z. Unotemmed P~oumal F~agmen:t6 wd.h Conc.ave B~~ (5 specimens) 
These forms are wide, n.onshouldered forms with slight to pronounced concave 
bases (Fig. 15,q-u). Edges range from convex to concave-convex. Specimens 
and 2 (equals Hall 1 s Specimens 3 and 7) were surface collected. 
Specimens 3-5 (Hall 1 s 4, 5, and 6) were recovered from Feature 17 in Zone·2 of Unit Nl055 
E861. 
All of the Form 2 bifaces were characterized by well-finished proximal bases 
and a basal width suggestive of other than dart point function. Interestingly, 
Thin Bifaces (continued) 
Specimens 3-5 exhibited well-finished bases in conjunction with unused strik-
ing platforms and unthinned portions on the same fragment. This appears to 
suggest a critical function in base form, particularly in hafting. What this 
function might have been is problematical in the absence of edge wear on the 
three specimens. Feature 17 was located in Zone 2 and was therefore strati-
graphically equal with the 3380 B.C. radiocarbon date. 
GJr..ou.p 4. Un6.:te.mme.d wilh Con.ve.x a.n.d Se.rn-i.c..Vr.c.ui.a.Jr.. BMe.-6 ( 4 specimens) 
FoJr..m 1. Comple..:te. T~a.n.gui.a.Jr.. (3 specimens) 
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The three bifaces in Group 4 Form 1 from 41 LK 31/32 are generally triangular 
in outline with convex sides and bases (Fig. 15,v-x). Corners are rounded, and 
there is no evidence of basal thinning. Generally, these three specimens 
correspond to the Re.fiu.gio dart point category in Suhm and Jelks (1962:241). 
Specimen 1 (corresponds to Hall 1 s Specimen 6) was recovered at 1m below 
surface in Unit Nl056 E863 whereas Specimens 2 and 3 (corresponds to Hall 1 s 4 
and 5) were surface collected. 
Again, designation as a dart point is difficult with a generalized triangular 
biface, which could have easily functioned as a knife or a preform. 
FoJr..m 3. Un6.:te.mme.d Oval :to EUiptic.a.l ( 1 specimen) 
Collected from approximately 200 em below ground surface in Unit Nl059 E865, 
this oval, thin, roughly worked biface (Specimen 1) showed no edge wear 
(Fig. 15,y). In the absence of other evidence, it is referred to as a preform 
or discarded tool failure. 
GJr..ou.p 5. Un6.:te.mme.d Le.a.n Sha.pe.d (3 specimens) 
under this heading are slender with convex edges and blunt, round bases 
(Fig. 15,z,aa,bb). Length is twice the width or more in every specimen from 
41 LK 31/32. Specimens 1 and 2 (corresponds to Hall•s 3 and 5) were surface 
collected. Specimen 3 (Hall•s 4) was associated with Feature 12 in Unit Nlll7 
E999, although no radiocarbon date was associated with that particular feature. 
Specimen 3 was chipped from finely textured petrified wood and was smooth along 
its proximal third and slightly serrated along the lateral edges. Leaf-shaped 
bifaces of this type resemble the Renu.gio and Le.Jr..ma. dart point types in Suhm 
and Jelks (1962:241, 297). 
GJr..ou.p 9. FJr..a.gme~ with Poin..:ted En.d6 (14 specimens) 
This category includes all distal tips, bases, and barbs from either tool 
failure, manufacturing error, or natural causes (Fig. 16,a-f). 
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Figure 16. Thin. Bifia.c.e.-6, V..Wt.al..ly Be.vel.e.d B-i.fia.c.e.-6 a.n.d Un.-i.fia.c.e.-6, a.n.d a. Thic.k. 
B-i.fia.c.e.. a,b,c,d,e,f, Group 9, thin bifaces, fragments with pointed ends; g-o, 
distally beveled bifaces and unifaces (g,h, Group 3 Form 2,short, broad, 
triangular to subrectangular-triangular, proximal end rounded; i, Group 8 
Form 4, broad, flat, triangular; j,k, Group 4, small triangular-to subtrian-
gular; 1 ,m, Group 7 Form 4, distal fragments; n, Group 1, large triangular to 
subtriangular; o, Group 7 Form 2, short, broad, subrectangular to oval); p, 
Group 5, thick biface, triangular. 
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Thin Bifaces (continued) 
G~oup 10. Lat~ and Medial F~gme~ (13 specimens) 
Unclassifiable fragments of lateral and medial biface portions are lumped in 
this group. Similar agents from Group 9 are presumably responsible. 
VA.A.ta.Le_y Bevei..ed B-i.t)ac.eo and Un-i.t)ac.eo 
Unifacial and bifacial tools with beveled ends or bits are included in this 
class. Tool thickness was not a criteria with these tools, as the beveled end 
(or bit) was considered to be the critical defining factor. Published names 
applied to these tools include Cle~ Fo~k gouges, Guadalupe adzes, Olmo~ bifaces, 
and Nuec.eo scrapers. Hall (Hall, Black, and Graves 1982) describes the shapes 
as triangular/subtriangular to rectangular/subrectangular to elliptical to 
oval. Biconvex and plano-convex cross sections are common. Many of the speci-
mens exhibit battering and step-fracturing at the bit edge. 
Nine groups were described by Hall, of which seven were present at 41 LK 31/32. 
Refer to Table 7 for provenience and metric data for distally beveled bifaces 
and unifaces. For more complete descriptions and a list of categories not 
discussed herein, please refer to Hall (-i.b-i.d.). 
G~oup 1. L~ge T~ang~ .to Sub~angul~ (Cle~ Fo~k Gouge Type, 1 specimen) 
A single specimen of this type was surface collected at 41 LK 31/32. It was 
triangular in shape and biconvex in cross section (Fig. 16,n). Edges were 
convex to subconvex, and a pronounced bit was located at the broad distal end 
of the biface (equals Hall 1 s Specimen 2 and Number 1 of Ray 1941). 
G~oup Z. La~ge, Elongate, Rec..tangul~ .to Sub~ec..tangul~ (Cle~ Fo~k Gouge 
Type, 1 specimen) 
The single example of a Group 2 gouge was also surface collected. It is 
rectangular with parallel edges and a steep bit on its proximal end (corre-
sponds to Hall 1 s Form 1, Specimen 1 and Number 3 of Ray 1941). 
G~oup 3. ShaM, B~oad, T~ang~ .to Sub~ec..tangul~ (2 specimens) 
Fa~ 2. T~ang~, P~oumaf End Rounded (2 specimens) 
Bifaces in Group 3 are generally wide, short, and well flaked. Width at the 
bit often equals or exceeds the total length of the tool. The outline is 
triangular, and both examples from 41 LK 31/32 exhibit well-defined, battered 
bits (Fig. 16,g,h). Specimens 1 and 2 were placed under Form 2 due to the 
slight concavity in the bit. 
TABLE 7. PROVENIENCE AND METRIC DATA FOR 
DISTALLY BEVELED BIFACES AND UNIFACES 
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UNIT LEVEL ELEVATION DIMENSIONS (em) WEIGHT (gm) 
Group 1. Large Triangular to Subtriangular 
surface 7.0 X 4.7 X 2.3 
Group 2, Form 1. Large, Elongate, Rectangular to Subrectangular 
(Cle~ Fonk gouge, Type 3 after Ray 1941). 
surface 8.3 X 3.8 X 1.5 
64.3 
51.2 
Group 3, Form 2. Short, Broad, Triangular to Subrectangular (Triangular, 
Proximal End Rounded) 
Nl059 E865 9 97.85-97.75 4.3 x 4.3 X 1.4 24.0 
N1065 E875 
Group 4. Small 
Nl061 E873 
N950 E838 
7 98.05-97.95 
Triangular to Subtriangular 
6 98.25-98.15 
3-4 99.90-99.50 
4.6 X 3.4 X 1.4 
5.4 X 3.2 X 1.3 
5.8 X 4.2 X 1.2 
32.9 
26.0 
28.5 
Group 7, Form 2. Various Forms with Broad, Rounded, Low-Angle Bevels; Short, 
Broad, Subrectangular to Oval 
N1059 E861 11 97.75-97.65 6.2* X 5.8 X 1.7 * 
Group 7, Form 4. 
Nl083 El108 
surface 
Distal Fragments 
6 98.75-98.55 4.7* X 4.5 X 2.4 
5.1* X 5.3 X 4.1 
Group 8, Form 4. Miscellaneous Forms; Broad Flat, Triangular 
* 
* 
surface 4.4 x 5.2 x 1.5 31.2 
*Measurement or weight of incomplete artifact 
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Distally Beveled Bifaces and Unifaces (continued) 
Specimen 1, recovered in Unit N1059 E865 approximately 225 em below the sur-
face, was basically unifacial with bifacial trimming on the extreme proximal 
tip. ~pecimen 2, recovered in Unit Nl065 E875 at 205 em below the surface, was 
bifacial. Both gouges are within the stratigraphic range of the 2350 B.C. 
date, suggesting a Middle Archaic affiliation for these too·ls. 
Form and bit battering on the gouges suggests that tools of this category are 
depleted versions of Group 1 or 2 gouges. 
G.ttou.p 4. Smail. TIU.a.n.gulaJL :to Su.b:t!U.a.n.gulaJL (2 specimens) 
The two specimens (Fig. l6,j,k) in this group correspond to Hall •s Specimens 6 
and 7. Characteristics of this group include small size, straight to convex 
bit edges, thinness, and fine flaking. Cross sections range from plano-convex 
to biconvex. 
Specimen 1, recovered from Unit N950 E838, was unifacially flaked and showed 
evidence of heat treating. It was recovered 30-50 em below the surface (level 4). 
Specimen 2, recovered 175 em below the surface, in Unit N1061 E873 (level 6) 
was less well formed but exhibited bifacial flaking and a prominent distal bit. 
Neither tool was directly associated with a radiocarbon assay. 
G.ttou.p 7. Va.IU.o~ Fo.ttm~ with B.ttoa.d, Rou.n.ded, Low-Angle Bev~ (3 specimens) 
Group 7 tools are highly variable in form but have an edge Hall describes as 
"shovel-shaped." The bit is not steep, and battering or use wear is not 
evident. Four tool forms were defined by Hall of which 3 are in evidence at 
41 LK 31/32. 
Group 7 tools are felt to be unfinished gouge-type tools, broken in manufacture 
or discarded for imperfection in desired form. The shovel-shaped bit is the 
unbattered or unresharpened form of other gouge tools described in previous 
groups. 
Fo.ttm Z. Sho.tr..:t, B.ttoa.d, Su.b.ttec.:ta.n.gulaJL :to Oval (l specimen) 
This form is described by Hall as "shorter and wider" than Form l specimens 
(Fig. 16,o). The lone example from 41 LK 31/32 (equals Hall's Specimen 3) was 
recovered in Unit N1059 E861 at approximately 235 em below the surface (level 11). 
The tool shows signs of heat treatment and use or retouch along the 11 Shoveled 11 
distal end. 
Distally Beveled Bifaces and Unifaces (continued) 
FalUn 4. VJA.tai. FJr.agme.lU:-6 (2 specimen) 
Specimen 1 (also equating with Ha11•s Specimen 1) was recovered in Unit Nl083 
El108, 125-145 em below the surface (level 6). The distal fragment shows 
evidence of having also been a perforator (Fig. 16,l,m). 
G!r.aup 8. ~Qe.itane.a~ Fa~ (1 specimen) 
This broad group is represented by 5 forms having a distal bevel as a common 
trait. Only Form 4 is represented at 41 LK 31/32. 
FalUn 4. B!r.aad, Flat, T!r.LangulaJr. (1 specimen) 
A single specimen recovered at a depth 
surface (level 4) of Unit Nlll6 E998. 
section, has a wide bit, and a general 
angle is 1 ow. 
Debitage Analysis 
of approximately 80 em below the 
It is thin, plano-convex in cross 
triangular outline (Fig. 16,i). Bit 
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Lithic debitage, the by-product of stone tool production, is often the most 
extensive evidence of prehistoric activity at a site. For this reason, it 
assumes a critical role in the interpretation of site function and the activi-
ties of its inhabitants'. In addition to formal tools (dart points, gouges, 
knives etc.), lithic waste debris in the form of a flake or a chip can be used 
as an effective, expedient, expendable tool .for a variety of functions. 
Furthermore, debitage from the manufacture of formal stone tools can provide 
clues as to what tools were made at the site, although the tools themselves 
were not necessarily left or recovered during excavation. 
In total, 41 LK 31/32 yielded 7611 pieces of lithic debitage. These could be 
divided as follows: 
Category 
Primary Flakes 
Secondary Flakes 
Tertiary Flakes 
Chips 
Number 
79 
885 
2037 
4610 
Primary flakes were those exhibiting an 80% or greater covering of cortex on 
their dorsal surface. Secondary flakes retained less than 80% cortex on the 
dorsal surface, and tertiary flakes (often termed interior) were devoid of any 
cortex whatsoever. Chips were defined as flakes with no platform present. 
Flakes were initially divided into categories based on a combination of plat-
form attributes (cortex, single facet, small or large multiple facet, or 
lipped platforms) and flake utilization (if any). Trimmed flakes were those 
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that had been resharpened or exhibited an edge modified by flaking, whereas 
modified flakes designated those showing use wear on an untrimmed edge. All 
flakes were examined under low power (lOX) magnification during analysis for 
signs of utilization. 
Access to raw materials is generally easy in the area of the Choke Canyon 
Reservoir. Pleistocene gravel deposits contain a variety of cherts and silici-
fied woods suitable for knapping. These gravels, however, are nodular in form 
and were of inconsistent quality for the aboriginal flintknapper. The result 
was a large percentage of primary and secondary flakes struck from natural 
(cortex) platforms in the initial stages of cobble reduction. Detachment of 
flakes in this manner would result in (a) flakes suitable for further reduction 
into thin bifaces or unifacial tools, and (b) cobble cores suitable for reduc-
tion as cores, or into core bifaces and thick bifaces. This process is well 
illustrated by Lynn, Fox, and O'Malley (1977:100-102). 
Primary flakes, however, exhibited a larger percentage of single facet plat-
forms rather than cortex platforms: 
Category 
Cortex Platforms 
Single Facet Platform 
"Other" Plat form 
Percentage of Total 
28 
56 
16 
This indicated a cautious approach to decortication with reliance on a single 
platform, probably prepared by grinding or striking perpendicularly on an 
existing flake scar. Had the cobbles been tested at the quarry source, we 
might expect a smaller proportion of cortex platform flakes appearing at 
41 LK 31/32 since these flakes would have been discarded prior to transporting 
material to the site. Additionally, only a single trimmed cortex flake was 
recovered, tending to support an inference of absence or nonuse of cortical 
flakes. 
Direct evidence of the lack of utilization of primary flakes occurred in 
Feature 16, an intact core-reduction area occurring in Units Nl061 E873 and 
Nl 063 E873. This feature is stratigraphically contemporaneous with Feature 6, 
radiocarbon dated at 2360-2340 B.C. Five chert cobbles had been. reduced in one 
spot, and none of the resulting flakes had been taken away. Two of the 1 arger 
cores had been struck less than three times, removing large, irregular cortex-
covered primary flakes. Impurities seemed to have been present in each cobble 
and had obviously hampered reduction attempts. One smaller, egg-shaped cobble 
had been split on either side of a thick, disc-shaped central portion, possibly 
in pursuit of a secondary flake suitable for bifacial reduction. Throughout 
the sequence of reduction, natural platform and cortex platforms were utilized, 
although no evidence of platform preparation was found. None of the more than 
100 flakes or debris had been removed after detachment, suggesting that the 
debitage and remaining unused portions of the cores were unsuitable for the 
flintknapper's intended purpose. 
Feature 16 is unusual in that the cobbles were transported to the site prior to 
removal of some or all of the cortex. From additional site evidence, it is not 
unusual that the primary flakes remained unused. That Feature 16 was an 
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isolated incident is highlighted by the fact that only a single hammerstone was 
recovered in excavations at 41 LK 31/32--with Feature 16. Thirty cores were 
recovered during excavation, many exhausted or knapped to a point where effort 
had far exceeded raw material return. The general absence of primary flakes on 
the site indicates that cores were prepared elsewhere (generally, in light of 
Feature 16) and utilized as necessary in site activities. 
Primary flakes were scarce throughout the units. Numerically, they rarely 
occur as more than five in any 2-m2 level. Including chips with 100% cortex, 
the number rises to.only 14 in level 7 (98.05-97~95 em depth) in Unit Nl065 
E873. Inclusive of chips, primary flakes never exceeded 1.1% of the total 
debitage inventory; exclusive of chips they never exceeded 4%. For the entire 
site, exclusive of chips, primary flakes accounted for 2.7% of the total 
debitage count. 
Secondary flakes accounted for 29% of the total site debitage count (887 
flakes). They fell into the following platform categories: 
Category Percentage of Total 
Cortex Platform 41 
Single Facet Platform 33 
Small and Large Multiple 
Facet Platform 15 
Lipped Platform 11 
Since secondary flakes represent an intermediate stage of lithic reduction, it 
is not unusual to find seemingly discrepant traits such as cortex platforms and 
lipped platforms in the same list. 
The high percentage of cortex platform flakes is expected with the production 
of core bifaces or thick bifaces from irregular nodules. Thin bifaces require 
control over the surface flakes used to reduce it thickness. Thinning flakes, 
then, would be expected to have ground platforms, shaped and occasionally 
chipped to isolate a striking platform for maximum control. Multiple facet and 
lipped platform flakes represent this type and together account for 25.6% of 
the.secondary platform total. Single facet and cortex platform flakes usually 
indicate direct, hard-hammer percussion, normally used to flake cores or core 
bifaces. The ground platforms usually are felt to indicate soft hammer (such 
as antler or bone) percussion. 
The secondary stage of lithic reduction usually 11 roughs out 11 the tool form, 
removing remaining cortex and shaping a basic form to be refined by tertiary 
flaking. Therefore, if tools were actually shaped and finished at 41 LK 31/32, 
it could be expected that concentrations of secondary flakes, as well as terti-
ary flakes, would indicate discrete areas of lithic manufacture. Broken and 
discarded tools would be expected to occur with these concentrations. 
Unit Nl083 Ell08 offers an excellent example. Levels 5-10 yielded between 15-
40 secondary flakes per level. The concentration was as follows (exclusive of 
chip count for secondaries): 
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Level Elevation No. Secondary Flakes Bifaces and Cores 
5 98.95-98.75 m 15 1 bi face 
6 98.75-98.55 m 40 7 bifaces, 2 cores 
7 98.55-98.35 m 38 2 bifaces, 5 cores 
8 98.35-98.15 m 20 4 bJfaces 
9 98.15-97.95 m 40 3 cores 
10 97.95-97.75 m 30 2 cores 
Feature 17 yielded 31 secondary flakes in the level that contained two large 
broken bifaces and one complete biface. 
Large numbers of secondary flakes were also associated with bifaces (and 
possibly with Feature 18) in Units N1065 E873 and N1065 E875, levels 7 and 8 
(depth 98.05-97.95 m). In Unit N1059 E861, level 11 (depth 97.95-97.85 m) 
exhibits a high ratio of secondary to tertiary flakes as well as a biface 
fragment. It is possibly associated with Feature 15. 
High ratios of secondary to tertiary flakes are not necessarily associated with 
tools, tool fragments, or features. They merely offer material evidence by 
association of a subsistence activity related to site occupation. 
Thirty secondary flakes had evidence of wear or trimming. This represents 
17.8% of the utilized flakes occurring at 41 LK 31/32. 
Tertiary flakes are usually considered thinning flakes as they represent the 
final stage of manufacture of any stone tool. Generally, they are smaller and 
more numerous than both primary and secondary flakes. 41 LK 31/32 yielded 2088 
tertiary flakes in the following categories: 
Category 
Single Facet 
Small and Large 
Multiple Facet 
Lipped 
Percentage of Total 
40 
35 
25 
Multifaceted and lipped tertiary flakes, like the secondary flakes, are assumed 
to be the product of edge preparation and platform grinding. Concentrations of 
tertiary flakes are also felt to represent areas of discrete tool manufacture. 
Unit N1057 E861, level 11 (97.85-97.75 m) contained 259 small thinning flakes 
although no tools. A large number of secondary flakes (55) were recovered in 
the same level, indicating an area once subject to a brief episode of intense 
tool finishing. Unit Nl083 Ell08 represents a similar situation in levels 5-
10. 
Tertiary flakes comprised 28.4% of the utilized flakes recovered from 41 LK 31/32. 
Although roughly 10% more than the utilized secondary flakes recovered, it is 
still half of the 90 (53.2% of total) utilized chips recovered. 
Chips represented 59.5% of all lithic debitage recovered at 41 LK 31/32. They 
were initially classified as corticate, partially corticate, or decorticate 
depending on the amount of cortex retained. As this roughly corresponds to 
primary, secondary, and tertiary flakes, they were added to overall totals in 
the unit-level counts, although tallied separately. 
Category 
Corticate 
Partially Corticate 
Decorticate 
Percentage of Total 
11 
22 
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Chips represent a variety of problems for interpretati-on because of their 
fragmentary nature and lack of platforms. The product of stress as flakes are 
removed from cores or bifaces, they are nonetheless a legitimate portion of a 
debitage assemblage. 
No blades were recovered during excavation of 41 LK 31/32. Blades have been 
recovered from other sites, synchronic with 41 LK 31/32, in Choke Canyon, so 
they certainly were part of the knapper•s products. I am at a loss to explain 
their absence here. 
Horizontal distribution of flake scatters, tools, and features will be dis-
cussed in Interpretations and Summary along with the Hester-Collins Model of 
lithic procurement on the Rio Grande Plain. 
Ground Stone Artifacts 
Fifteen items were included in the ground stone tool category at 41 LK 31/32. 
The tool category can be defined as: (1) sandstone fragments on which one or 
more smoothed, even surfaces are visible, and/or (2) sandstone fragments which 
show shape alteration such as unusually straightened edges and rounded or 
squared corners. 
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The weathered and fragmentary condition of the sandstone recovered from the 
site makes artifact identification difficult. It is apparent that the original 
surfaces (presumably the result of grinding tasks such as food processing) have 
deteriorated into smaller fragments. Fire may have been a primary factor 
contributing to the fragmentary nature of this group; at least 75% of the 
specimens exhibit heat discoloration. Provenience and metric data are given 
for the ground stone artifacts in Table 8. The sandstone artifacts are des-
cribed, by lot number, as follows: 
Lot Z1 (3 specimens) 
Specimen 1. This rectangular specimen has one smoothed surface 
which is concave in cross section. The sandstone is of moderate 
density. 
Specimen 2. This triangular item has one very flat surface 
(4.5 x 3.5 em). The sandstone is of moderate to loose consol-
idation. 
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TABLE 8. PROVENIENCE AND METRIC DATA FOR GROUND STONE ARTIFACTSt 
NO. OF 
UNIT LEVEL ELEVATION SPECIMENS LENGTH 
Nl056 E863 6 98.23-98.15 3 11.0 
5.0* 
3.5* 
Nl059 E865 9 97.85-97.75 1 4.0* 
Nl06l E873 8 98.00-97.75 3 4.5* 
6.5* 
5.5* 
N1065 E875 11 97.65-97.55 6.0* 
surface 8.5* 
tMeasurements are in centimeters; weights in grams 
*Measurements of incomplete artifacts 
WIDTH THICKNESS 
6.5 3.0 
3.0* 2.5 
3.0* 2.5 
3.0* 1.5 
4.0* 3.0* 
5.0* 4.0* 
4.5* 3.0* 
4.0* 2.0 
4.0* 2.0 
WEIGHT 
"' 
215.0* 
19.0* 
19.0* 
15.0* 
77 .0* 
157.0* 
84.0* 
61.0* 
52.5* 
Specimen 3. This roughly, triangular specimen may originally 
have fit with Specimen 2. It has one small flat surface (2 cm2). 
The sandstone consolidation is moderate to loose. 
Lot 440 (l specimen) 
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This triangular specimen has one small ground surface (1.5 x 2.5 em). It is 
flat in cross section. The specimen was broken during recovery. The sandstone 
consolidation is loose. 
Lot 491A (3 specimens) 
Specimen 1. This roughly square item has two flat surfaces 
at right angles, joined by a straight, rounded edge (4 cm2 
and 4.0 x 2.0 em, respectively). The sandstone consolidation 
is moderate to hard. 
Specimen 2. This rectangular specimen has four flattened 
surfaces (6 x 4, 6 x 3, 3 x 2.5, and 6 x 2.5 em) which undulate 
slightly. The remaining two surfaces are fractured and uneven. 
The consolidation of the sandstone is hard. 
Specimen 3. This roughly square specimen has two surfaces, one 
slightly convex (4 x 2 em), one flat and undulating (4 x 2 em). 
Sandstone consolidation is moderate to hard. 
Specimens 1, 2, and 3 seem to be fragments of a larger, original artifact. The 
original artifact was at least 5 em thick. 
Lot 644 (1 specimen) 
The specimen has two surfaces joined by a rounded edge. Both surfaces are flat 
in cross section (5.5 x 3 em and 4.0 x 3.5 em). The specimen is subrectangular 
in shape, and sandstone is moderate to hard in consolidation. 
Lot 784 (1 specimen) 
The triangular specimen has one large flat grinding surface that covers one 
side of the artifact (8.5 x 4 em). The sandstone consolidation is very hard. 
FAUNAL ANALYSIS 
The prehistoric component of 41 LK 31/32 produced a small sample of faunal 
remains. Bones were equally absent in the fine-screened sample as in the soil 
processed through the 1/4-inch hardware mesh. In all, about three dozen frag-
ments were collected across the site, only six of which were suitable for 
identification. All identification was done by Harold Woolridge and is sum-
marized in Table 9. All of the animals identified are still present in the 
area and do not reflect any climatic shift or concentration on a single habitat. 
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UNIT 
Nl083 Ell08 
Nl094 E999 
Nl094 E998 
Nl057 E865 
Nl064 E876 
Nl057 E861 
Nl056 E863 
LEVEL/ZONE 
Level 8 
Level 1 
Level 1 
Zone 2 
Zone 2 
Level 16 
Level 9 
TABLE 9. VERTEBRATE FAUNA* 
SPECIES 
AplodinotU6 gnunnien6 
Z ena..ida. ma.c.Jw U!ta. 
chcur.a.dJU..U6 vo un eJl.U6 
AplodinotU6 gJtun.rU.en6 
Sylvila.gU6 sp. 
Unidentifiable 
Unidentifiable 
COMMON NAME ELEMENT 
Freshwater drum fish Otolith 
Mourning dove Humerus 
Killdeer Humerus 
Freshwater drum fish Otoliths (2) 
Cottontail rabbit Phalanx 
Turtle Carapace 
Unidentifiable Artiodactyl 
phalanx 
fragment 
*Identifications by Harold G. Woolridge, Austin. 
Bone preservation was generally poor. Whereas soil conditions (as determined 
by the Texas Agricultural Extension Service, Texas A&M University) were slightly 
alkaline (pH ranged from 8.2-9.0) and not necessarily destructive to bone, 
constant wetting and drying in the open site was no doubt injurious to the 
remains. 
What the bones directly reveal about subsistence activities at the site is 
unfortunately little. The association of two freshwater drum otoliths with 
Feature 2 at least indicates exploitation of the riverine habitat other than 
freshwater mussels. Land mammals are notably absent with the exception of a 
cottontail phalanx in Zone 2 of Unit Nl064 E876 and an unidentified artiodactyl 
phalanx fragment from level 9 of Unit Nl056 E863. It is somewhat remarkable 
to find any site in central or south Texas in which identified remains of 
whitetail deer are completely absent~ 
Two bird humeri were recovered on the site, but not in association with cul-
tural materials. A single killdeer and mourning dove are represented and are 
likely to have occurred in level 1 of Unit Nl094 E998 through natural agents. 
Overall, the absence of bones cannot be adequately explained by the effects of 
soil and weathering. For instance, features were generally in a-condition that 
indicated little, if any, exposure to weathering or erosion after use. Parti-
cularly in the cases of Features 2, 6, 11, and 16, rapid accumulation of 
sediments with little movement of associated mussel and snail shells appears to 
have been the rule. Coupled with a very small number of projectile points 
recovered (only two stratigraphically below Zone 4), the evidence suggests 
subsistence was based on the gathering of wild plant foods. Supplemental 
nutrition was available from freshwater mussels and land snails as the site was 
not used for procuring locally available fish, reptiles, and mammals. 
The inclusion of freshwater drum otoliths in Zone 2 as well as Sylvila.gU6 
(cottontail rabbit) suggests that occupation during this period (4710 B.C.) was 
based on seasonally available resources of which wild game was a part. Later 
absence of bone suggests a specialization toward procuring and processing plant 
foods. 
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Thou~h seasonal subsistence pa~terns may help to explain the rarity of faunal 
rema1ns, at least one alternat1ve should be considered. Animal and fish bones 
could have been mashed for marrow or for 11 bone butter 11 or ground into flour 
(Newcomb 1961:41; Ruecking 1953:487). Tiny bits of crushed bone could have 
been mixed, and eaten, with gruel, soups, and mush in much the same ways as 
mentioned for the Cahuilla peoples of Southern California (Hester 1972:285; 
Bean 1972). 
SNAIL SHELL ANALYSIS 
All whole snail shells found in matrix excavated during the course of prehis-
toric excavations at 41 LK 31/32 were collected. Sh~ll fragments, primarily 
of Ra.bdotU6 sp., were not saved. Terrestrial gastropods such as Ra.bdotU6, 
Polyg~ya., P~ctleoletta., Helieina., and Sueeinea. were common. An aquatic 
species, H~oma., occurs occasionally in the collection. Debris concentrates 
resulting from water washing through flyscreen yielded shells representing the 
above group as well as HeUeodL6eU6, C~ydu.um, GMtltoeopta., Lymna.ea., Pupi.ooma., 
Pupoide..6, and Mie~oe~U6. A count of who 1 e Ra.bdotU6 she 11 s recovered from 
the site are presented on a unit and level basis in Appendix II. Data concerning 
provenience and frequency of other snail species are on file at the Center for 
Archaeological Research, The University of Texas at San Antonio. 
MUSSEL SHELL ANALYSIS 
Fragmentary and whole remains of freshwater molluscs were commonly encountered 
during excavations of 41 LK 31/32. The context in which they occurred varied 
depending on the area of the site being excavated. Unit Nl083 Ell08, the 
easternmost area of the site to be sampled, yielded mussel shell scattered 
throughout several levels (particularly levels 4, 5, 9, and 10). Within this 
unit, shells were not associated with features or concentrated in easily 
defined discrete clusters. Condition of the shells was generally poor as a 
result of the tough matrix in which they were encased. Similar shell con-
ditions and distributions were also the rule with Units N1116 E998 and N1097 
E998. 
The western edge of the site, which was extensively excavated, also yielded 
mussel debris, although in a somewhat different context. In units tested in 
the area scraped of overburden, mussel shells were normally found in associ-
ation with features. Zone 2, Features l, 2, 10, and 17 had shells intermixed 
with charcoal, ashy soil, and burned rocks. Features 6, 11, and 16 showed 
discrete associated clusters. Whole and fragmentary shells did occur sporad-
_ically throughout levels, but not to the extent found on the eastern portion 
of the site. Shell condition was again quite friable in the tough matrix. 
Collection of the mussel shells included plotting and drawing those associated 
with features or occurring in discrete clusters. Shells encountered as part 
of the level fill were not plotted. Attempts were made to salvage as many 
complete shells as possible, even though soil conditions made this a rare 
occurrence. Fragility of the shells also made recovery efforts at the water 
screens difficult, as the shells tended to break up when washed. 
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Identification of shells was undertaken by Dr. Harold Murray of Trinity Uni-
versity, San Antonio. Umbos of the shells and what few complete ones were 
recovered were submitted for identification. The analysis conducted by Murray 
(1982) is based on only 15% of the sample which was identifiable. The results 
are summarized in Table 10. Murray (personal communication) notes that all 
four species positively identified still occur in the Frio River and its 
drainages. Additionally, all are collectable in shallow water. 
TABLE 10. IDENTIFIED MUSSELS FROM 41 LK 31/32* 
Species Identified 
Cynxon~ ~ampieoen6~ 
Lamp~~ anodo~oid~ 
CaJr.u.n.euLi..na paJr.va 
Amblema pli~a 
Species Not Identified 
Lamp~~ sp. 
Quacvwla s p • 
Amblema sp. 
Lep~odea sp. 
*Listed in descending order of abundance. 
Identification Unconfirmed 
T .tc.uneilia s p . 
Elliptio s p. 
Within the collection, Dr. r~urray (ibid.) notes several items of interest. For 
example, the species CaJr.u.n.eutina paJr.va was the most abundant in the collection, 
although it is the smallest unionid found in the United States (averaging 2.5-
5 em in length). Contrasting that is the occurrence of only five Amblema 
pile~ in the collection, a larger and heavier species that is still common in 
the Frio River. Qua~ula sp. occurs in very low numbers, and Anodo~a sp. is 
entirely absent. Murray suggests that if mussels were collected randomly, the 
low numbers of Qua~a and Amblema plus the absence of Anodo~a would not be 
the case. 
Unfortunately, the small percentage of mussels identified makes interpretation 
dubious. Environmental change influencing which species were present in the 
drainage through time would be convenient, but is doubtful because all species 
present occur, even in very small numbers., throughout the chronological sequence 
of the site. With the present sample, ambiguities from a random collection 
might well be accounted for· by forever-lost taste preferences peculiar to the 
seasonal inhabitants of 41 LK 31/32. 
Protein supplied by mussels is slight in relation to fish, reptiles, or mammals. 
Studies by Parmalee and Klippel (1974:421-434), Wing and Brown (1979:135-142), 
and Cook (1946) indicate that a considerable number of mussels are necessary to 
supply daily protein for a single human. Mussels, although abundant in numbers, 
supplied only a portion of the actual diet, supplementing other sources of 
nourishment. 
INTERPRETATIONS AND SUMMARY OF PREHISTORIC OCCUPATION AT 41 LK 31/32 
Interpretations 
Excavations at 41 LK 31/32 have provided a variety of new information to help 
provide a better understanding of the prehistory of south Texas. This final 
section attempts to incorporate the analysis of the raw data into certain 
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areas of the research design for the Choke Canyon investigations. In partic-
ular, five problems are addressed in this s~ttion; although treated separately~ 
they all nonetheless pertain to prehistoric people, closely dependent on (if 
not at the mercy of) their environment. They are: 
1. Horizontal Distributions: organization of subsistence 
activities at the site; 
2. Subsistence Strategies: food remains at the site; 
3. Settlement Patterns: seasonal movements of the 
aboriginal groups; 
4. Hester-Collins Model: lithic technology on the Rio 
Grande Plain; its implications and applications to 
the remains from 41 LK 31/32; 
5. Chronological Implications: the contributions of the 
data from 41 LK 31/32 toward the development of a 
chronological scheme for southern Texas. · 
Some of the following interpretations may indeed not stand the test of time, 
and they are not necessarily meant to. Open debate of pressing questions in 
prehistoric south Texas is essential and will, I am hopeful, be stimulated by 
some of the following statements. Furthermore, findings at 41 LK 31/32 pose 
questions which should be addressed during future investigations in the region. 
By the same token, the fo 11 owing interpretations are based on sound evi de nee 
recovered during the summer of 1978 and analyzed and reinterpreted dozens 
of times since. It is hoped that critic~l evaluation of these data continue 
from here and be supported or rejected by work aimed at the same objectives. 
Artifacts, features, and debitage were plotted over broad, horizontal areas to 
look for patterns of intersite organization of labor division. This was 
accomplished during analysis by attempting to adjust horizontal strata, 
recognizable in profile only, to the rigid 10 em level system employed. 
It became evident during excavation and later in reviewing notes, that the 
soil strata generally dipped to the west (towards the Frio River) in the 
scraped area. While rising slightly in elevation to the east, the strata also 
became thinner, especially Zone 2. Recovery of features and artifacts was 
considerably higher in the western units of the scraped area where Zone 2 was 
thickest. 
Features 1, 2, 3, 10, and 17 were associated with occupation during the 
formation of Zone 2. This rather sudden appearance of cultural material (Zone 1, 
10-20 em deeper, is sterile) is marked by an intense activity where cores were 
reduced, bifaces produced, and hearths actively maintained .. Scatters of 
freshwater mussel shells, RabdotU6 snail, and two freshwater drum fish oto-
liths, indicate the kinds of foodstuffs that may have dominated the diet, 
although bone fragments in Feature 3 suggest hunting was also practiced. 
Tools, particularly the cores and three concave-based broken bifaces recovered 
from Feature 17, are intermixed with flaking debitage, mussel and snail shell, 
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and burned rocks. Broad ash/charcoal stains, scattered burned rocks, and 
shallow outlines generally define the features, suggesting a lack of formal 
preparation. 
The only formal tools associated with the five features were three broken, 
concave-based bifaces. These evoke interest in that two exhibit bases well-
prepared prior to finishing (and breaking). All were associated with Feature 17 
and a considerable amount of associated flaking debris and shell refuse, as 
well as some edge worn flakes and the aforementioned cores. 
Multiple functions were performed in- a small area with no obvious task differ-
entiation. Feature 14 exhibits a similar association of a stained pit, ash, 
scattered rocks, and mussel and snail shells in a relatively confined but 
poorly delineated area. However, a dart point was found with the feature, and 
a utilized flake and a preform were associated 2 m north of the feature. 
Feature 15, stratigraphically just above Feature 14, is associated with 
Feature 9 and exhibits a similar association with a biface, core, and dart 
point between the two (Features 9 and 15), Very little flaking debris occurs 
with these three features or in these levels in any units in the scraped area. 
Task separation appears to be evidenced in the cultural remains found at 
elevation 97.85-97.75 below datum (contact of Zone 4 and Zone 5). At this 
1 eve 1 , 594 terti a ry flakes were recovered in Unit Nl 057 E861 , a gouge, 
2 bifaces, a core, and a utilized flake in Unit N1059 E865, and a broken 
biface from Feature 20. A similar situation is encountered at elevation 
98.05-97.95 where Feature 18 is separated 2m from 200 thinning flakes in Unit 
N1065 E873, and 4 m fnom Unit Nl065 E875 in which a gouge, mussel shells, and 
80 thinning flakes were found. 
Separation of features and task areas appears to reach an extreme at 98.75-
98.15 where Features 6 and 11 occur. Neither feature was associated with any 
tools, debitage, or mussel shell concentrations. Both occurred in the western 
portion of the scraped area. The eastern part of the scraped area was void of 
features, but contained at least one utilized flake in every 2 m2 unit. Unit 
N1061 E873, in fact, contained a Cle.aJr. Fofl..k. gouge, one core, and a grinding 
stone. Feature 16 was originally felt to be contemporary with Feature 6 and 
Feature 11, but now appears to occur 10-20 em above Features 6 and 11, associ-
ated only with a utilized flake in Unit N1065 E873, and a concentration of 
mussel shells in Unit Nl065 E873. 
Past Feature 16, the upper 1.5 m of sediment generally lack large features and 
concentrations of debitage. This is possibly related to an increase in 
sedimentation after 3970 B.P. (Feature 6), destroying or altering a preferred 
habitat. 
Surface finds of dart points on the western edge of the scraped area possibly 
indicated renewed Late Archaic use of the area in transient hunting. Extremely 
dense concentrations of chipping debitage in levels 2 and 3 of Unit N950 E838 
may also indicate heavy utilization of locally available cherts at this same 
time. 
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Units Nl094 E998, Nlll6 E998, and Nl083 Ell08 were omitted from discussion due 
to the fact they were each 2 m2 in size. ~/hile their excavation provided 
proof of subsurface site continuity, information obtained from them is limited 
in terms of material evidence of site organization. However, chipping debris 
recovered from Unit Nl083 Ell08 indicate that considerable stone tool work was 
undertaken in the area at a time (stratigraphically) equivalent to a time 
shortly preceding and following Feature 6's 3970 ± 160 B.P. radiocarbon date. 
S ub.c,,W te.n.c.e. S.t.Jurt.e.gJ..e..a 
In the section on horizontal distributions, associations between features, 
tools, and debitage were stressed. These, along with mussel shells, snail 
shells, and bone fragments provide the direct and indirect evidence of what, 
and how, the seasonal occupants ate. 
Ethnohistoric and modern studies of hunters and gatherers (Lee and DeVore 
1968; Bicchieri 1972; Lee 1979; Campbell and Campbell 1981) provide us with a 
perspective on how food was obtained through seasonal scheduling of movements. 
Occupation of any single location was rarely over a few weeks duration, 
usually coinciding with seasonally abundant plants and/or animals. 
41 LK 31/32 represents, as does a large portion of prehistoric archaeology at 
Choke Canyon, multiple short occupations by groups (bands?) of hunters and 
gatherers. If one were to take the entire site synchronically, the general 
pattern of exploitation would differ quite little; mussels, snails, and 
(probably) several dozen different plant foods comprised the bulk of the diet. 
Game and fish were obtained whenever possible. However, certain minor vari-
ations in tools found and features recorded suggest more positive statements 
about the reasons for the occupation of 41 LK 31/32. 
The general location of 41 LK 31/32, on a low terrace of the Frio River, 
provides excellent access to the Frio's riparian banks, its floodplain, and 
its aquatic resources. Short access is available to the uplands and abundant 
raw materials as well. If we accept Silberbauer's (1972:297-305) range of a 
G/wi catchment area as being a four mile foraging radius as typical, then the 
catchment area of 41 LK 31/32 stretches to the Nueces River on the southeast 
and the Atascosa River on the east. Va~t stretches of prickly pear-laden 
uplands extend to the north and northwest. In summary, then, three rivers, 
three riparian environments, large floodplains, and a considerable area of 
uplands lie within a day's walk of 41 LK 31/32. Obviously, such an optimal 
location helped contribute to the repeated occupation of the site from Early 
Archaic times on. 
Evidence from Features 1, 2, 3, 10, and 17 lends credence to the broad spec-
trum approach to exploitation. Remains of turtle, fish, mussels, and snails 
suggest a heavy dependence on aquatic resources at 4710 ± 80 B.P. Feature 14, 
later in time, exhibited a dart point and ashy soil stain (along with mussels 
and snails) suggesting hunting and plant processing along with the collecting 
of aquatic resources. Features 6 and 11 (Feature 6 dated at 3970 ± 160 B.P.) 
appear to represent a more radical departure in subsistence, as two large, 
compact hearths occupied a relatively sterile cultural stratum. Similar 
hearth construction does not appear again prior to or after these two features. 
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It is suggested the initial occupation of 41 LK 31/32 began with the develop-
ment of Zone 2 and the stabilization of the Frio River in its present channel. 
A summer occupation is tentatively suggested based on the following observa-
tions: (1) turtles, fish, and mussels are most easily collected in the low-
water summer months; and (2) an absence of hunting tools such as dart points 
or end scrapers. 
Bone fragments virtually disappear from the recovery above Zone 2. However, 
features continue to exhibit mussel and snail debris throughout the entire 
site occupation. Two dart points recovered with Features 9 and 14 represent 
the only evidence of hunting until another dart point was recovered 50 em 
above Feature 11. Evidence of increased plant/wood utilization occurred at 
elevation 97.85-97.75 when the first gouge was recovered. The first grinding 
stone occurred at 98.25-98.15, just below the specialized Features 6 and 11 
(Zone 5). 
Features 6 and 11 are carefully constructed, perhaps representing the formally 
and intensive exploitation of a specific resource. The fact that similar 
construction does not appear again lends credence to the suggestion that they 
represent processing of a plant resource not normally available in such quantity. 
A climatic optimum might explain this unique (in the sense of the overall site 
assemblage) occurrence. 
In summary then, subsistence at 4710 ± 80 B.P. was broadly based on aquatic 
resources. For reasons already stated, it is felt to represent a summer 
portion of a seasonal round. As the floodplain stabilized, occupation became 
geared to a heavier reliance on locally available plants. Dart points associ-
ated with Features 9 and 14 provide tenuous evidence of a late summer/early 
fall occupation, hunting deer and harvesting riparian nuts and seeds. The 
disappearance of dart points entirely after Features 9 and 14 suggests a 
heavier orientation towards plants, as does the appearance of the gouge and 
grinding stone. Summer would again be the optimal season for this, combining 
ripe seeds with easily collected mussels. Features 6 .and 11, dated at 
3970 ± 160 B.P., are felt to be special purpose features for processing quan-
tities of a locally abundant plant resource. By this time period, all evidence 
of activities other than plant and mussel collecting have disappeared. Basi-
cally, the subsistence base appears to have progressively narrowed in diversity 
while possibly expanding in abundance of plant species exploited. Seasonal 
evidence for Features 6 and 11 is scant, though late summer would be a guess, 
especially if the hearths were interpreted as large-scale processing of prickly 
pear tunas which ripen at that time. 
As evidence generally points toward a summer or fall residence, where were the 
inhabitants the remainder of the year? Campbell and Campbell (1981) noted 
that the Spanish accounts of the Mariames had them moving between the Nueces 
and Guadalupe Rivers, exploiting the riparian and surrounding environs of each 
river in a bilobate pattern. 
Formal tools would provide some help in this question. Unfortunately, 
41 LK 31/32 is woefully lacking in these. The two excavated dart points 
(Lang~ and Tnav~-neither fit into a convenient pigeon hole) are reminiscent of 
central Texas. Upper excavation levels revealed a single Tontug~ point, in 
addition to two broken bases. Tontug~ points were also collected from the 
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surface. Mo~~ points suggest contact with the central coastal area as does 
a fragment of marine shell collected from the surface. 
Based on this admittedly flimsy evidence, I propose the following seasonal 
round: in the Early Archaic a low population density began an increasingly 
extensive summer use of the Frio/Nueces Rivers area in search of riparian 
foods and prickly pear. Groups were small and possibly moved from the 
Balcones Escarpment to the coast utilizing a strategy of broad;exploitation of 
all available resources. By the time Features 8 and 20 appear, sometime 
between 4710 B.P. and 3970 B.P., discrete utilization areas appear, along with 
gouges whfch represe.nt wood-working tools. This suggests possibly larger 
groups functioning at a higher level of organization to more effectively 
exploit the floral potential of the area. Central Texas point types located 
stratigraphically below Features 8 and 20 suggest an affinity with that area. 
Features 6 and 11 continue to argue for complex, large scale organization in 
local exploitation. Sometime after 3790 B.P., Mo~~ and ToJr;tu.gao points 
appear and evidence discrete work areas and well-prepared features disappear. 
I suggest that population pressure increased during the Archaic, necessitating 
a more restricted seasonal round~ one geared to more efficient exploitation of 
plants in the 41 LK 31/32 vicinity. By 3970 B.P., bands were coalescing to 
exploit volumes of an abundant plant resource, probably prickly pear. Settle-
ment rounds may have been divided into those radiating from the Balcones Fault 
region and those radiating from the coast into the Choke Canyon region. 
Campbell and Campbell 1 s (1981) bilobate territories may well have developed by 
the Late Archaic with continuing population pressures making linear control of 
riparian environments inefficient, if not impossible. 
Hester (1975) has outlined a scheme of lithic procurement and production on the 
Rio Grande Plain, termed the Hester-Collins Model by Thoms, Montgomery, and 
Portnoy (1981). Basically it entails three phases: 
Phase I. 
Phase II. 
Phase II I. 
Cobble testing by removal of one or 
more primary flakes to judge cobble 
quality; 
Initial reduction and basic tool 
shaping by further removal of primary 
and secondary flakes; 
Tool finishing with tertiary flakes 
being the main evidence. 
Phases I and II are thought to occur at terrace sites with gravel exposures 
and quarry sources, whereas Phase III occurs after transport of modified 
materials to a large floodplain base camp. 
E-vidence from 41 LK 31/32 generally supports the model. Primary flakes were 
extremely rare on the site and, with the exception of Feature 16, did not 
occur in discrete areas of lithic production. Feature 17 gave evidence of 
broken tools, discarded due to manufacturing failures whereas discrete areas 
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in Units Nl057 E861 (elevation 97.85-97.75) and Nl065 E873 (elevation 98.05-
97.75) definitely indicate tool finishing activities. Exhausted cores are 
quite common, as predicted, particularly in Zone 2 between Features 1, 3, 10. 
and 17 and in Unit Nl083 Ell08, Feature 13, which was (roughly) associated 
with 7 cores. 
Feature 16, in which cores were obviously transported to the site and tested, 
is only problematical in its deviation from an ideal model. In an area as 
rich in lithic resources as the Choke Canyon area, casual procurement is to be 
expected and should not alter the general observation that 41 LK 31/32 yielded, 
lithics as predicted. 
Differentiation in the core-tool and core-flake industries were difficult to 
discern. Finished tools are often indistinguishable as to their origin (as a 
flake or core). Cobble size and shape most probably dictated the actual 
difference, although selection for raw material suitable for a thick biface 
might well differ from that selected for a thin biface or dart point. 
Ch~onolog~Qai Imp~Qationa 
One of the original goals set forth in the research strategy of the archaeo-
logical investigations at Choke Canyon was to gather data permitting 
clarification and elaboration of the prehistoric cultural chronology for 
southern Texas. Initially, the substantial depth below surface of the cultural 
remains observed at 41 LK 31/32 suggested that they might be the oldest sub-
surface remains to be found at Choke Canyon. Subsequent assay of carbon 
samples recovered during testing operations on the site verified this specu-
lation. Radiocarbon assay of samples from cultural features encountered in 
slightly over a meter of deposit at the bottom of the site revealed that the 
deposit, and corresponding human debris, accumulated over approximately 
1000 years of time was between 3380-3350 B.C. (TX-2920 and TX-2921) and 2360-
2340 B.C. (TX-2922). Dates presented are corrected according to MASCA 
calibrations (see Table 2). Thus, the deepest components ~ontained in deposits 
at 41 LK 31/32 are important as the only definitely established subsurface 
examples of Early and Middle Archaic activity at Choke Canyon. 
As Early and Middle Archaic activities occurred at 41 LK 31/32, rates of 
alluvial deposition and soil development were such that remnants of successive 
periods of activity on the site were stratigraphically distinct, especially 
the surfaces of the features yielding the three radiocarbon assays (Features 1 
and 3 in Zone 2 and Feature 6 over a meter above). This stratigraphic situa-
tion, coupled with available radiocarbon assays, renders the assemblage of-
data and debris from the Early and Middle Archaic horizons valuable as a 
comparative tool. 
Although chipped stone tools believed to have potential as diagnostic time 
indicators were not recovered in great numbers from Early and Middle Archaic 
deposits at 41 LK 31/32, the investigation did nevertheless yield a small 
assemblage of tools which should ultimately prove useful in recognizing coeval 
assemblages at Choke Canyon and elsewhere in south Texas. Specimens found in 
Early Archaic context (Zone 2) are limited to three unstemmed, thin bifaces 
(all fragmentary) having triangular outlines and concave bases (Fig. 15,q,t,u). 
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Most of the potentially diagnostic specimens were recovered from deposits roughly 
midway between the surfaces dated by radiocarbon assay. That is, between 3380-
3350 B.C. and 2360-2340 B.C. Among these specimens are two stemmed thin bifaces 
(Fig. 15,a,b), four unstemmed thin bifaces (Fig. 15,m,n,x,y), and three distally 
beveled tools (Fig. 16,g,h,o). The single specimen in clear Middle Archaic 
(Zone 5) context is a distally beveled tool (Fig. 16,k). 
Upper, less extensively investigated deposits at 41 LK 31/32 contained cultural 
debris attributed to Late Archaic activity on the site. Designation of these 
remains as Late Archaic is based on their stratigraphic position relative to 
deeper, radiocarbon-dated deposits and on the absence of recognized Late Prehis-
toric diagnostics (such as arrow points and aboriginal pottery) from the general 
debris assemblage. The suggested Late Archaic affiliation for debris occurring 
in the upper meter of deposit at 41 LK 31/32 is not substantiated by radiocarbon 
dates or clearly recognized time diagnostic artifacts. Potential time diagnos-
tic forms found in the upper meter of deposit on the site include two unstemmed 
thin bifaces (Fig. 15,j,aa) and one distally beveled tool (Fig. 16,j). 
Early historic aboriginal activity is possibly represented at 41 LK 31/32 by a 
metal arrow point collected from the surface a short distance· east of the site•s 
historic component (Fig. 20,c). 
Summary 
Zone 2, the lower occupation of 41 LK 31/32, exhibits several major differences 
from the Zone 5 (and above) upper occupation. Gouges and grinding stones are 
absent, hearths are smaller and far less compact, and finished tools are of 
different styles. I postulate that these differences reflect a seasonal adapta-
tion to a dry, xeric environment. Geological studies indicated that aggradation 
of the Frio River may not have yet begun, resulting in scoured floodplains 
unsupportive of plants later exploited on a large scale. Although mesquite 
might have existed in limited numbers in the riparian zones, exploitation of it 
on a large scale was not yet economically feasible. Pollen remains from dry 
shelters in the Lower Pecos area (cf. Bryant and Shafer 1977) indicate that 
prickly pear had been exploited since well prior to the 4710 B.P. lower zone 
date at 41 LK 31/32. Freshwater mussels, snails, fish, and turtles (one cara-
pace fragment was identified) were being consumed, and the presence of a dart 
point indicates the potential of hunting. The lack of grinding implements and 
wood working tools such as gouges (cf. Howard 1973} strongly suggest a lack of 
extensive floral procurement. Secondary and tertiary lithic debris with broken 
tools indicates at least one specialized activity was taking place during this 
Middle Archaic period. By definition this occupation fits Shafer and Baxter•s 
(1975) Model of a "Limited Function" site. A short-term, seasonal occupation 
characterized by some foraging and hunting is then indicated. Large scale 
plant processing was not being utilized, implying (via ethnohistorical informa-
tion) that occupation was of the band level, noncommunal variety. Again, if 
seasonal ethnohistorical patterns were applicable in the Middle Archaic, this 
lower occupation can be expected not to have been occupied during summer plant 
processing. Freshwater mussels, however, are best collected in shallow water 
which occurs most frequently (at least at present) during winter and midsummer. 
I interpret this occupation as midsummer rather than winter for the following 
reasons: 
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1. Rabdoz~ snail procurement would be least profitable 
during the winter. 
2. Turtles are an abundant resource during summer. 
3. Broken, nonutilized tools would not be expected 
during winter occupation. 
4. Late spring-early summer and late summer-early fall 
sites should exhibit plant procurement tools (edge 
worn flakes, gouges, and grinding stones) with 
discrete processing concentrations such as concen-
trated burned rock--particularly if agave, prickly 
pear, or other plant foods were being processed. 
The upper occupation of the site readily lends itself to ethnohistorical obser-
vation. Gouges, grinding stones, dart points, and areas of discrete functions 
evidence a multifunctional occupation. Transition to this from Zone 2 was made 
possible by depositional changes resulting from aggradation of the Frio River. 
Overbank sediments resulted in a richer floodplain environment while mesquite 
had expanded to the point that exploitation was economically feasible (expan= 
sion beginning, possibly, with the advent of more mesic conditions). The Zone 
5 radiocarbon date of 3970 B.P. might mark a climate not radically different 
from today's permitting a subsistence pattern that remained intact until at 
least Late Prehistoric times. 
Ethnohistoric accounts of summer aggregations to exploit prickly pear and other 
abundant plants could explain this upper occupation. Snails and mussels were 
still a prominent food item, apparently to no more or less an extent than in 
the Middle Archaic. Gouges, the most numerous recognizable tool, argue for the 
presence of wood working, just as the large, compact chert cobble hearths 
suggest large scale plant processing. Meager evidence for trade appeared in 
the surface collections where dart points common to the coastal areas and the 
Edwards Plateau were recovered. On~ small fragment of marine shell (unidenti-
fied) was also recovered in the surface collection. Such tenuous evidence 
might suggest affiliation of several groups for a period of time, probably for 
the purpose of mass plant exploitation or ceremonies (Newcomb 1961). The 
following points argue for a late summer-early fall occupation: 
1. Prickly pear and mesquite yield best during the 
late summer and early fall. 
2. Mussels and snails are still readily collectable. 
3. Gouges, manos, edge worn flakes, and large burned 
rock concentrations are present in this occupational 
zone, but absent from previous ones indicating 
increased plant processing activities. 
4. Dart points, scrapers, and discarded preforms 
indicate hunting and manufacturing activities. 
5. A discrete function area containing five cores 
in various stages of reduction allude to 
processing and procurement of lithic material, 
often located in eroded terraces near upland 
prickly pear patches. 
6. The appearance of dart points and marine shells 
not normally found in the area argues for trade 
or multiple band meetings. 
Part II: Historic Investigations 
by Daniel E. Fox 
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HISTORIC SITES INVESTIGATIONS 
As part of the ongoing archaeological investigations at 41 LK 31/32, two 19th 
century house sites were mapped and excavated in August 1978. Site 41 LK 202 
was recorded in 1977 by personnel from the Cultural Resources Institute, Texas 
Tech University, as archaeological survey of selected areas at Choke Canyon 
was being carried out. The site was described as consisting of a stone house 
foundation with an associated scatter of mid- to late-19th century household 
refuse situated on an elevated terrace alongside the Frio River (Thoms, Mont-
gomery, and Portnoy 1981:46). Originally recorded as a prehistoric site, the 
historic components at 41 LK 31/32 were identified by CAR workers as Phase I 
test excavations were conducted on the site (Hall, Black, and Graves 1982). 
In conjunction with the archaeological investigations, a limited historic 
research effort was conducted by Daniel E. Fox to recover documentary evidence 
and other information pertaining to the history of ownership and occupation of 
the land on which sites 41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202 are located. The research 
was approached so as to recover information that is site specific, or directly 
applicable to the archaeological investigation of sites 41 LK 31/32 and 
41 LK 202, and applicable to the evaluation of the historical and archaeologi-
cal significance of these sites within the context of the cultural history of 
the Choke Canyon project area and greater south Texas. 
Historic Component at 41 LK 31/32 
The historic structure at 41 LK 31/32 was left in a wooded area during brush 
clearing of the reservoir area (Fig. 17,a). Flagstones marking a single 
chimney foundation were present on the southwest corner of an apparent house 
structure (Fig. 17,b). No wooden foundations were present, nor was any evi-
dence of a trash dump observed around the structure•s perimeter. Stones at 
the northeast corner of the house provided an indication of the length and 
width of the structure. 
Excavations were directed towards: (1) delineation of wall foundations and 
other features, and (2) recovery of artifacts in the interior to provide 
material evidence both for dating and ascertaining the structure•s original 
function. Ten 1-m2 units were laid across the foundation, oriented 90° to the 
site grid. The chimney foundation was drawn to scale, as were the flat stones 
scattered at the northeast portion of the structure. Trowels were used to 
remove 10 em of overburden, at which point a flat unit floor was maintained in 
an effort to detect foundation outlines, ~n ~itu artifacts, or a drip line 
from the structure•s roofing (Fig. 18). 
Recovery, unfortunately, was meager and soil staining was only noticeable in 
Unit X. The stain was found in a position suggestive of a wall, though its 
irregular shape and relatively small size was more indicative of a rodent 
burrow. 
All soil troweled from this portion of 41 LK 31/32 was passed through 1/4-inch 
hardware mesh with a low pressure water stream. All materials were collected 
from the screen and returned to the Center for Archaeological Research for 
analysis by Daniel E. Fox. 
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Figure 17. Gen~ Photo~--H~to~e. a, view northeast across two sandstone 
rubble heaps marking collapsed chimneys on the historic component of 41 LK 31/32. 
The tops of the highest rocks were the only parts of the ruin visible as 
excavations began; b, chimney foundation exposed beneath rubble of the south-
westernmost sandstone concentration in the historic component at 41 LK 31/32. 
This foundation was beneath the rubble heap in the foreground of Figure 17,a 
as described above; c, view southwest across the area containing 41 LK 202 
after brush was cleared, the Frio River is to the right; d, overview northwest 
across 41 LK 202 with excavations in progress; e, chimney footing at the 
northeast end of the structural foundation at 41 LK 202; f, cross section 
detail of chimney footing at the northeast end of the 41 LK 202 structure. 
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Historic Component at 41 LK 202 
Lying on a bluff roughly 8 m over the present Frio River bed, this site was 
larger and better preserved than 41 LK 31/32 (Fig. 17,c). A foundation outline 
was present (oriented, again northwest-southeast) as well as a chimney founda-
tion at the northwest corner (Fig. 17,d-f; 19). Building stones and the 
remains of a cistern were eroding off of the steep bluff into the Frio River. 
Goals for investigating the rectangular structure were generally the same as 
those for the historic component at 41 LK 31/32. The grid, however, was 
oriented with respect to the foundation outline of the house. Four large units 
were staked to encompass the foundation's interior. A 50-cm wide trench was 
dug through the foundation's interior at 90° to the center point of each wall, 
intersecting in the center. Troweling in this trench revealed no walls or 
stains to a depth of 50 em. 
Foundations were cleaned and sketched, as were the fireplace remnants. Soil 
from the four interior 2-m2 units was hand-screened. All artifacts recovered 
were retained for analysis. 
Site Histories 
Crucial to the interpretation of data obtained during the field investigations 
was a historical study of the two sites. Documentary research into the history 
of ownership and occupation of sites 41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202 was focused 
primarily on deed, probate, survey, and abstract records stored at the Live Oak 
County Courthouse, George West, Texas. Other historical references consulted 
include Dobie (1941), Fehrenbach (1968), Webb (1952), McDowell (1967), and 
Lynn, Fox, and O'Malley (1977:173-178). Informal conversations with various 
Live Oak County and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation employees revealed that Hirsh N. 
Schwartz, mayor of Schulenburg, Texas, and Lee Mahoney of George West, Texas, 
are potential sources for oral histories of 20th century ownership and occupa-
tion of the property on which sites 41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202 are located. 
However, it is doubtful that these gentlemen can contribute reliable informa-
tion about the mid- to late-19th century occupation of these sites. Basic 
information recovered from county records and historical references concerning 
ownership and occupation of sites 41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202 is presented in 
Table 11. Following is an elaboration of this data. 
In 1828, John McMullen and James McGloin were awarded a colonization grant to 
settle a large expanse of prairie between San Antonio and the Nueces River (see 
Lynn, Fox, and O'Malley 1977:173-174). The property on which sites 41 LK 31/32 
and 41 LK 202 are located was part of one league and one labor of land granted 
to Mark Killely (sometimes spelled Killelee or Killeley) as a colonist. It is 
doubtful that Anglo-American occupation of the Killely Survey took place before 
the late 1850s. Settlement efforts were discouraged by the fear of Indians, by 
the difficulty of farming without irrigation, and by Mexican politics (ibid.:l73). 
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TABLE 11. CHRONOLOGY OF HISTORIC SITES 41 LK 31/32 AND 41 LK 202 
Dates 
1828-1830 
1856 
1857, 
Apri 1 17 
1857, 
April 18 
1857 5 
June 1 
1857' 
July 16 
1858, 
March 4-5 
1858, 
March 4-5 
1880' 
August 21 
1881' 
May 16 
Documentary Information 
Mexican Government awards colonization grant to 
John McMullen and James McGloin. A headright of 
one league and one labor of the Frio River valley 
is granted to colonist Mark Killely. 
Live Oak County is organized and its county seat, 
Oakville, is founded about 5.5 miles east of the 
M. Killely Survey. 
John G. King sells five Negro slaves, 800 head 
of cattle, and 25 head of horses to his wife, 
Elizabeth C., for $10. 
Michael o•Hely and his wife, r1ary, of Live Oak 
County sell 154.2 acres fronting on the Frio 
River on the M. Killely Survey to Elizabeth C. 
King, of Live Oak County for $212. 
Michael o•Haley (0 1 Hely) and his wife, ~1ary, of 
Live Oak County sell 154.2 acres fronting on the 
Frio River, part of theM. Killely Survey, and 
adjoining Elizabeth C. King•s tract, to Thomas 
King for $212. 
John G. King and his wife lease their stock for 
five years to A. W. Pelham and W. Slaughter. 
San Patricio County District Surveyor P. S. Hagy 
surveys 1320.5 acres of the M. Killely Survey 
for Thomas King. 
San Patricio County District Surveyor P. S. Hagy 
surveys 1320.5 acres of theM. Killely Survey 
(adjoining the west boundary of Thomas King•s 
1320.5 acre tract) for John King. 
John G. King and his wife, Elizabeth C., 
11 Citizens of the County of Bee, 11 sell two 154.2 
acre tracts (308.4 acres) on the M. Killely 
Survey to James Murray of Bee County for $1. 
James 0. Gaffney, administrator of the estate of 
Walter Henry of San Patricio County, sells 
881 2/3 acres of the Thomas Henry Survey 
(adjoining the east boundary of the M. Killely 
Survey) to Rose Mahoney of San Patricio County. 
References 
Lynn, Fox, 
and o•Malley 
1977:173-174 
Webb Vol. 2 
1952:298 
Deed Records 
Vol. A:52-53 
Deed Records 
Vol. A:51~52 
Deed Records 
Vol. A:62-63 
Deed Records 
Vol. B:85-86 
Abstract and 
Survey Vol. 1: 
290 
Abstract and 
Survey Vol. 1: 
291 
Deed Records 
Vol. F:323-
324 
Deed Records 
Vol. F:528-
529 
TABLE 11. (continued) 
Dates 
1881' 
December 9 
Early 1890s 
1897, 
August-
October 
1913, 
March 13 
1918' 
May 
1919' 
March 13 
1936' 
January 13 
1977 
Documentary Information 
James Murray of Live Oak County sells two 154.2 
acre tracts (308.4 acres) on theM. Killely 
Survey to Rose Mahoney of San Patricio County. 
John G. King has died, and Elizabeth C. King is 
referred to as his widow. 
The estate of Rose Mahoney is divided among 
J. J. Mahoney, Thomas Mahoney, James Mahoney, 
and Miss Jane Mahoney of San Patricio County and 
M. K. Mahoney and Michael Mahoney of Live Oak 
County. 
Elizabeth C. King dies at her residence in 
Oakville. 
J. T. Mahoney is appointed administrator of the 
M. K. Mahoney estate, valued at $35,000 and con-
sisting of 3740 acres 11 known as the M. K. Mahoney 
Ranch 11 and acreage in San Patricio County. 
Mary Bluntzer and Mark K. Mahoney of Nueces 
County and Rose Agatha Mahoney, Aggi·e Mahoney and 
Ada J. Mahoney of San Patricio County, all heirs 
of M. K. Mahoney, sell 381 2/3 acres of the 
T. Henry Survey, 2719 acres of theM. Killely 
Survey and 640 acres in the Simmons Subdivision 
(a speculative development to the south, on the 
Nueces River) to Julius Schwartz. 
Elizabeth A. McCowan and her husband Hugh of San 
Patricio County, Michael L. Mahoney of Atascosa 
County, Margaret F. Baldeschwiler and her hus-
band M. F. of San Patricio County, Catherine J. 
Bluntzer and her husband William D. of Nueces 
County, and A 1 bert F. r~ahoney of Arizona convey 
their interests in the Rose Mahoney estates to 
Isy Schwartz, Joe W. Schwartz, Amy Schwartz and 
Hirsh N. Schwartz, all of Fayette County. 
Hirsh N. Schwartz of Schulenburg, Texas, turns 
over the Schwartz place to the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation. 
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After Texas joined the United States, the south Texas frontier pushed westward 
away from developing communities on the Texas coastal plain (Fehrenbach 1968: 
296-297). The town of Oakville, founded in 1856 as the county seat of the 
newly organized Live Oak County (Webb Vol. 2 1952:298), probably became the 
principal townsit~ that helped to populate the lower Nueces, Frio, and Atas-
cosa River valleys. The earliest records of ownership of the M. Killely Survey 
are dated April and June 1857, and include deeds to adjoining 154.2 acre tracts 
· sold to Elizabeth C. King, wife of John G. King, and Thomas King by Michael 
O'Hely (sometimes spelled O'Haley) and his wife, Mary (Deed Records Vol. A: 
51-52, 62-63). How and when the O'Helys acquired this land is not yet known; 
however, it does not seem likely that they occupied it. 
The nature of John and Elizabeth King•s livelihood is reflected by a deed 
dated April 17, 1857, one day before Elizabeth was deeded the 154.2 acre Frio 
River tract. For $10, John King conveyed the following property to Elizabeth: 
11 
••• five negro slaves, .. including 11 one negro man named John aged about 
forty years, one negro boy named Ned two years old, one negro woman named 
Mary, one boy name Pete aged four years, one child named Ben four months old, 
eight hundred head of stock cattle (ear marked shallow fork in the left ear 
and under bit in the right) branded JK-CK, ... 11 and 11 ••• twenty-five head 
of horses ... 11 (Deed Records Vol. A 1857:52-53). The Kings may have been 
descendents of Southern planters or yeomen farmers who as Texas colonists 
adopted cattle raising (Dobie 1941:29; Fehrenbach 1968:309, 559). 
The possibility of a temporary occupation of theM. Killely Survey is suggested 
by the record of an agreement dated July 1857, in which John and Elizabeth 
King would lease their stock to A. W. Pelham and W. Slaughter. The Kings 
agreed to furnish Slaughter and Pelham with two horses, provisions, clothing, 
and 11 ••• means of paying off hirelings for the stock . . . . .. In return for 
this, and 11 ••• l/4 of the increase .•• 11 in the stock at the end of five 
years, Slaughter and Pelham agreed to 11 ••• gather all the scattered stock in 
any different parts of the County that can possibly be collected ... 11 and at 
the end of five years to keep the stock 11 ••• as much so in the immediate 
Range as they possibly can ..... (Deed Records Vol. B 1857:85). Perhaps 
Slaughter and Pelham occupied the King•s property temporarily. 
Although no record has been found which states that Thomas or John and Elizabeth 
King actually lived on their Frio River tracts, it seems possible that sites 
41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202 are the remains of household occupations by John and 
Elizabeth King and Thomas King, respectively. In March 1858, San Patricio 
County Surveyor P. S. Hagy surveyed 1320.5 acres of the M. Killely Survey for 
Thomas King and the adjoining 1320.5 acres of the same survey for John King 
(Abstract and Survey Vol. 1 1858:290-291). 
It is also possible that one site (perhaps 41 LK 202) was occupied by John and 
Elizabeth King and that the other housed Elizabeth•s five Negro slaves. In any 
case, occupation by at least one of the Kings of a house near the bank of the 
Frio River is indicated by references made in the metes and bounds of a deed 
dated 1897 to 11 ••• the old chimney of King•s house ... 11 and 11 ••• the 
chimney of the King Place 11 (Deed Records Vol. L 1897:330-331). 
In August 1880, John and Elizabeth King sold their original 154.2 acre tract 
and an adjoining 154.2 acre tract (probably Thomas King's) to James Murray for 
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$1 (Deed Records Vol. F 1880-1881:323-324). Perhaps John and Elizabeth retired 
to Oakville at this time. In December 1881, Murray sold the King place to Rose 
Mahoney of San Patricio County (ibid.:621). In succeeding years, Rose Mahoney 
acquired additional lands in the vicinity of the M. Killely Survey (Deed Records 
Vol. F 1880-1881:528-529), but no evidence could be found which suggests that 
the old King place was occupied. 
In 1897, Rose Mahoney's estate was divided among her heirs, most of whom 
apparently resided in San Patricio County (Deed Records Vol. L 1897:323-337). 
M. K. Mahoney was partitioned 573 acres of land upon which the " ... old King 
place ... " was located (ibid.:330-331). M. K. may have occupied the property 
after (and possibly before) 1897. In 1918, his estate, valued at $35,000 
included 3740 acres " . . . known as the M. K. Mahoney Ranch . . . " (Probate 
Minutes Vol. C 1918:8-10). 
In 1919, the heirs of M. K. Mahoney sold the ranch to Julius Schwartz (Deed 
Records Vol. 2 1919:565-569). In 1936, the heirs of Rose Mahoney and M. K. 
Mahoney conveyed their interests in the estates to Hirsh N. and other members 
of the Schwartz family of Fayette County (Deed Records Vol. 59 1936:95-97). 
Until recent reclamation of the Schwartz place by the U.S. Government, the 
property on which 41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202 are located has been used primarily 
for hunting and cattle grazing. 
Analysis of Historic Artifacts 
The field work described earlier yielded a wide range of historic artifacts 
from the historic component at 41 LK 31/32 and from site 41 LK 202. A descrip-
tion of these specimens is presented here. 
Conotnuction Mateni~ (1350 specimens; Fig. 20) 
A variety of iron hardware and windowpane glass reflects the nature of mid-19th 
century building construction at sites 41 LK 202 and 41 LK 31/32 (Table 12). 
Square cut nails, including at least three standard sizes, make up the majority 
(1063 specimens) of the sample of construction materials. All are common cut 
(as opposed to fencing, casing, finishing, etc.,) nails and are typical of 19th 
century frame construction (Fontana and Greenleaf 1962:44-50). Two hand-
wrought nails may have been made at the sites either to supplement the supply 
of cut nails or to serve some special purpose. A cluster of wire nails (all 
6d, or "box nails") probably represents a 20th century fence gate or an early 
20th century renovation of the south end of the ruins of the structure at site 
41 LK 202. 
A bolt, a wood screw, and a butt hinge (Fig. 20,d) might be the sort of hard-
ware used to fasten door jambs and window casings to the structure at site 
41 LK 202. A heavy wrought pintle (a bar 17 em long and 1.2 em thick with a 
loop or eye in one end) could have been used as a hinge for a heavy door, or 
more likely as a support for a fireplace crane (Fig. 20,b). A fragment of a 
thumb latch (Fig. 20,g) and two hand-wrought staples probably represent a 
simple means of latching doors without the use of door knobs and locks (Fig. 20,h). 
n ~ 1,= ~ ~~ 
f·~ ~ no scale 
a b 
0 3 
-- --
--CM 
scale 1•2 
d e 
f 
g h 
Figure 20. Metal Item~ and Co~tnu~on Mateni~. a, wrought iron tool or 
fireplace hardware; b, heavy wrought iron door or fireplace crane pintle; 
c, metal arrow point; d, butt hinge; e, iron adjustment wing bolt; f, rolled, 
pointed tin cone; g, door latch fragment; h, wrought iron staples. 
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TABLE 12. (continued) 
~ 
10 01 Ill 10 w ,..., ~01 FOOD-, ~lED I CINE-, AND .... ..,. 0 0 N M 10 .., N N N fx3oo 0 w w w w w w BEVERAGE-RELATED REFUSE ..J 
Glass Containers 
olive and. dark green 6 31 .Jl 6 3 1 19 
aquamarine 3 16 6 1 1 31 
brown 9 37 67 1 2 3 1 
clear 40 9 2 1 1 2 6 
Tin Can Fragments 5 
Tin Container Covers 1 1 
Egg Shell Fragments X 
Food Bone Refuse X X X X X X X X 
TOTAL 18 129 114 9 4 1 2 3 5 1 57 
x-occurrence 
MISCELLANEOUS AND UNIDENTIFIABLE 
METAL 
Metal Arrow Point 
Strap Iron and Tin 4 
Strap Copper/Brass 1 2 
Iron !~ire 
Hrought Iron Tool or Fireplace 
Hardware 
Iron Adjustment ~link Bolt 1 
Rolled, Pointed Tin Cone 1 
Miscellaneous Iron, Tin, Copper 2 3 1 17 1 19 
TOTAL 2 0 8 0 0 0 0 1 17 1 22 
HOUSEHOLD GARBAGE 
Ceramic Vessels ·. 
Hhite Paste Earthenware 
transfer printed 1 
edgeware 
handpainted floral design 1 2· 1 
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blue flown 
am 
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Buckles (Cinch and Bridle) 1 1 l 3 
Ring Bit Fragment 1 l 
Harness Ring 1 l 
Bridle Rosette l 1 
Horse Shoe l 1 
Horse Shoe Nails· 2 2 
~li ffl e Tree Band 1 1 
Chain Links l 1 2 
11ower Blade Fragment (?) 1 1 
Fence Staples 2 1 3 
TOTAL 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 0 16 
FIREARM-RELATED ITEMS 
Cartrid9es 
.44 cal. Rimfire Henry (Win-
chester) 1 3 4 
.44 cal. Rimf.ire, Extra-Long 
(Ballard) l l 
.45 cal. Rimfire, Short (Rem-
ington) Single-Action Army 
Revolver 1 1 2 
.44 cal. Centerfire, Smith and 
Wesson (American) 1 1 2 
.44 cal. Centerfire, Smith and 
Wesson (Russian) 1 1 
.41 cal. Rimfire, Short (Rem-
ington Derringer) 1 1 2 
Lead 
.36 cal. Colt, cut 
.23 cal.(?) Spir from Pistol 1 1 
Ball 1 l 
Unidentifiable 1 1 2 
Brass Patch Box Cover Fragment 1 1 
Powder Container Covers 1 1 2 
Pistol Flint 1 1 
Pass. Gunflint or Strike-a-lite 1 1 
TOTAL 0 1 1 0 0 l 1 0 0 0 6 5 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 21 
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Windowpane glass fragments seem to occur in two thicknesses (1.2-1.7 mm and 
1. 8-2. 1 mm). However, it is quite poss i b 1 e that weathering ( pati nation) and 
production tolerance could account for the overall variation in thickness of 
only 0.9 mm and that all of the window glass from site 41 LK 202 may be repre-
sentative of one standard pane size, perhaps 12 x 19-l/4 inches in dimension 
and about 2 mm thick (Roberson 1974:24). Only one sample was recovered from 
site 41 LK 31/32. Although it measures 1.5 mm thick and conforms to the range 
of the rest of the sample of windowpane glass, it is possible that it is a 
fragment of a mirror, instead of a windowpane. 
Food-, Medicine-, and Bevenage-Related Mate~ (444 specimens; Fig. 21) 
The sustenance of the occupants of sites 41 LK 202 and 41 LK 31/32 is reflected 
by fragments of glass containers, tin cans, tin covers for cardboard or metal 
containers, egg shells, and animal bones (Table 12). 
Olive and dark green, aquamarine, brown (amber), and clear glass sherds repre-
sent two principle vessel forms produced during the second half of the 19th 
century. Olive and dark green cylindrical and panel bottles probably contained 
alcoholic beverages (Fig. 2l,c). Three dark green fragments are from the bases 
of handmade (free-blown) cylindrical wine bottles with kickups and improved 
pontil scars (Fig. 2l,j) dating from before about 1880 (Munsey 1970:48). Some 
sherds from olive .green panel bottles, with molded bodies and hand-finished 
rims, have raised letters. Five such bottle fragments bear portions of the 
label 11 UDOLPHOWOLFE'S/AROMATIC SCHNAPPS/SCHIEDAM. 11 These 14-ounce bottles had 
cork stoppers and contained almost 21% alcohol by volume. They were produced 
during the 1860s (Switzer 1974:36, Fig. 49). 
A greater variety of vessel shapes is represented by sherds of aquamarine 
bottle glass. An oval base of a panel bottle has a rough pontil scar. Neck 
and rim sherds (Fig. 21,e) from three aquamarine bottles are hand-finished. 
Three body sherds from cylindrical bottles bear unidentifiable portions of 
raised labels. These and most of the other aquamarine bottle sherds probably 
are from medicine and alcoholic beverage bottles with mold-made bodies and 
hand-finished rims (Fig. 2l,b,g) dating technologically to the 1860s and 1870s 
(Mallouf, Fox, and Briggs 1973:181; Lynn, Fox, and O'Malley 1977:197). Many 
sherds are from small, thin-walled bottles or vials. Others are from larger 
bottles. One body sherd represents a cathedral panel bottle, a vessel form 
used during the 1860s as a container for pickles, honey, and pepper .sauce 
(Switzer 1974:51-60). 
The entire sample of brown bottle glass seems to be from bitters bottles, many 
of which were square or rectangular panel bottles and a few which were cylin-
drical (Fig. 21,h,i). By 1870, the vast majority of bottles containing bitters, 
a popular 11 medicine 11 during the 1860s and 1870s, were brown (or amber) in color 
(Watson 1965:39). 
Large and small food, medicine, and beverage containers are represented by 
sherds of clear glass. Most clear glass bottles appear to have had mold-made 
bodies and hand-finished rims (Fig. 2l,a,d,f) dating technologically to the 
1860s and 1870s (Mallouf, Fox, and Briggs 1973:181; Lynn, Fox, and O'Malley 
1977:197). Some sherds probably are from small medicine vials. Others are 
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Figure 21. Food-, Medieine-, and Bev~age-Refated Mate~. a, clear bottle 
rim (hand finished); b, aquamarine bottle neck (hand finished); c, olive-green 
bottle rim (hand finished); d, clear glass bottle or vial rim (hand finished); 
e, aquamarine glass bottle or vial rim (hand finished); f, clear glass jar {?) 
rim (hand finished); g, aquamarine rectangular panel bottle base (handmade 
with pontil scar); h, brown square panel bottle base (mold-made); i, brown 
square panel bottle base (mold-made); j, olive-green cylindrical bottle base 
(with kickup and improved pontil scar). 
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from larger cylindrical or flask-shaped beverage bottles. One rim sherd from 
a broad-mouthed bottle or jar (6.2 em interior diameter) may be from a con-
tainer for mustard (Switzer 1974:48, Fig. 68) or some other food and probably 
dates to the 1860s or 1870s. 
Tin can fragments are few in number (10) an3 not identifiable as to form or 
content. Tin cans were produced thoughout the 19th century, particularly 
during the late 1880s, and were used as containers for a variety of meat and 
vegetable foods, condensed milk, and other products (Fontana and Greenleaf 
1962:67-68). Tin container covers probably fitted over tin and/or cardboard 
containers for spices, tobacco or other products. Egg shells probably repre-
sent chicken eggs produced and consumed at site 41 LK 202. 
Harold Woolridge of Austin analyzed 15 samples (65 gm) of bone collected from 
sites 41 LK 202 and 41 LK 31/32 (Table 12). Identifiable domesticated live-
stock include cow, sheep and/or goat, and pig. Game animals include deer 
and/or antelope, wild turkey, rabbit, aquatic turtle and possibly wild cow and 
bison. The bones of a rat and a snake probably represent inhabitants of.the 
airspace beneath the structure at site 41 LK 202. Cattle, sheep and/or goats 
raised on the farm probably were the most common animal foods, although the 
variety of bones of wild animals indicate that hunting was an important part of 
subsistence. Not only special cuts, but various body portions are represented 
by cut and unaltered food bones. 
Houoehoid I~~ (237 specimens; Fig. 22) 
Fragments of ceramic plates, cups, bowls, and other vessels (216 sherds) com-
prise most of the evidence of household occupations at sites 41 LK 202 find 
41 LK 31/32 (Table 12). Decorated British-made white paste earthenwares, 
including transfer printed (Fig. 22,c), edgeware (Fig. 22,a), hand-painted 
floral design (Fig. 22,h), mocha (or banded slipware) (Fig. 22,d), flown blue 
(Fig. 22,f), and sponged designs (Fig. 22,b), were imported before the Civil 
War, although these wares may have been used and discarded during the 1860s and 
1870s. Some sherds of plain white paste earthenware probably are from the 
undecorated portions of decorated vessels. Most plain clear glazed sherds 
probably represent the influx of plain ware (including some ironstone) imported 
after 1860 (Davis and Corbin 1967:26). One sherd from the bottom of a plate 
·bears the printed maker's mark, "WARRANTED/IRONSTONE CHINA/TRADE MARK/JOHN 
EDWARDS," which refers to a Staffordshire pottery and probably dates from 
between the 1860s and 1891 (Godden 1964:231; 1971:67). 
Six sherds of yellow ware (Fig. 22,i) probably are from mixing bowls like those 
commonly advertised in mail-order house catalogues of the late 1800s and early 
1900s (Raycraft and Raycraft l975:Plate 16). Four sherds of red paste, lead-
glazed earthenware (Fig. 22,e,g) are from serving or storage bowls. This type 
of pottery has been produced in Mexico for over 300 years (Fox 1974:55). 
In addition to pottery sherds, a pewter spoon handle (Fig. 23,e), drinking 
glass, tumbler or mug fragments, cast-iron pot, kettle fragments (Fig. 23,d), 
and a kitchen knife blade are representative of food preparation and consump-
tion. A flat iron (Fig. 23,b), a pot or wash tub handle, and two scissor 
fragments (Fig. 23,a) reflect other household or personal items. A cast-iron 
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Figure 22. H~tohiQ C~ham~tQ~. a, edgeware, blue on white; b, sponged ware, 
blue on white; c, transfer printed ware, blue on white; d, mocha or banded 
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ware, blue on white; e, red paste, lead glazed, brown on orange ware; f, flown 
blue ware; g, red paste, lead glazed, brown ware; h, hand-painted floral design, 
black, red, green and blue on white; i, yellow ware. 
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Figure 23. HoU6ehold Item6. a, scissors fragment; b, flat iron; c, brass 
trunk lock plate; d, cast iron kettle cover; e, pewter spoon handle. 
key may have been used in a recovered trunk lock (Fig. 23,c). Two small 
pieces of slate could be from a writing tablet. A fragment of a simple milk 
glass lamp globe indicates the type of artificial household lighting used at 
site 41 LK 202. Charcoal probably represents wood stove and/or fireplace 
clean-out. 
Hann~~ T~pping~ and Ag~cuit~ Equipment (16 specimens, Fig. 24) 
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The 19th century agrarian nature of the occupation of site 41 LK 202 is 
reflected by harness trappings, a horse shoe and horse shoe nails, an iron 
reinforcing band (probably for a singletree 5.0 em in diameter), and a section 
of a heavy (3.5 mm thick) saw blade, probably part of a horse-drawn mower 
(Fig. 24,c). Three fence staples probably post-date the household occupation 
of site 41 LK 202 and represent late 19th century or 20th century fence con-
struction across the site area. Harness trappings include harness buckles 
(Fig. 24,b), a harness ring, chain links (probably from trace chains), a 
nickle bridle rosette (Fig. 24,a), and a broken iron four-ring bridle bit 
(Fig. 24,d). 
Pe~onal I~~ (34 specimens; Fig. 25) 
The clothing, the habits and other p~rsonal aspects of the occupants of sites 
41 LK 202 and 41 LK 31/32 are reflected by clothing fasteners, tobacco pipe and 
pipe stem fragments, beads, an iron spur fragment (Fig. 25,d), a porcelain doll 
leg fragment, a harmonica reed fragment, a small, thin decorative brass pocket 
knife escutcheon, and a tooth from a comb (Table 12). 
Clothing fasteners include metal, glass, porcelain and shell shirt and/or 
blouse and shoe buttons (Fig. 25,h,i), a brass hook-and-eye, a small brass 
rivet, buckle fragments and a fancy brass suspender buckle (Fig. 25,e). One 
metal button (recovered from site 41 LK 31/32) is a U.S. Army button (Fig. 25,g) 
produced for enlisted men between 1855 and the 1870s by the Scovill Company 
(Brinckerhoff 1965:74). One multifaceted glass bead (Fig. 25,f) is translucent 
red with a small brass eye and may have been used as a decorative button. The 
other is an opaque, dark brown, spherical glass bead, 8.5 mm in diameter. 
Two basal fragments of unglazed clay tobacco pipes (Fig. 25,a,c) are similar to 
pipes produced in Pamplin, Virginia during the 19th century (Hamilton and 
Hamilton 1972:Plates 17,M and 22,AH). A thin rim sherd of clear glazed white 
paste earthenware, burned on the interior, appears to be from a pipe bowl with 
an interior diameter of approximately 2.5 em. A white clay pipe stem fragment 
(Fig. 25,b), 6.3 em long, is oval in cross section and tapers gradually from a 
thickness of 8 x 11 mm to 6 x 9 mm at the mouth piece. 
The rubber or celluloid tooth of a large comb conceivably could date to the 
late 19th century, but probably represents 20th century use (or even the 
archaeological investigation) of site 41 LK 202. 
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Figure 24. Hann~~ T~apping~ and Mowe~ Blade F~gment. a, nickle bridle 
rosette; b, cinch buckle; c, mower blade fragment; d, ring bit fragment. 
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Figure 25. Pe~o~al Ite~. a, clay pipe fragment; b, clay pipe stem fragment; 
c, clay pipe fragment; d, spur fragment; e, suspender buckle; f, red multi-
faceted glass button (or bead); g, Scovill & Co. U.S. Army button; h, black 
glass button fragment; i, brass shoe button. 
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F~~e~-Related Izem~ (21 specimens; Fig. 26) 
The use of at least seven different rifles and pistols is indicated by 12 cen-
terfire and rimfire cartridges (Fig. 26,b), four artifacts of lead, a gun part 
and a pistol flint (Fig. 26,d). Revolvers, muzzle-loaded and breech-loaded 
pistols and rifles are represented. All cartridges date from the mid- to late-
19th century (Logan 1959:68-69, 136). 
Two threaded zinc screw-on caps (Fig. 26,a) for zinc or cardboard black powder 
containers bear the trademark "HAZARDS POWDER" and probably date to the mid-
19th century (Sam Nesmith, personal communication, December 1978). A 
rectanguloid flake of chert, plano-convex in cross section (11 mm thick), is 
unifacially beveled and may have been used as a gunflint, a strike-a-light 
(Fig. 26,c), or some other tool form. 
ML.sc.eli.a.n.eouJ.J a.n.d UMden.:UMa.ble Mua.l (91 specimens) 
An assortment of iron and tin, copper and/or brass probably represents a 
variety of implements (Table 12). A metal arrow point (Fig. 20,c) is similar 
in shape to metal projectile points reported from south Texas (Mitchell 1974). 
It is 4.3 em long, 1.7 em wide at the shoulders, 0.7 em wide at the intersec-
tion of the stem and the blade, and 2 mm thick. The edges of the slightly 
expanding stem have hatchurelike cuts, probably added as a hafting modifica-
tion. 
Metal straps probably were used in building, barrel, and trunk construction. 
Iron wire could have been employed as construction material or bucket bales. 
A heavy tool or piece of fireplace hardware (Fig. 20,a) was wrought from a 
length of rectangular iron bar (25.6 em long, 2.3 em wide and 1.1 em thick). 
One end was bent-over to form a projection, like the head of a spike or a 
chisel. The opposite end of the bar was flattened, giving it a spatulate shape 
(15.5 em long, 4.0 em wide, and 6 mm thick). Although it may have been used as 
some sort of tool, this hand-forged artifact could have been wedged between the 
stones of a fireplace to form a support for a grate or some other kind of 
fireplace furniture. 
An iron wing bolt (7 mm in diameter at the shank) probably was an adjustment 
screw for a household, construction or agricultural implement (Fig. 20,e). A 
rolled and pointed tin cone (Fig. 20,f) and an assortment of miscellaneous 
scraps of iron and tin are not identifiable as to function. 
Summary and Interpretations 
Archaeology at sites 41 LK 202 and the historic component of 41 LK 31/32 
provides data on historic household occupations at three structures (Fig. 27). 
Viewed as a unit, occupation of this complex of households began during the 
1850s and lasted until the 1880s, judging from the chronological association of 
food-, medicine-, and beverage-related materials, household garbage, and 
firearm-related items. A metal arrow point found in the vicinity of site 
41 LK 31/32 may pre-date this occupation, but could be contemporaneous with 
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Figure 26. F~eanm-Ret~ed Item~. a, zinc powder container cover; b, .41 
caliber rimfire short cartridge for Remington Derringer; c, possible gun 
flint or strike-o-light; d, pistol flint; e, brass patch box cover. 
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it. Some construction materials (wire nails) and agricultural equipment 
(fence staples) probably reflect late l9thcentury fence construction across 
the occupation area and posssibly early 20th century renovation of the struc-
ture at site 41 LK 202, perhaps in maintenance of the ruins as a hay barn. One 
personal item (a tooth from a comb) probably indicates a 20th century visit to 
this site. 
Taken individually, sites 41 LK 202, 41 LK 31/32, and evidence of a household 
occupation to the northeast apparently are different from one another in 
length of occupation, nature of building construction, and possibly ethnic 
affiliation. Everything about site 41 LK 202 reflects a continuous household 
occupation during the period from the late 1850s to about 1880. The large 
quantity of square cut nails, other building hardware, and windowpane glass 
represents a relatively substantial frame structure. The high frequency of 
occurrence of sherds from alcoholic beverage bottles, the types of clothing 
represented by personal items, and the wide variety of firearm-related items 
suggest that the site was occupied by adult male and female Anglo-Americans. 
A porcelain doll part is the only evidence to suggest that children may have 
lived there. 
A considerably smaller quantity of cultural material was recovered from site 
41 LK 31/32, even though a large area was excavated. The relatively small 
sample size can be explained partly by the short time span during which the 
site was occupied. Decorated British-made ceramic sherds comprise about 27% of 
the sample of white paste earthenware recovered from site 41 LK 31/32 (compared 
to about 10% from site 41 LK 202), suggesting that the structure was occupied 
primarily during the late 1850s and the 1860s. Brown bottle glass, that became 
common in the 1870s, was not found at site 41 LK 31/32. 
Although wrought iron and square cut nails from site 41 LK 31/32 are of the 
same sizes as those recovered from site 41 LK 202, they are much fewer in 
number, suggesting that the walls of the structure were not of frame construc-
tion. The lack of other forms of building hardware, such as hinges, screws, 
and door latches, and the extremely limited sample of windowpane glass (one 
sherd which could be from a mirror) gives the impression that the building at 
site 41 LK 31/32 was less permanent than the frame house at site 41 LK 202. 
Perhaps it was a simple jacal or picket structure with a shingle or thatched 
roof. 
This building functioned as a dwelling, judging from the assortment of house-
hold garbage, food-, medicine-, and beverage-related materials, and personal 
items recovered. However, no harness trappings or agricultural equipment were 
found at site 41 LK 31/32, suggesting that such equipment was stored or used 
somewhere else. Firearm-related items seem to represent rather primitive 
weapons and/or hunting implements, although they may have been sophisticated 
enough for the years preceding the Civil War. It seems quite possible that 
this household structure at site 41 LK 31/32 was a tenement built to house 
labor for the farm and ranch headquartered at site 41 LK 202. 
It is impossible to make credible interpretations of the duration of occupa-
tion, nature of construction or ethnic affiliation pertaining to the cluster of 
artifacts found about 150 m northeast of the structural remains at site 
41 LK 31/32. Although the artifacts are indicative of household occupation 
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contemporaneous with the occupation of sites 41 LK 202 and 41 LK 31/32, and 
scattered sandstone blocks, noted during field work, probably are evidence of a 
structure, no intensive surface inspection or controlled excavations were con-
ducted in this area. 
The material culture from the occupation area composed of sites 41 LK 202 and 
41 LK 31/32 are representative of a mid-19th century frontier settlement. The 
occupants maintained households which were self-sufficient, to a great extent, 
and to a varying degree dependent upon established communities several leagues 
away. Archaeological materials reflect a subsistence based on ranching and 
probably some farming, supplemented by hunting. The settlers consumed foods 
and used other materials and equipment produced on the homestead, extracted 
from the countryside and imported from trade centers on the Texas coastal 
plain, in south central Texas, and possibly on the Rio Grande. Characteristic 
of their subsistence were large quantities of domesticated and wild animal 
foods, a sufficient supply of bitters, schnapps and other spirits, medicines 
and an extensive arsenal of firearms. 
Summarizing the documentary research into the ownership and occupation of sites 
41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202, it seems that John and Elizabeth King, and possibly 
their slaves, were the first occupants. It is possible that Thomas King con-
structed and occupied one of the houses, although his land was acquired by 
John and Elizabeth King apparently by 1880, when they sold their property. 
There also is a slight possibility that cattlemen Slaughter and Pelham occupied 
the King property temporarily before the Civil War. After 1880, sites 41 LK 31/32 
and 41 LK 202 probably were not occupied, and by 1897 the houses had likely 
fallen into ruin. 
Sites 41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202 should then be considered historically signi-
ficant from at least two viewpoints: the cultural and genealogical background 
of their occupants, and the meaning of this.occupation in the lower Frio River 
valley within the historical context of mid- to late-19th century south Texas. 
Who were the Kings? It does not seem likely that slave owner John G. King was 
related to Pennsylvania Presbyterian Richard King who began the King Ranch of 
the lower coastal plain (Fehrenbach 1968:288-289). Certainly there were a 
number of Kings in Anglo-American Texas (McDowell 1967). 
It can be suggested that John and Elizabeth King moved to Live Oak County from 
an established community of Southern planters and yeoman farmers who settled 
Austin•s and DeWitt•s colonies during the 1820s and 1830s. In 1836, a 
William P. King and his brother, John G. King, responded to Travis• request for 
relief at the Alamo. In 1838, another John G. King, probably the father of 
the two young men, claimed the estate of William P. King (Webb Vol. 1 1952: 
960). Apparently, the younger John G. King actually did not go to the Alamo. 
Instead, a substitute went in his place, as was common practice in those days 
(Catherine McDowell, Librarian, Daughters of the Republic of Texas, personal 
communication). It seems quite possible that the John G. King who, with his 
wife, acquired land on the M. Killely Survey of Live Oak County in 1857 and 
died about 1890 was the brother of William P. King, who died at the Alamo. 
Thomas King may have been John G. King•s brother, or perhaps his son. 
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Assuming that sites 41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202 were occupied by descendents of 
Southern planters or yeoman farmers, this occupation fits well into the general 
pattern of frontier settlement in Texas suggested by Fehrenbach (1968: 297): 
... hunter-trader-trapper on the far frontier; hunter-
farmer behind him through a large yeoman belt; then the 
planters forging their own kind of civilized existence in 
the rear. The towns, most of which were minor ports or 
river stations or mere crossroads settlements, supported 
this settlement when and where they could. 
About 5.5 miles to the east of the King•s place was the growing community of 
Oakville. Some 12 miles to the west, up the Frio River, were the cattlemen of 
Yarbrough Bend. Further west was Dog Town and the Laredo/San Antonio road and 
the vast expanse of unsettled frontier. 
The King•s occupation of the lower Frio River valley is an example of the 
development of the south Texas cattle industry on an open range. Their agree-
ment with Slaughter and Pelham reflects the time, before the range was fenced 
off in the early 1880s (ibid.:567), when people leased cattle instead of grass-
1 and. 
What happened at the King place from 1857 to 1880 has been obscured by the 
effects of time. Apparently the King family did not survive in Live Oak 
County after 1913 to hand down the legacy of John and Elizabeth King. What· 
happened at the King place is preserved only in the structural evidence and 
patterning of household refuse which form the archaeological context of 
41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202. 
\ 
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Test excavation by the University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA) has recovered 
significant data from 41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202 and demonstrated the likelihood 
of these archaeologi"cal sites containing additional significant data. The pre-
liminary results of the evaluation of these sites are given in the attached UTSA 
report. 
The mitigation of impact program to be conducted at 41 LK 31/32 and 41 LK 202 
shall include recovery of data through excavation, analysis of that data, and 
production of an investigative report detailing the results of the excavation 
and analysis. 
Work to accomplish this program requires the following: 
a. Formulation of a site specific research design addressing at least the 
following problems: 
(1) Understanding of the lifeways of the populations whose presence 
is indicated at the sites. 
sites. 
(2) Determination of specific behavior patterns which occurred at the 
(3) Recovery of data relevant to the chronology of the sites. 
(4) Recovery of data relevant to previous area research. 
b. Commitment to undertake field work involving: 
(1) Manual excavation of an area sufficient in extent and depth to 
satisfy requirements of research design. All major artifacts and elements of 
occupational features shall be left in ~itu until photographed and plotted on 
measured plan maps. Carbon samples for radiocarbon assay shall be collected. 
Matrix samples for soil, pollen, and other analyses shall be collected from 
each excavation level and/or "living surface." 
(2) The extent of mechanical excavation required to satisfy require-
ments of the research design for the deeply stratified cultural deposits of 
41 LK 31/32 shall be stipulated by the proposer and an analysis of the impact 
of the proposed strategy on the resource base provided. 
c. Analysis of collected data: 
All data collected under items b(l) and (2) above shall be analyzed 
in a manner consistent with the site-specific investigative design (item a. 
above). 
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d. Reports: 
The detailed results of the analysis (item c. above) shall be furnished 
to the Government in report form as follows: 
(1) Investigative report 
The investigative report shall contain details of all field work 
(item b. above) and analysis of data (item c. above). Two copies shall be 
initially submitted in draft status. Fifty copies of the final report shall be 
required. 
The format of the investigative report shall be in accordance with 
11 Guidelines to Formal Standards for Scientific and Technical Reports Prepared by 
or for the Federal Government, .. as issued December 1968 by the Committee on 
Scientific and Technical Information, Federal Council for Science and Technology, 
Washington, D.C. 20509. 
The investigative report shall contain a list of keywords (descrip-
tors) and a short informative abstract (about 200 words). 
The 11 Scope of Work 11 of this contract shall be appended to and made 
a part of the required investigative report. 
The Principal Investigator's signature shall appear on the lower 
right hand corner of the title page of all copies of the investigative report. 
Prior to Bureau approval of the final investigative report, no 
portion of the study, its conclusions, or recommendations shall be released to 
any outside party, or otherwise publicized without prior consent of the Contracting 
Officer. See Clause No. 21 of this 11 General Provisions 11 concerning publication 
and copyright. 
(2) Two copies of a letter-type progress report shall be submitted 
bimonthly. 
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APPENDIX II 
RATES OF RECOVERY FOR SELECTED CLASSES OF DEBRIS BY UNIT AND LEVEL 
The following printouts provide laboratory counts and/or weights for selected 
classes of debris recovered in excavations at 41 LK 31/32. Columns on each 
page are headed by the following entries: 
SITE - The site number. Only 41 LK 31 is given, but listings also include units 
excavated at 41 LK 32. 
NORTH/EAST - Grid coordinates at the southwest corner of the excavation unit. 
LEV- Vertical level in the excavation unit starting with the surface level(l} 
and proceeding downward. 
A Tuff rock weight, in grams* 
B Sandstone weight, in grams* 
C Fire-fractured rock weight, in grams* 
D Mussel shell umbo count 
E Mussel shell weight (umbos and fragments combined), in grams* 
F Rabdotuo shell count (whole shells only) 
G Bone weight, in grams* 
H Primary flakes, total count 
I Primary flakes, modified, total count 
J Secondary flakes, total count 
K Secondary flakes, modified, total count 
L Tertiary flakes, total count 
M Tertiary flakes, modified, total count 
N Chips, total count 
*Last digit in each weight figure represents tenths of a gram. 
SITE NOR.TH EAST LEV A t3 c 0 
u<. 31 950.00 838.00 1 b5 i) 3 2 
LK 31 950.00 838.00 2 1335 0 835 14 
L'' ,, 31 950.00 838.00 3 142 0 698 1 
Li<. j} 950.00 838.00 4 0 0 440 8 
LK. 31 950.00 838.00 5 0 0 14 0 
LK 31 951.00 838.00 1 2 0 l 82 0 
LK 31 </51.00 83H.OO 2 0 0 0 0 
LK 31 951.00 838.00 3 30 0 735 2 
LK 31 951.00 838.0C 4 0 i) 0 2 
LK 31 951.00 83H.OO 5 10 6 23 1 
Li\. 3] 050.00 R3CJ.OO 1 1000 15 5 3320 17 Lr\ Jl 950.00 839.00 2 5 0 446 5 
u;. Jl 950.00 B39.0C 3 0 0 813 17 
L1<. 31 050.00 839.00 Lt 0 J 0 0 
LK 31 951.00 839.00 1 325 5 140 J 
LK 31 951.00 839.00 2 2b5 231) 27 JO 14 
U<. 31 951.01) 839.0C 3 110 0 2165 3 Li\. 31 951.;0() 839.00 4 0 0 640 9 
L1<. n 1055.00 861.00 1 0 0 0 0 
L<. 31 105S.OO 861.00 2 49 0 15 3 
LK 31 1055.00 861.00 3 0 0 J () 
L<. J1 1055.00 R6l.OO 4 5 51? 18 15 0 L ,, ,, 31 1055.0() 361.00 5 {:, 74 2061 3492 24 
L'<. 31 1 05~. co 861.00 6 3428 869 813 46 
LIZ 31 1 o s;,. o •J 8l.LGO 1 0 i) 0 0 LK 31 1056.00 8.61.00 2 1 129 0 0 
lt( 31 1056.00 861.00 3 0 (} 0 0 
li\ 31 1056.0;) 861.00 4 5 170 2 90 l 
LK 31 1056.00 fl6l.OC 1': 2t..O 250 485 4 _, u;. 31 1056.00 861.00 6 62 5.3 121 4 
LK 31 10 57. Oi) 861.00 1 0 416 78 3 
LK. 31 10S7.CJ 861.00 2 () 0 0 0 
Li\. 31 1 () s 7. 0 t) 861.00 3 0 () 0 0 
u:. 31 1057.00 fl61.00 4 07 I) 20 2 
Li\. 31 1057.00 861.00 5 600 2551.) 18 35 35 
L:<. 31 1057.00 861.00 c 205 2.6 0 106 41 
LK. 31 1057.00 861.0C 7 1 0 0 2 
lr' 31 1057.00 861.00 8 17 '1 Q 5 
ll<. 31 1()57.00 861.00 9 1 0 0 0 
LK 31 1057.0J f361.0010 1150 ;} 74 3 
U( 31 11157.0\) Bcl.OOll 330 172 2 97 25 
LK 31 1057.00 861.0012 70 5 () 2 
LK. 31 1057.00 R6l.OC13 0 ·'1 0 0 
Lr- ~H 1057.00 8bl.0014 0 0 1 0 
U< 31 1057.00 B6l.OC15 0 0 0 0 
E f G H I 
20 0 J 1 0 
315 6 0 1 0 
60 4 0 0 0 
375 4 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 5 0 
45 4 l) 0 0 
115 0 J 0 0 
5 2 0 l 0 
186 52 0 3 0 
60 4 l) 0 0 
82 11 0 0 0 
0 0 J 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 
265 49 0 5 0 
55 10 0 2 0 
150 0 0 0 0 
5 2 0 0 0 
80 1 0 0 0 
5 3 0 0 0 
15 1 0 0 0 
516 5 0 0 0 
709 15 a 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 2 0 0 0 
0 8 0 0 0 
10 3 u 0 0 
60 3 0 2 0 
42 5 I) 0 0 
124 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
l 2 J 0 0 
1 2 0 1 0 
1010 3 0 0 0 
1020 4 0 0 0 
10 1 0 0 0 
122 5 0 0 0 
1 4 !) 0 0 
1 5 0 0 0 
4:i4 15 J 2 0 
60 1 \) 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
J K l 
2 1 7 
62 2 235 
10 0 22 
2 0 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 5 
19 1 47 
14 0 15 
l) 0 o· 
2 0 3 
44 l 122 
3 1 5 
6 0 19 
0 0 0 
3 0 4 
42 1 117 
7 0 7 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
3 0 4 
2 0 2 
0 l) 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 10 
0 0 6 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
5 0 16 
0 0 8 
0 0 1 
0 Q 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
11 0 31 
2 0 9 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
M 
1 
7 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
N 
19 
573 
75 
2 
0 
12 
99 
47 
1 
8 
197 
31 
39 
0 
6 
197 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 
12 
0 
0 
0 
1 
21 
19 
0 
0 
0 
0 
16 
10 
0 
0 
0 
4 
43 
10 
1 
0 
0 
__, 
w 
()) 
SITE NORTH t:AST LEV A A c D E F G H I J K L M N 
L;<.. 31 1057.00 tl61.0016 0 ,) I) I) 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 LV ~1 1057.00 H6l.GC17 0 0 105 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 ,, lK 31 1057.00 861.0018 0 0 1 0 0 1 u 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LK 31 1057.00 86l.OC19 0 0 1 0 0 1 u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li( 31 1058.00 861.00 1 1 0 21 01 0 I) 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Ll<.. 31 1058.00 861.00 2 0 0 530 0 49 4 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK. 31 1058.00 861.00 3 1 0 20 J 37 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 LK 31 1058.00 o6l.OO 4 0 0 0 2 35 6 0 l 0 9 0 10 0 34 LK 31 1058.00 861.00 5 1 Q l 1 12 6 0 0 0 3 0 4 0 10 U\ .H 1058.00 861.00 6 7 Cl 2b 5 2063 51 699 10 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 LK 31 1058.00 861.CO 7 940 0 153 5 55 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK. 31 1058.00 861.0C 8 1 0 53 2 19 8 J 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 L ,, J1 l05d.OO 861.00 <] 170 210 630 9 605 4 0 0 0 3 0 11 0 8 '" LK 31 105S.OJ 861.0010 35 l) 170 6 2.ttO 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 Li<. 31 1058.00 861.0011 lt:O :) 3 75 .J 10 3 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 lt< 31 1058.00 861.0012 51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 Ll' 
.:H 1058.00 861.0013 0 37 6L1J 2 31 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,,Li<. 31 1058.00 861.0014 0 0 J l) l) 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1058.00 861.0015 t 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LK 31 1058.00 861.0016 1 0 1 ,) 1 ~ J 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 LK 31 1058.00 861.0017 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1J58.00 861.0018 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1059.00 86l.OC 1 0 0 l 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1059.00 861.00 2 89 0 34 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L:\. 31 1059.00 861.00 3 0 0 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 l L" 31 1059.01) 861.00 4 1 0 623 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1', LK 31 1059.00 861.00 5 23 0 140 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 lr\. 31 1059.00 361.00 E:. l 0 20 0 1 7 () 0 0 l 0 7 0 1 LK 31 1059.00 861.00 7 78 0 2 02 4 54 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 L<. 31 1059.00 86l.CO 8 66 0 78 5 d3 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 Lr<.. H 1059.00 B61.00 S 20 0 50 1 l -i-9 0 J 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 U< 31 1059.00 861.0ClC 1 0 40 1 16 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li<. 31 1059.00 R6l.OC11 c5 5 105 2 48 39 0 0 0 26 0 34 0 0 LK 31 1059.Q;J 861.0012 5 0 15 1 10 3 0 0 0 7 0 14 0 19 LK 31 1059.00 861.0013 10 0 0 1 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Lt< n 1059.00 861.0014 37 0 0 0 0 0 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li( 31 1059.00 861.0015 0 0 0 :) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u~ 31 1059.00 861.0016 0 0 \.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u. 31 1060.00 861.00 1 0 0 17 0 i.) 0 I) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 U<. 31 1060.00 861.00 2 0 0 39 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 u~ 31 1060.00 361.00 A 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .... li\ 31 1060.00 o61.0C 4 0 0 115 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l. K. 31 1060.00 861.00 5 1 0 0 \) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0-' LK 31 1060.00 861.00 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·o 0 3 ~ LK Jl 1060.00 861.0C 7 1 0 99 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 l 
S I T E NiJRTH EAST LEV A B c 0 
Lr( 31 l060.0J 861.00 8 0 15 18 l 
Ll< .31 1060.00 861.00 g 1 32 101 0 
LK 31 1060.00 861.0010 l 0 () 1 
L1<. 31 1060.00 861.0011 0 0 0 0 
LK 31 1060.00 io1.0012 87 0 0 0 
LK 31 1060.00 861.0013 810 0 490 27 
LK 31 1060.00 1361.0014 12 0 0 5 
li<. 31 1060.00 !361.0015 l 0 0 1 
LK. 31 lOc..O.OO 861.0Clt 40 0 1361 3 
Li<. :11 1055.00 862.CO 1 45 0 40 0 
L<. ~l 1u55.UO 862.00 2 l 0 0 0 
U< 31 l055o0 1J 862.00 3 0 0 l 0 
Li<. 31 1055.00 H62.0C 4 14 0 39 0 
LK. 3] 1055.00 1362.00 5 () 0 4226 0 
LK 31 1055.00 862.00 6 0 0 1 0 
u, 31 1056.00 tl62.00 1 0 0 204 0 
Li( 31 1056.00 862.0C 2 0 0 1 0 
Ll\ 31 1_056.00 862.00 3 1Lt9 0 1 74 1 
LK 31 1056.00 862.0C 4 0 0 BB 0 
LK 31 1056.00 862.00 5 0 0 17 1 
LK 31 1056.00 862.0C 6 0 0 Y7 0 
LK 31 1057.00 862.0C 1 0 0 0 0 
LK 31 1:)57.00 862.00 2 1~3 0 2 54 4 
LK 31 1057.00 862.00 3 180 0 2 '+ 7 17 
Li( 31 1057.00 862.00 4 29 0 0 4 
Li<. 31 1057.00 862.00 5 0 0 17 0 
Lt( 31 1057.0J 862.00 c 60 0 95 0 
LK H 1057.00 862.0C 7 70 0 80 ,) 
LK 31 1t)57.00 862.CC e 25 I) 1 0 
LK 31 1057.00 862.0C g 0 0 0 0 
LIZ 3] 1057.00 862.0010 58 () 0 J 
LK 31 1057.00 862.0011 300 0 2 ;36 5 
LK 31 1J57.00 1362.0012 0 0 564 1 
u, 31 1057.00 862.0013 0 0 168 0 
LK .31 1057.00 862.0Qlij l 0 lt3 0 
LK Jl 1057.0tJ 862.0015 0 0 0 1 
LK 31 LJ57. OJ d62.0016 0 0 175 0 
LK 31 1057.00 H62.0Cl7 27 l 345 2 
LK 31 1057.1.)0 o62.oc1a 15 65 5 0 
l1( 31 1057.01) 862.0019 0 0 0 ·.) 
LK 31 105S.OJ 362.00 1 0 0 19 3 
LrZ jl 1058.00 862.00 2 0 203 0 1 
Li< Jl 11)53.00 862.0C 3 l8C3 0 219 6 
Ll'- ll 1058.0'.) 862.00 4 0 5 42 20 
L' ,., 31 1058.00 362.00 5 100 0 70 3 
E F l.:i H 
15 11 J 0 
0 1 0 0 
1 1 () 0 
21 8 0 0 
0 l 0 0 
555 10 J 0 
24 3 J 0 
41 3 0 0 
51 4 0 0 
5 2 0 J 
0 2 J 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 J 0 
Q 1 J 0 
0 4 0 0 
0 J 0 0 
0 0 J 0 
25 1 0 0 
0 0 () 0 
1 5 J 0 
1 4 0 0 
2 4 u 0 
87 1 0 0 
299 1 0 0 
24 1 1 0 
1 6 0 0 
25 l j 0 
10 4 0 0 
0 7 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
43 2 J 0 
140 74 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
l 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
0 7 ;) 0 
J6 2 0 0 
~ 2 0 0 
5 1 0 0 
150 2 0 0 
l3 6 () 0 
147 6 u 0 
2:J3 2 J 1 
65 16 5 0 
I J K 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 40 1 
0 3 0 
0 2 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
I) 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 5 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 () 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 2 J 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 l 0 
0 2 0 () 1 a 
L M 
0 0 
0 0 
2 0 
216 4 
7 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
8 0 
3 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 l 
0 0 
2 0 
5 0 
26 0 
1 0 o. 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
l 0 
0 0 
2 0 
3 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
6 0 
0 0 
3 1 
2 0 
N 
0 
0 
2 
310 
23 
0 
0 
0 
24 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
7 
48 
2 
1 
0 
0 
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0 
1 
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l 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12 
l 
1 
3 
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00 
SI Tc :HJR T H EAST LEV A t3 c D E F G H I J K L M N 
LK 31 1058.00 862.0C 6 5 10 0 0 5 1 (J 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LK 31 1058.00 862.00 7 1'1 0 1017 0 14 2 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lK 31 1058.00 862.CC 8 15 a 0 () 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ll< 31 1C58.00 862.CC 9 1 0 1117 0 0 0 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1058.00 8c2.a01C 1 a 14 0 1,) 1 1,) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1058.00 862.0011 0 a 20 2 35 5 0 0 0 4 0 4 0 26 Ll.( 31 1058.00 362.0012 l) 0 15 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1058.00 862.0013 5 5 75 0 5 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 lK 31 1058.00 t162.0014 5 5 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l'-<" 31 1058.00 862.0015 0 0 63 0 22 7 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 5 ' ' lh 31 1058.00 862.0016 5 Q 0 3 103 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 11 lK 31 1058.00 862.0Cl7 12 0 26 2 65 3 i) 0 0 3 0 16 0 29 LK 31 1•)58.00 862.0018 390 18 d 1025 43 1600 6 0 1 0 9 1 18 0 13 LK 31 1059.00 862.00 1 6 !) 0 3 41 3 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 5 LK 31 1059.01) 86~.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L!.:. 31 105'i.OO 862.00 3 8 0 0 1 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 Ll\ 31 1059.00 862.00 4 10 1 5 0 0 15 l l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L:<. 31 1()59. 00 862.tJC 5 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 11 10'19.0•1 Cl62.JO 6 5 20 20 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1059.00 8 62. G C 7 0 0 195 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Li<: 31 1059.00 862.00 8 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 Ll-( 31 1059.00 862.00 <; 1 0 (j43 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 l Ll< 31 1 I) 59 o QQ 862.0010 1 18 470 0 1 4 J 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 LK ::H 105<1.00 862.0C11 0 ,., 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l \.i l;( 31 1059.00 862.0012 0 0 0 1 28 3 u 0 0 0 0 3 0 5 LK 31 1059.00 862.0013 l 11 1 1 56 3 51 3 'J 0 0 1 0 2 0 5 Ll(' 31 1059.00 862.0C14 13 :J 0 3 69 10 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 4 " u' 31 1059.00 862.0015 380 0 0 14 261 16 0 0 0 2 0 4 0 18 Li< 31 1059.00 862.0C16 0 0 56 7 85 10 J 0 0 3 0 2 0 3 LK 31 1060.00 862.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LiZ 31 1060.00 862.00 2 25 :J 37 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1060.00 862.00 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L" 31 1060.00 862.00 4 10 0 15 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 l 0 LK 31 1060.00 8o2.0C 5 0 0 30 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Ll·~ 31 1060.00 8b2.0C 6 0 0 17 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L1<.. 31 1()60.00 862.0C 7 0 ') 0 14 327 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Ll< 31 106:). 00 862.00 8 11 0 280 1 65 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 lf\ 31 106.).00 362.00 g 27 0 1067 2 153 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 u~ 31 l.J60.00 862.0010 0 0 "25 0 I) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Lh. 31 lU6·l.01) 862.0011 0 0 l) 1 61 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 106J.ao 862.00l2 100 0 10 1 30 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 LJ( 31 1060.00 862.0013 7 0 0 0 3 10 0 0 0 l 0 2 0 6 li< 31 1060.00 862.0014 0 0 0 0 l) 1 l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _, LK .31 1•)60.00 862.JC15 a 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 ~ LK 31 1060.00 862.0016 15 () 0 1 4\1 14 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
SITe NORTH E.t\S T LEV A B c u E F G H I J K l M N 
Li\. Jl 1059.00 8 {;3. 0 c l 1 0 0 () 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ll< 11 105Y.OO 863.JO 2 5 0 347 l 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 lr\ 31 1059.00 863.00 3 1 0 2 57 J 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l LK 31 1059.00 863.00 4 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 L:<. 31 1059.00 863.0G 5 0 80 7162 13 985 25 l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1059.00 863.0C 6 1 0 15 3 86 l I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1059.00 863.00 7 0 123 H 1 2 218 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Lt\ 31 1059.00 H63 .o a 8 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 Li( 31 1059.00 863.00 q 1 0 0 2 71 4 J 0 0 0 ·o 2 0 l L1' 31 1059.00 863.0010 1 127 45 2 lt19 23 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 8 Ll\ '3] 1059.00 863.0011 !'; 0 0 2 5 11 a l 0 6 0 7 0 12 .., 
Ll\ 31 ll)59.00 863.0012 0 0 0 2 21 20 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 u~ 3 1 105<;t.00 863.0013 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ll<. 31 1059.00 863.001-4 115 0 lO () 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1060.00 663.00 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ll\. J1 1060.00 8 6.3. 0 0 2 0 1 3 1 13 J 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ll< 31 1:)60. 00 863.00 3 () 0 144 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U\. 31 1060.00 ii63.00 4 11 0 22 J 0 1 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U< 31 1060.00 8 63. C G 5 0 0 53 .3 133 71 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 0 LK. 31 1060.00 863.00 f:: 0 8 27 1 8 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Li\. 31 1060.00 863.0C 7 0 0 1 2 21 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Ll<. 31 1060.00 863.00 8 0 ll 0 431 0 1 1 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1060.00 :363.0C 9 0 713 0 2 105 6 J 2 0 2 0 0 0 7 LK 31 1060.00 863.0010 0 ~n 1 3 81 19 u 0 0 2 0 6 0 30 LK 31 106J.OO 863.0011 0 0 0 I) 1) 1 0 () ·J 0 0 0 0 0 Lt\ 31 1061).00 R63.0C12 5 0 I) 0 u 3 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LK 31 1060.00 HG3.00l3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li\ 31 1060.00 863.0Cl4 120 0 0 0 25 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 3 l 1059.00 fl64.0C 1 0 () 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li\ 31 1059.00 l::l64.CO 2 51 0 1597 0 1 0 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L( 31 1059.00 864.00 3 0 0 1834 I] 0 0 0 \.) 0 0 0 0 0 4 Ll< 31 1059.t.JO 864.00 4 0 26:) 1190 3 30 3 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1059.00 864.CC s 0 0 85 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o. li\ 31 105S.OO 864.00 6 0 i) 3 44 1 37 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 Ll< 31 1059.00 B64.CC 7 0 0 75 1 3 59 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 L'' 31 1059.00 d64.CO 8 5 40 45 0 0 19 0 1 0 1 0 l 0 3 ,, LK 3 l 1 ;) 59. 00 864.00 9 lLl :37 11 0 0 6 5 0 0 0 0 l 0 2 LK 31 1J5CJ.OJ 864.0010 3 a 92 2 67 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 Li·~ 31 1059.00 864.0011 1 51 0 l) g 14l) 12 1.) 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 Li( 'H 1059.0\) 864.0012 sa 11 5 50 4 65 9 u 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1059.00 1.364.0013 25 0 10 I) 60 8 i.) 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 Li< Jl 10')9.0(1 864.0014 5 0 0 0 0 6 J 0 0 1 0 l 0 4 Li<. 31 1060.0.) 1::)64.00 1 0 a :) 5 77 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LK 31. 1060.00 86·4.00 2 2J 15 10 0 30 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Ll< .31 ld6i).00 8o4.CO 3 0 0 1 J 0 3 u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SITE NUP.TH EAST LEV A [3 c D E F G H J K l M N 
U< 31 lObU.Ol) 864.00 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 l) 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 LK 31 1060.00 864.00 5 0 0 363 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1060.00 864. OG 6 25 0 4b5 l 45 6 0 0 l) 0 0 0 0 2 LK 31 1060.00 H64.0C 7 0 a 20 0 0 1 \.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U\. 31 1060.00 864.00 8 0 5 5 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Lh. 31 1060.00 864.0C s 23 70 82 0 0 7 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li'\. 31 1060.00 864.0010 10 20 105 0 5 2 u 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 Li\. 31 1060.00 864.0011 0 0 35 15 472 6 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 tt< 31 1iJ6u.OO 864.0012 u 0 50 1 50 6 0 1 0 1 1 4 0 8 LK 31 1060.00 864.0013 £6 0 0 6 1 JO a \.) 0 0 0 0 3 0 10 Ll'\. 31 1060.0\.l 864.0014 9999 23 0 217 22 771 7 u 1 0 6 1 1 1 l 18 Li<. ll 1059.00 865.00 1 10 0 2 85 0 20 10 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 Ll< 31 1059.00 8t.5.00 2 0 0 25 0 5 8 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LK Jl 1059.00 865.GC 3 0 0 54 0 5 4 \.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u< 31 1059.00 86'5.00 4 50 0 5 0 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ll< 31 1059.00 1365.00 5 22 70 8 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK .31 1059.00 865.0C 6 0 0 1 3\) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK "31 1059.00 86S.GC 7 18 0 997 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Ll< jJ 1osg.oo 865.00 8 1 0 3 78 0 0 3 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 L"' 31 1059.00 865.00 s 1 0 323 1 92 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 '' Li\. 31 1059.00 865.0010 0 0 100 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 L\. 3 1 1059.00 865.0011 0 0 46 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 6 Lr<. 31 10'59.00 fl65.0012 0 () b5 2 25 6 () 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 L'. J1 10~9.00 865.0C13 15 () 110 4 46 g () 0 0 3 0 2 0 12 r, Li<. ]1 1059.00 865.0014 9999 18:: 953 5 61 9 0 0 0 3 0 7 0 4 ll< 31 1060.00 865.00 1 296 G 360 0 75 11 0 0 0 2 0 4 0 4 . ' Li, 31 1060.0J 865.00 2 11 0 0 1 1 6 u 0 0 0 0 2 1 4 LK 31 1060.00 865.00 3 1 153 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 LK 31 10oO.OO 865.00 4 0 0 150 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1060.00 865.0C 5 0 0 6 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1060.00 3f.5.0C (; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 106U.OO 865.00 7 0 0 198 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 II< 31 1060.00 3t5.0C 8 1 0 986 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U< 31 1 0{·0. 00 Ht,s.co 9 59 0 1864 4 69 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 LK 31 106:).00 865.0010 26 0 3604 4 63 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 LK J1 1060.00 865.0011 5 30 230 0 0 6 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 Li<. 31 1060.00 865.0012 0 0 15 7 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U\ 31 1060.00 865.0013 324 0 0 9 90 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Lr( Jl 1 06 0. Oil 865.0014 99S9 10 o 700 14 458 22 J u 0 3 0 1 0 8 LK 31 1057.00 866.00 1 .38 0 J 4 29 4 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 2 Li\ 31 l057.01J 866.00 2 19 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 11 Li< 31 1058.00 866.00 1 417 Jl32 0 1 21 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 Li<. 31 1058.00 866.00 2 18 0 306 0 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 u.:. :31 1058.00 866.00 3 1 0 0 0 1 6 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -+::> ........ U( 31 1059.00 866.00 1 0 c 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s1 n:: NOP,TH EAST LEV A e c 0 F. F U! H I J K l M N 
LJ\. 31 1059.00 866.0C 2 0 0 189 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK J1 1059.00 866.00 3 0 0 382 1 16 3 i.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ll<. 31 1059.01) 866.CO 4 0 330 99<Jg 15 422 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l Ll\ 31 1059.00 B66.0C 5 0 9 5144 1 13 2 u 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 li'( 31 1059.00 866.CC c 0 1 3 51 845 3 66 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LK 31 101:)9.00 866.GC 7 0 0 1321 2 104 4 \.) 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 LK J1 1059.00 Bf6.CC 8 13 0 1 2 l'JO 9 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 L" 31 1059.00 866.DC <; 475 0 50 () 670 37 5 0 0 4 0 19 0 13 r, Ll<~ 31 1059.00 866.0010 0 0 20 2 45 16 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 3 ll< .31 1059.00 866.0C11 0 0 0 1 25 10 u 1 0 2 0 6 0 12 L'«. 31 1059.00 866.0012 3 0 J 1 30 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li<. 31 1059.00 866.0013 5 0 185 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li<. 31 1059.00 86£.0014 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U( 31 1060.00 866. co 1 0 14 50 0 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u~ 31 1060.00 866.00 2 0 0 25 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LK 31 1060.00 866.CC 3 272 63 2034 3 159 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ll< .:H 1060.00 866.00 4 0 0 5240 2 d2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1060.00 866.00 5 0 0 1794 0 1 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li( 31 11}:.':10.00 866.00 c 1 16 ') 0 () 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lk 31 lt)60. 00 866.CC 7 0 11 l) 0 1 10 0 0 ') 0 0 0 0 0 ll<. 31 1060.00 866.00 B 15 0 128 11 3':)3 15 J 0 0 7 1 10 0 38 LK 31 1060.00 866.00 g 125 2(} 205 3 275 20 0 2 0 8 0 10 0 10 LK 31 1060.00 866.0010 14 () 12 1 24 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 9 LK 31 1061).00 o66.0C11 155 0 
"" 
0 0 2 0 0 0 1 ·0 3 0 8 :J lK 31 1060.00 366.0012 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 Ll< 31 1 060. Od 8c6.001~ (;5 0 0 0 5 3 zou 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LK 31 1 <)60. 00 866.CC14 0 () 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 LK J1 1 06 1 • ()Q 873.GC 1 0 44 816 0 5 0 <) 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 LK 31 1061.00 H73.0C 2 5 52 2 20 0 0 4 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 6 Ll\ 31 1061.00 873.0C 3 0 0 0 () 5 l Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ll<. j l 1l)6 1. 00 873.CC 4 0 0 0 0 5 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l K 31 1061.00 873.0C 5 30 0 0 21 1325 4 0 0 0 2 0 l 0 1 LK 31 10o1.00 873.0C 6 5 55 5 0 0 7 0 0 0 6 0 2 0 3 LK 31 1061.00 873.0C 7 247 0 0 0 1 l 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 
li\ 31 1061. 00 8 73.0 c 8 0 35 2 70 1 40 3 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ll< 3 1 1061.00 8 73. G C c; u 0 0 0 1 7 l 1 0 4 0 4 0 13 
u<. 31 1061.00 873.0C10 0 0 !) 0 1 6 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 l Ll< 31 1061.00 873.0C11 1 0 25 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1061.01) 873.0012 1 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 LK 31 1061.00 873.0013 46 71 a 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u~ :H 1062.00 873.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 \) J u 0 0 0 0 0 0 L;< ll 1062.00 a 73. oc 2 0 0 120 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u, 31 1\JhZ.OO g 73. 0 c ') 0 0 160 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U,, 31 1062.0\) H 73.0 C 4 5 0 5 {) 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1062.00 873.0( 5 0 0 0 0 5fl 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SITC NORTH EAST LEV ' e c 0 E F G H I J K L M N H 
LK 31 1062.00 Fl73. 0 G t. 20 41 5 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 Li<.. 31 1062.0J 873.0C 7 545 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 li( 31 1062.00 873.DC 8 0 66 5 560 2 60 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lK. 31 1062.00 B73.0C g 161 0 0 0 l 2 (J 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 LK -n l06Lo00 873.0010 54 0 \) 0 12 5 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 3 LK 31 1062.00 8 73.0 c 11 235 a 1 0 20. 20 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 10 LK Jl 1062.00 873.0012 30 0 I) 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LK. 31 1062.00 873.0Cl3 0 16 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Lt<.. 31 1063.00 373.00 1 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 Li( 31 1063.0U 8 73.0 c 2 {) 0 430 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 Li<. 51 1063.01.} 873.00 3 0 0 895 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Ll<. 31 1063.00 8 73.0 c 4 0 0 0 3 150 10 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 LK . H 1063.00 873.CC 5 0 0 0 11 360 2 0 0 0 5 0 3 0 6 LK 31 1 06 3. 00 a 73. a c 6 0 1330 135 0 0 5 0 0 0 10 0 7 0 2 LK 31 1063.00 873.00 7 3 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 4 0 7 0 10 li\. 31 1063.0\J H73.0C 8 0 0 6 51 0 '+7 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L t· 31 1063.00 873.0C 9 0 0 0 0 30 5 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 6 " Lr\. 31 1063.00 873.uG10 1 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u ... 3 1 1063.00 873.0011 0 c 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li<. 31 1064.00 873.0C 1 0 0 \) 0 1 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1064.00 8 73.0 c 2 61 0 514 0 0 5 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 11)64. 00 8 7.3 • 0 c 3 3-0 0 .27 1 32 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U<. Jl 1064.00 873.0C 4 0 195 2 80 \) 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 LK 3 1 1064.00 873.0( 5 0 0 0 0 5 1 u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1064.00 H 73.0 C 6 () 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·a 0 LK 31 1064.00 873.0C 7 0 0 5 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lk... 31 1064.00 873.0( 8 0 0 0 3 175 5 0 2 0 6 0 5 0 3 LK 31 1064.00 13 73. c c 9 0 158 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 6 0 4 Lf-... 31 1064.00 873.0ClJ 0 0 1034 0 0 2 () 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 LK 31 1064.00 873.0011 529 0 B82 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l'<... :l1 1065.00 873.0C 1 1 0 4 72 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ll\ 31 10 .. ~5.0J 873.GO 2 34 0 () () 0 3 0 0 0 4 0 5 0 5 Li<" 31 i()bS.OO U73.00 J 1 a 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 4 " LK 31 1()65.00 8 7J. 0 c 4 1 0 0 0 1 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ll<. :H 1065.00 B73.0C 5 335 0 "lb5 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Ll<. 11 1065.00 H73.0C 6 52 0 2 86 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1065.00 R73.0C 7 47 c l 08 ;) 1 1 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ll<. 31 1065.00 B73.0C 8 0 0 36 0 1 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1065.00 B 73.0 C <; 1 0 134 5 74 11 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 8 LK 31 1065.01) tl73.0010 0 0 J 8 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 u~ 31 1065.00 873.0C11 0 81 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 2 u~ 31 1066.00 873.0C 1 0 0 0 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Ll< 31 lt)66. 0•) 873.00 2 0 0 0 1 32 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 __, LK 31 1066.00 8 73 .a c ") 1 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 5 +::> LK . .:H 1066.00 873.0C 4 15 0 1 0 lO 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 w 
SIn: NlJRTH EAST lEV A e '(. 0 E F G H I J K l M N 
U( 31 1066.00 8 73.0 c 5 10 0 12 !35 0 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1066.00 873.0C 6 570 10 0 510 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Lr( 31 1066.00 R73.0C 7 0 •J 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1066.00 873.0C 8 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li<.. 31 1J66.00 ti73.0C g 0 0 0 1 16 2 J 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Li<. 31 1066.00 .373.0C10 1 0 u 10 324 3 \) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Li( 31 1066,00 873.CC11 0 0 0 /) 1 ·J 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 7 U<. ~H l06l.CO 874.00 1 0 0 0 0 l 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li<. 31 1 i)61. OtJ 874.0C 2 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LK .J1 1J6l.OO d74.GC 3 29 170 0 0 41 l<t 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 5 u, :n 1061.00 a 74. o a 4 15 l 5 5 0 5 6 ') 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1061.00 a 74. o a 5 55 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ll<. 31 1061.00 8 74 .oc 6 581 102 5 85 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 
Li' 31 1061.1)0 B 74. G C 7 5 5 5 i) 0 1 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Li<. 31 1061.0i) B74.CC 8 0 0 20 0 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li< 31 1061.00 8 74.0 c s i) I) 0 7 26 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Li( 3l l061.0t) 8 74.0C llJ I) •) 0 0 0 0 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lt( 31 1061.00 874.0011 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 l 0 l 0 1 
Lr( .:>1 1061.00 874.CC12 0 0 0 .) 0 5 ,) 0 0 0 I) 0 0 1 L:<. 31 106L.OU 874.0(13 0 0 4 1 89 13 J 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 Li<.. 31 1 062. 00 8 74.0 c 1 5 J 15 0 65 21 5 0 0 1 0 4 0 9 L;<. 31 1062.00 R74.CC 2 5 \) 0 0 !3 5 J 0 a 1 0 0 0 0 
L'< 31 1062.00 B74.00 3 25 0 15 1 35 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 u, 31 1062.00 8 74.0 0 4 215 0 20 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Li\ :. l 1062.00 8 74. G 0 5 473 0 109 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Li<. 31 1062.00 8 74.0 c c 13 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L,o;. H 1062.00 874.0C 7 0 0 0 24 ll:i-5 
-+ 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 2 u, 31 1062.00 8 74.0 0 8 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Lt\ 31 1062.00 1374.0C 9 0 83 0 0 12 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 u: 31 1062.00 874.0010 0 0 0 l 9 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 LK 31 1062.00 874.0011 0 0 1 Q 71 27 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 5 L~ 31 1062.00 874.0C12 13 0 0 4 151 33 0 1 0 l 0 14 0 9 
Li< 31 1 d62. OtJ 074.0013 0 0 0 0 15 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 L:<. 31 l\163.00 a 74. o a 1 35 c 0 0 0 4 \) 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 L~ .:ll l;J63.0t) 87-t.OC 2 805 8.15 5 0 0 Lt a 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 LK :11. 1063.0(] 874.00 3 25 5 1231 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 li'\ -q 1t)63.00 R 74.0 C 4 0 0 0 0 5 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1063.00 8 74 • 0 c 5 0 \) 7 39 6 196 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Ll\. 31 1063.00 8 74. c c 6 10 0 290 2 75 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L'< 31 1 063. Ql) 874.0C 7 0 381 0 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 ·o 0 0 0 J, LK 31 1063.00 874.CC 8 1 0 0 0 1 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ll\ 31 1 063. 00 874.00 q 1 0 1 0 .:2 19 J 0 () 2 0 2 0 1 Lr<. 31 1063.0!) S74.0ClJ 1 0 363 0 l 5 0 0 "' " 0 0 0 0 u u 
Li( 31 1063.00 874.0011 14f 5 55 240 0 5 1 0 0 0 3 0 5 0 2 LK -H 1064.0(1 8 74.0 c 1 45 0 55 () 5 7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ~ 
SITE t,JOR T H EAST LEV A B c 0 E F G H I J K l M N 
LK 31 1064.00 8 74.0 c 2 47 18 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 LJ<. 31 1064.00 874.0C ] 43 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 ll< 31 1064.00 8 74. 0 c 4 20 "': 36 0 5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 U\ 31 1064.00 874.0C 5 0 a 0 J 1 L) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ll< 31 1064.00 8 74. c c {; 0 0 18 ? 79 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '-LK 31 1064.00 874.0C 7 0 240 500 5 318 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1064.00 374.00 8 0 0 0 2 56 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 LK 31 1064.00 8 74. c c s 12 a 7 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 LK 31 1064.00 874.0C1C 0 a 0 7 IH 21 0 2 0 23 2 51 0 98 LK 31 1064.00 874.0C1l 40 35 12 0 0 6 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 U\ 31 1065.00 B74.CC 1 30 0 0 0 36 20 0 0 0 3 0 11 0 17 Li\ J1 1065.00 874.0C 2 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 LK 31 1065.00 5 74. c c 3 0 22 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 6 Lt< 31 1065.00 874.CC 4 57 0 124 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 6 LK 31 1065.00 874.0C 5 26 I) 333 2 35 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 LK 31 1')65.00 8 74.0 c 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1065.00 874.0C 7 0 0 0 0 0 1 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u, 31 1065.00 8 74.00 8 0 30 1 3 68 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 LK 31 1065.00 s 74. a c g 1 0 0 5 185 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 u~ 31 1065.00 874.0C10 0 0 1 0 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 LK 31 1065.00 874.0011 12 0 1 5 114 2i () 2 0 7 0 28 0 51 LK 31 1066.00 874.0C 1 1 c 0 2 S4 12 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 7 l i\ 31 1\.J66.00 874.0C 2 1 0 70 0 23 8 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 5 u< 31 1066.00 8 74. a a 3 0 42 414 1 20 2 0 2 0 5 0 5 1 15 Ll\ 31 1066.00 o74.0C 4 133':1 3633 3685 1 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 2 0 l LK 31 1066.00 874.00 5 2n 212 2Jl 3 Ll 3 l () 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li<, 31 1066.00 d74.0C (:. 2 0 f38 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u<. 31 1066.00 874.00 7 19(j 5 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 li)66.00 8 74. c c 8 1 0 J 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1066.00 8 74.0 c c:; 0 0 0 0 1 3 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK Jl l1.k6.00 d74.uG10 0 0 0 2 24 5 I) 0 0 l 0 1 0 0 lK Jl 1066.00 874.0C11 13 0 0 4 79 22 0 0 0 3 a 6 0 3 LK 31 1065.00 875.0C 1 0 I) 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 4 0 3 0 4 Lt<. 31 1065.00 8 75.0 c 2 100 224 800 5 190 5 t) 0 0 3 0 3 0 3 LK 31 lOb~.oo 875.0C :3 0 oSO 155 2 90 l 0 0 0 8 0 12 0 7 u;. 31 1065.00 875 .•J G 4 5 310 25 0 5 1 () 0 0 5 0 4 0 b U<:. 31 1065.00 875.GC 5 25 140 665 0 45 0 5 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 L1..:. 31 1065.00 875.0C 6 0 0 89 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1065.0:) 875.0( 7 0 0 1 0 76 L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lK 31 1065.00 975.00 !:l Ei a 0 2 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L'/ 31 1065.00 375.0( c; 0 1015 0 2 ':)5 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 r, Lf- 31 1065.00 875.0C10 1 () 0 0 ,+4 lt 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 2 LK 31 1065.00 375.0Cll 35 0 0 4 55 18 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 6 ...... Li"\. 31 1l)66.00 875.0( 1 38 () J l HH 4 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 ..j::>. L;< 31 1066.00 875.00 2 25 11 0 15 0 20 5 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (J1 
SITE iWRTH EAST LEV A e c 0 E F G H J K l M N 
Lt<. 31 1066.00 d75.0C 3 19 0 273 0 0 0 J 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 Ll'\ 31 1066.00 875.0C 4 1 0 0 0 () l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ltZ .31 1066.00 875.0C 5 25 c 900 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 LK 31 l06b.OO B75.0C {; 1 0 10 1 47 0 a 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 Li<. 31 1066.0:) 875.0C 7 0 a 1 10 1 2 1 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 l LK 31 1066.00 875.00 8 0 0 10 8 275 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LJ:, ]1 1066.00 El75.0C g 275 0 0 3 j8 1 () 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 LK 31 1066.00 875.0C1C 0 0 0 3 151 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 L~' 31 l06b.CJ 875.0Cll 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,,
LK 11 1065.00 876.00 1 41 0 0 41 1723 12 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 6 LK 31 1065.00 876.00 2 1 0 0 2 89 6 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 LV 31 1065.00 876.CC 3 115 2UO 15 2 65 4 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 ,, L'' 51 lllb5.00 81t.CC 4 1020 38 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 5 0 26 .. , LK Jl 101'>'5.00 876.0C 5 56 a 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L~ 31 1065.00 876.00 f:. 0 ~ 0 i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LK 31 1065.00 876.CC 7 5 a 0 l) 1 1 l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1065.00 876.0C 8 0 I) •) l 1 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 L,<. 31 1065.00 876.0( s 0 0 1 5 129 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LK 31 1065~00 876.0010 1 0 11 5 129 s 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 li<.. 31 106::>.00 876.0011 P.5 0 5 68 1550 4-1 0 0 0 2 0 4 0 8 l ,, 31 1·)66.00 876.0C 1 0 0 23 1 27 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 3 r, U( 31 1 066.00 876.0C 2 20 0 1 9 415 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1066.00 876.00 3 11 0 l 0 l 3 () 0 0 4 0 6 0 7 u:.. 31 1066.00 876.00 4 6 2 (: 4 76 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 Lr-. 31 1J66.CJ d76.0G 5 J 93 1123 2 13 2 0 0 0 5 0 3 0 11 L< 31 1066.00 s 76. a c (; 0 ,) •) 0 10 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1066.00 l376.0C 7 0 0 1 0 0 It J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LV 
.31 1066.00 876.00 8 0 0 11 1 ~?6 i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,,
Ll'( 31 10hb.OJ · 876.0C g 0 0 :) 2 21 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 LK 31 1066. OJ d76.0Cl0 1 a 0 a 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 U( ~q 1066.0!) 87f..OC11 0 l 704 6 193 8 Q 0 0 3 0 3 0 13 U<. 31 1094.00 998.00 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 LK 31 1094.00 998.00 2 198 0 0 2 22 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LK 31 1094.00 998.0C 3 24- 0 31 2 19 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 
L< 31 1094.00 998.00 4 35 56 0. J 1 2 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1094.00 998.00 5 1 I) 78 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L:< 31 1094.00 998.0C (: 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1094.00 9SB.OC 7 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lr<. 31 1094.00 998.0C 8 14 0 7 80 4L 13,)5 1 \,) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 u, 31 l094.0J fJ98 .oo s 365 a 908 18 738 0 0 0 0 3 0 9 1 ll l.' 31 l094.0t) 998.001u 10 0 4 76 7 94 3 L.) 0 0 9 1 20 1 45 i'. LiZ 31 1095.00 998.00 1 0 0 209 4 61 3 0 0 0 11 1 25 0 46 LK 31 1095.00 998.0C 2 1 0 518 0 26 4 0 0 0 3 1 11 0 40 L,( 31 1095.00 '198.JC 3 631 0 6 30 35 704 17 1 1 0 14 0 29 l 134 
li\. 31 1095.00 Y98.00 4 1227 0 83 02 24 810 33 l 0 0 5 0 4 0 28 
SITE NORTH EAST LEV A A c 0 E F G H I J K L M N 
Li< j1 1095.00 998.00 5 S9 0 0 5 54 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 Ll< 31 1Qq5.00 998.0C 6 4L 0 36 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 Li< 31 1095.00 qqs.oo 7 0 0 0 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1095.00 998.0C 8 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U< 31 1116.00 9'9 8. 0 0 l 2€5 0 32 132 4630 1 () 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 LK 31 1116.00 998.JO 2 0 0 1315 71 2100 0 u 0 0 2 0 7 0 11 Ll<. 31 1116.00 998.0C 3 48 0 16 31 14 390 1 0 1 0 7 0 21 0 68 Li( 31 1116.00 998.00 4 t3 0 5 09 12 114 3 0 0 0 6 0 13 0 65 u.,;, 31 1116.00 998.00 5 57 234 1098 4 31 6 0 0 0 2 0 14 0 39 Li( 3 1 1116.01.) 998.00 l: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1116.00 CJCJa.oc 7 1640 285 3965 28 195 38 0 2 0 12 0 15 0 55 L:<. 31 1116. 00 G98.0C 8 1544 0 5.36 10 159 29 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 35 L!\ 31 1116.00 998.0G S 27 G 0 0 1 5 10 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 Lr-- 31 1116.00 998.0ClC 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ll< 31 1116.00 99R.0011 0 a 0 1 20 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Lll.. 31 1117. 00 9S8.00 1 0 tJ 0 8 338 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Ll<. 31 1117.00 99R.OC 2 0 o80 2660 59 1750 0 0 0 0 4 1 4 0 16 L!'( 31 1117.0J 99B .. OC 3 52 ·) 922 9 221 1 u 1 0 10 1 19 1 76 LK 31 1117. 00 998.00 4 40 0 9·7o 2 115 ..., L) 2 0 1 0 22 0 73 £. Li<. 3 1 1117.00 998.0G h 57 0 495 0 50 2 0 0 0 7 0 15 0 40 ... lt<- 3 1 1 1 1 7. 00 CJ9R.OC 6 40 6 1425 15 245 9 0 1 0 10 1 29 0 68 LK 31 1117.00 998.CC 7 4015 0 3675 52 1415 55 J 0 0 8 0 24 0 52 u;. 31 1117.00 g<Js.cc 8 955 u l 70 2 14\) 10 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 6 Ll< 31 1117.00 998.CC 9 50 a 0 1 27 J 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 l LK 31 1117.00 99i-1.0010 Jl a 0 4 1.5 2 J 0 0 1 0 l 0 0 LK. 31 1117.00 998.0Cll 3 0 () 0 1 J 1 0 l) 0 0 0 0 0 L<. 31 1094~00 CJCJG.OO 1 1 () 200 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 3 0 6 ll<. 31 1094.00 999.00 2 0 0 0 2 20 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ll", 31 10.:,J..f,GO 999.:JC 3 0 ·jJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK. 31 10CJ4.00 9S9 .. 0C 4 t.2 •1 0 38 10 78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 L<. 31 1094.00 999.00 5 1044 0 818 124 3339 ?. J 0 0 6 0 9 1 19 Li". 31 1094.00 99G.OC 6 0 0 2030 R 155 3 0 0 0 14 0 31 1 70 u, Jl 1094. i)J 9S9.0C 7 32 0 15 73 6 79 3 iJ 3 0 14 2 24 2 113 Li( 31 109·'t.OJ 999.00 8 77 0 86 0 0 0 l 1 0 8 0 19 0 85 U<. -H 1 09 5. Q;) 999.00 1 0 0 2lCJ9 326 831 26 0 2 0 16 l 40 l 110 Ll<. :H 1·)95.00 9°9.00 2 842 16 2 1108 23 548 36 J 1 0 5 0 9 0 40 Ll<. 31 1095.00 ·j99.0C 3 115 9 6755 1 23 22 0 0 0 2 0 8 0 20 LK 31 1:)95.00 9<:9.00 4 11 0 13 0 l l) I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LK 31 1095.00 999 .oo 5 1 0 0 1 1tl 5 J 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 Lt<. 31 1095.00 999.00 6 8 0 6 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li< 31 11)95.00 9'79.0G 7 11 0 0 0 1 0 u 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 LK '31 1095.00 999.00 8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ·a 0 0 0 U\ .31 1116.00 999.00 1 1 a I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ---' Li<. 31 1116.00 9 99.00 2 74 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +::> 
-......! LK Jl 1116.00 999.0C 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s lT E: NIJF<.TH EAS1 LEV J\ B c D E F G H I J K L M N 
u .. 31 ll16.0J S99.00 4 0 0 0 J 0 0 (.} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l!< 31 1116.00 999.00 5 2 •; 5 0 0 0 0 3 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L:<. H 1116.00 999.0C 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
u:.. 3 1 1116.00 sss.oc 7 425 0 21 n 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Li'\. 31 1116.00 999.0C 8 290 Sl8C 2 05 1 20 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 
LK 31 1116.00 999.0C g 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l,( 
.H 1116.00 999.0010 1 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1110.00 999.0Cll 0 c 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
l1\ 31 1117.00 999.00 1 0 0 Q 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK .:H 1117.00 999.0C 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lr\ 31 1117.00 999.00 ') 1 0 0 0 () () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 1117.00 999.00 4 0 () 1 0 0 5 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lK 31 1117.00 99Q.Q() 5 J 0 0 0 1 '") () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (... LK 31 1117.00 S99.GC (:. 842 0 221 Q 0 l J 0 0 0 0 l 0 1 LK 31 1117.00 999.0C 7 162 40 195 5 30 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 5 
Lf( 31 111 7. 00 999.00 8 0 0 0 0 0 1 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l:( 3 1 1117.00 9<;.9.00 9 0 n 0 0 3 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Li\ J1 1117.00 999.0010 0 c 0 1 10 0 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
li( 31 11 1 7. co 999.0Cl1 0 ·1 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ll<. 31 1083.00 1108.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L'. 
.:ll 1093.00 1108.00 2 4 0 0 J 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,, ll< 31 1083.00 1108~GC 3 2 0 0 0 0 \.) u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LK. 31 1083.00 1108. oc 4 0 0 1 0 0 1 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
u .. :n 1083.00 1108. G 0 5 0 0 0 \) 0 3 0 i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK 31 lOR3.00 1108.00 (:. 0 0 0 !) 0 0 i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Li<. 31 1093.QO 1108 .c c 7 23 t. 5 2085 800 4 35 4 0 1 0 4 0 2 0 7 
l./', "3 1 1083.00 1LOE.OC 8 0 0 0 t) 0 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ll<. 31 1033.00 llOB.OC g 0 J 0 l) 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LK ll 10~33.00 1108.001C 1 0 0 2 270 12 0 l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Li<. 31 10B3.0J 11 08.0 011 0 0 0 1 45 24 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LK 31 1 08'*• 00 ll08.CC 1 3(7 0 1 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L< :31 1084.00 1108.00 2 67 0 0 i) 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 LK 31 1034.00 llOB.OC 3 1 0 2 <)9 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 5 
li( 31 1084.00 1108.0C 4 3a30 152 0 11) 1 20 5 5 1 0 2 0 7 0 5 
Li<. 31 108-t.OJ llJ8.CC 5 475 70 10 0 0 15 0 1 () l 0 0 0 3 LK 31 10;84.00 ll08.CC c 0 0 0 0 0 17 iJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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bi face 
chip 
chipped stone 
cortex 
cul tura 1 debris 
cultural horizon 
cultura 1 zone 
dart point 
debitage 
feature (cultural 
feature) 
APPENDIX III 
GLOSSARY 
a chipped stone tool or tool fragment shaped by knapping 
flakes from two opposite sides as a means of gradually 
thinning the piece to the desired form. 
a portion of a flake which, due to breakage, crushing, or 
shattering, has no striking platform. Chips are an inci-
dental product of chipped stone tool manufacture. 
any piece of stone which has been intentionally altered by 
the aborigine through removal of flakes for the purpose of 
stone tool production. 
on a cobble, the exterior weathered surface or rind which 
usually conceals the interior color and material quality 
of the rock. 
material remains produced or altered, either directly or 
indirectly, as a result of human activity. At Choke Canyon, 
this term specifically applies to surviving materials evi-
dencing the sites of prehistoric and/or early historic 
human activities in the area. 
within a given layer of earth in the subsurface of a site, 
a cultural horizon is an aggregate of cultural debris repre-
senting a given period of time in prehistory. 
a vertically restricted stratum of earth in the subsurface 
of a site containing cultural debris deposited during a 
period of time more limited in time than a horizon (see 
above)o 
a bifacial chipped stone projectile designed to be attached 
to a short wooden shaft in the manner of a javelin. In size, 
the dart point and its shaft are midway between a spear and 
an arrow. The dart could be hurled by itself or thrown with 
an attati (spearthrower), a device affording added power to 
the thrust of the weapon. The bow and arrow did not come 
into use in the Choke Canyon region until approximately A.D. 
1300. The dart was the principal projectile-type weapon 
prior to this time. 
all residues (flakes, chips, chunks) resulting from the 
manufacture of chipped stone tools. 
the surviving evidence of a specific human activity (or set 
of activities) which occurred in the past over a spatially 
restricted area within a siteo A feature might be a hearth 
feature fi 11 
flake 
ground stone 
hammers tone 
hand screening 
hearth 
hunter/gatherers 
lithic debitage 
1 ithi c scatter 
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(see below); a concentration of mussel and snail shell; 
an accumulation of cores9 debitage, and stone tools and 
tool fragments; or a stain in the earth marking a shallow 
pit dug as an oven, trash pit, or cache. 
the earth matrix surrounding or contained within the objects 
or other manifestations constituting a cultural feature. 
The feature fill sometimes contains minute remains, such as 
bone and carbon, which provide clues to feature function" 
one type of debitage produced as a rock is being chipped 
into a stone tool" A flake always retains a striking 
platform marking the point at which the parent rock was 
struck to knock the flake off. The flake is usually 
thickest at the striking platform and thins out towards 
the other end. A flake may itself serve as a tool (see 
utilized flake definition below). 
a rock which has been smoothed and/or shaped by man either 
intentionally or incidentally through usee At 41 LK 31/32, 
the term applies to fragments of sandstone which retain 
evidence of use as grinding slabs (metates) which were 
smoothed and faceted by abrasion as plant products (seeds 
and beans?) were prepared for human consumption. 
a rock, usually quartzite or durable igneous material, used 
as a hammer to shape chipped stone tools. 
the manual process of working excavated matrix through hard-
ware cloth for the purpose of recovering cultural debris 
contained therein (contrast to water screening below). 
a place in a site where prehistoric people built a fire. 
Most often the hearth is recognized as a tight cluster of 
rock" A hearth might also be evidenced simply as an area 
of fired earth" Hearths often contain carbon and are 
surrounded by debris (mussel shell, snail shell, debitage) 
evidencing food items prepared over the fire and act1vities 
carried out beside it. 
a term applied to people who survived by hunting available 
species of wildlife and gathering all manner of plant and 
animal products fit for human consumption. The term usually 
implies a nomadic, impermanently-settled way of life 
requiring close harmony with nature. 
same as debitage (see above). 
an accumulation of cores, debitage, chipped stone tools, 
and/or fire-altered rocks visible on the ground surface of 
an area. 
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living floor 
or surface 
otolith 
paleoclimate 
patrilineal 
phytolith 
pit oven 
profi 1 e 
radiocarbon date 
subsistence cycle 
a now-buried, vertically restricted plane or level within 
a site which was once the exposed ground surface upon which 
past human activity occurred. Cultural debris deposited 
during the activity, if not later disturbed, marks the 
surface and may yield to the archaeologist information 
concerning· the character and topography of the buried surface. 
a thick, subcircular bone element found in the skull area 
of some fish. Relatively durable, otoliths are often the 
only bones found in prehistoric sites at Choke Canyon. 
the climate as it was in prehistory. At Choke Canyon, as 
in many other places, present climatic conditions are remark~ 
ably different from those experienced by people during certain 
periods in the area's prehistory. 
a system of tracing ancestry through the male line in human 
society. 
microscopic cellular structures of silica found in many types 
of plants. Being of silica, phytoliths may be preserved in 
the soil for thousands of years. As each plant produces 
phytoliths in different forms, the phytoliths may be ana-
lyzed to determine types of plants present at any given time 
in the prehistory. Still in its infancy, phytolith research 
has not yet been perfected to the extent that reliable recon= 
structions of prehistoric plant communities can be made. 
a type of prehistoric hearth made by digging a shallow hole 
in the ground. The food item to be cooked, usually some 
kind of plant product, was placed in the hole and covered 
with a layer of soil over which coals or heated rocks were 
placed. 
the vertical wall of an excavation unit, backhoe trench, or 
geologic test pit in which the natural layering of the soil 
(stratification) may be seen. Layers or strata within the 
soil may also be the result of human activities on earlier, 
now-buried surfaces with the site (stratigraphy). 
an absolute age calculated through a complex analytical 
procedure in which samples of organic residues (usually 
carbon, but also shell, bone, and organic-rich earth) are 
assayed to determine the time when the organism yielding 
the organic material actually lived. 
for hunter/gatherers, the annual pattern of movement over 
a terri tory designed to take best advantage of food resources 
available at given places at given times of the year. 
therma 1 spa 11 
(fracture) 
umbo 
uniface 
utili zed flake 
water screening 
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fragmentation of rocks through exposure to intense heat 
such as when stones were used by prehistoric people to 
line a hearth or pit oven. 
the hinge portion of a mussel shell where ligaments attached 
to both valves (halves) of the shell held it together while 
the animal was living. More durable than thinner parts of 
the shell, the umbo survives better in archaeological depositso 
a chipped stone tool which was formed through chipping on 
only one face. Usually made from large flakes, the face 
opposite the chipped surface is very smooth and flat. 
a flake which, without further intentional alteration, is 
used as a tool to perform some task such as cutting, shaving, 
or scraping. The utilized flake is recognized by edge dam-
age, that is, tiny flake removals and breakage along the 
sharp edge resulting from contact with the material being 
worked. 
use of a pressurized jet of water to wash earth through 
hardware cloth or flyscreen for purposes of recovering 
cultural debriso This method had advantages over hand 
screening (see above) in that it is faster and, because 
the matrix can be more completely broken down to pass 
through flyscreen, smaller items of cultural debris can 
be recovered. 

